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Sherwood, Oregon 
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at planning@sherwoodoregon.gov or 503-925-2308 . 

   City of Sherwood 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

Sherwood City Hall  
     22560 SW Pine Street 

Sherwood, OR  97140 
November 14, 2017  

     7:00 PM Regular Meeting 
  

 

1. Call to Order  

2. Consent Agenda 

a. June 13, 2017, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval 
b. August 8, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval 
c. August 22, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval 
d. October 24, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval 

3. Council Liaison Announcements 

4. Staff Announcements (Erika Palmer) 

5. Community Comments  

6. New Business  

a. Public Hearing – PA 17-01 New Sherwood High School Text Amendment  

The Sherwood School District proposes to 
  

1) Amend the Comprehensive Plan text in Chapter 8 and all maps to include 82.3 acres (76.2 
private land & 6.1 acres for public road right-of-way);  

2) Amend the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map to designate the property “Institutional 
and Public” which would be applied to the property upon annexation;  

3) Adopt a Metro Title 11 Concept Plan for the area added to the UGB by Metro; and  

4) Acknowledge refinements to the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan which the 
applicant proposes to modify to accommodate the proposed school use. 

More information can be found at  
www.sherwoodoregon.gov/planning/project/new-sherwood-high-school-comprehensive-
plan-amendment 
 

7. Planning Commissioner Announcements  

8. Adjourn   
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City of Sherwood, Oregon  
Planning Commission  

June 13, 2017  
 

Planning Commissioners Present:              Staff Present: 
Chair Jean Simson                                     Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director                                
Vice Chair Russell Griffin    Bob Galati, City Engineer 
Commissioner Justin Kai   Connie Randall, Planning Manager 
Commissioner Daniel Matzinger  Joy Chang, Associate Planner 
       Kirsten Allen, Department Program Coordinator  
        
Planning Commission Members Absent:  Council Members Present: 
Commissioner Chris Flores                              Councilor Sean Garland 
Commissioner Rob Rettig    
Commissioner Lisa Walker 
 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call 

Chair Jean Simson convened the meeting at 7:00 pm. 

2. Consent Agenda 

a. May 9, 2017 Planning Commission Minutes approval 
b. May 23, 2017 Planning Commission Minutes approval 

 
Vice Chair Griffin asked that minutes reflect that he wanted serpentine landscaping instead of serpentine 
sidewalks at Edy Road along the assisted living facility in the May 9th minutes.    

 
Motion: From Commissioner Justin Kai to approve the consent agenda as amended, seconded 
by Vice Chair Russell Griffin.  All Present Commissioners voted in favor. 

3. Council Liaison Announcements 

No report was given.   

4. Staff Announcements 

Connie Randall, Planning Manager stated the Planning Department was fully staffed and introduced Joy 
Chang, Associate Planner.  Ms. Chang has more than 20 years of planning experience and has worked for 
the City of Portland and Washington County. She will work on current planning applications.  Carrie 
Brennecke, Senior Planner has also joined city staff and has a lot of experience with the Comprehensive 
Plan process and community outreach. She will be working exclusively on long range planning and the 
Comprehensive Plan Update. Ms. Randall announced that her family was moving to Chicago and her last 
day would be July 12, 2017.  Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director indicated that recruitment 
had already begun for a new Planning Manager.  She asked the Commission to help facilitate public input 
at the at a public work session on the Tannery Site on July 25, 2017.  Ms. Randall noted there would be a 
Planning Commission vacancy as of July 1, 2017; interested parties were encouraged to apply. Chair Simson 
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commented that over the next three years the Planning Commission would be working on the 
Comprehensive Plan which would help shape the future of the City. The update would involve a 
Community Advisory Committee and be heard by the Planning Commission before approval by the City 
Council.     

5. Community Comments 

None were received.   

6. New Business 
a. Public Hearing – SP 16-09/CUP 16-04 Oregon Street Townhomes 

Chair Simson read the public hearing statement, said the Planning Commission was the final hearing 
authority, and asked for ex parte contact, bias, or conflict of interest from Commission members.   

Vice Chair Griffin disclosed he lived near the proposed development and his acquaintance with Mr. Fisher 
would not affect his ability to make a decision.  Chair Simson asked if any member of the audience wished 
to challenge any Commissioner’s ability to participate.  None were received.   

Connie Randall provided a memo to the Commission and gave a presentation of the staff report (see 
record, Exhibits 1-2).  She said the matter before the Planning Commission was a request for Site Plan and 
Conditional Use Permit approvals for a 25-unit townhome development along the southeastern side of 
Oregon Street in Old Town. The site was located behind City Hall on a 1.2 acres site; on the southeast 
were the railroad tracks and the Cannery Square PUD area, to the north were single-family homes, the 
Springs Senior Living Facility and the New Life Assembly of God Church, and to the west was City Hall. 
Ms. Randall explained the site was located within the Old Cannery area of Old Town Overlay district, 
zoned Retail Commercial (RC) and said this was important because townhomes were allowed on properties 
zoned RC in the Old Cannery Area of the Old Town Overlay with a Conditional Use Permit.  Additionally 
the site was being proposed to develop as condominium platted townhomes, which meant it would be 
processed as a site plan instead of a subdivision.  Subdivisions would be platted units on individual lots 
that were attached at the property line. Condominiums were processed as a site plan with one parent lot 
and each unit condo platted above the lot.  Ms. Randall noted the project was proposed to be constructed 
in two phases.  Phase I consisted of 17 units in four Townhome Blocks with 26 proposed parking spaces 
(23 were required). She said it was important to note that the Townhome section of the Code required two 
parking spaces per unit which would normally mean 34 required parking spaces on a townhome 
development, however the Old Town Overlay capped the required parking at 65% of what would be 
required; 18 spaces would be standard spaces and 8 would be compact. 

Ms. Randall reported townhome projects were required to provide 5% open space and the site was 
proposing 13% open space.  A condition of approval required the final site plan delineate the open space 
in square footage and the percent of total space so staff could ensure the required amount was provided.  
The site featured a variety of landscaping materials, trees, shrubs and groundcover in accordance with the 
Code. At build-out, the site would have 25 units in six Townhome Blocks. Buildings 1 and 4 would be 
similar in elevation to each other and Buildings 2 & 3 would be similar to each other. Buildings 5 & 6 were 
set back from the road and would have unique elevations.  Ms. Randall said 50 parking spaces would be 
provided after all phases were complete, which would be required for a townhome development in any 
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other part of the city, but within the Old Town Overlay only 33 spaces were required; 28 of the spaces 
would be standard spaces and 22 would be compact.  The full site featured 18% open space with 
appropriate site landscaping including the retention of a stand of trees on the northern side of the site.  She 
said there was a future commercial pad identified at the north end of the site and the site had two points 
of access; one was the existing drive off SW Oregon Street which would serve Phase I, a second driveway 
entrance would be at the west end of the site.  If the future commercial pad were to develop it would be 
required to come back to the Planning Commission for site plan review and approval as well as be required 
to take access from the second private dive. 

Ms. Randall explained the site was two properties.  Prior to Phase II being built the applicant was required 
to do a property line adjustment or a lot consolidation. The main issue was that the property line split 
Building 3 and that would not be allowed unless there was a fire wall at the property line.    

Ms. Randall explained that Mr. Fisher’s site had been reduced over time for the development of Oregon 
Street and he had given part of his property to the city for the construction of Oregon Street. The 
construction of Phase II included improvements to Oregon Street to correct a bump in the curb line along 
with reconstructing the sidewalk and relocating the street lights. Included in the staff report was a condition 
of approval to require street trees be planted in tree wells in the sidewalk, consistent with other street trees 
in Old Town, was.   

Ms. Randall showed elevations of the proposed buildings along Oregon Street. She said the buildings were 
31 feet 8 inches tall where 50 feet was allowed on retail commercial properties in Old Town’s Old Cannery 
Area.  The block width ranged from 76-95 feet, well within the 150 foot maximum and there would be 
four or five units per block; code required townhome blocks to be between two and six units.  She said 
Code required townhomes be subject to the standards in the High Density Residential (HDR) zone with a 
minimum 1,200 square foot size. The units would be between 1,372-1,751 square feet.  Ms. Randall 
explained that the requirement for distinct looking units was achieved through a variety of colors and 
materials.  The homes would front onto the public street with garage access in the rear and a distinct, varied 
roof lines with multiple building materials and colors used throughout.  Each unit had covered porches 
and balconies. Ms. Randall pointed out the four-sided architecture and said it was not required by code, 
but the applicant had done a great job by wrapping treatment around the sides and back of the building 
that faced internally to the site or the railroad on the other buildings. The stone on the first floor and the 
banding between the upper stories and window trim around all of the windows provided pedestrian scale, 
a requirement in Old Town.  She showed the elevations of two buildings next to each other to show what 
the completed project would look like.  

Ms. Randall reviewed the required findings for Site Plan approval.   She said the project should meet the 
applicable zoning district and design standards with the approval of the Conditional Use Permit in RC 
zoned property in the Old Cannery Area of Old Town Overlay as well as public water, sanitary sewer and 
storm sewer services requirements.  She said Conditions, Covenants and Restrictions (CC&Rs) and a Home 
Owners Association (HOA) Agreement would be required with the Final Site Plan and would be used as 
a vehicle to ensure the common areas and the private driveways were maintained, because the site was 
going to be condominium platted.  She clarified that the city did not enforce CC&Rs, but required they be 
recorded with Washington County to address maintenance responsibilities.  There were no significant 
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natural features on site and the project was estimated to generate 145 daily trips.  The estimate was below 
the threshold requiring a traffic analysis.  Ms. Randall explained that staff had researched past traffic studies 
and found that 145 daily trips would increase the average daily trips in the area about two percent.  She 
noted the commercial and industrial design standards were not applicable and the building design 
conformed to Old Town Design Standards.  

Ms. Randall explained the required findings for Conditional Use Permit approval. She noted the proposed 
facility met the overall needs of the community by implementing goals from the Sherwood Town Center 
Plan which set goals for future residential growth, economic development, and public investment into the 
Town Center to enhance urban vibrancy, encourage active transportation, and improve safety and 
efficiency for all modes of traffic.  She stated by having people living in townhomes downtown it would 
support the businesses with trips made on foot or by bicycle instead of driving. Ms. Randall said Chapter 
4 of the Comprehensive Plan sought to locate land uses to minimize the adverse effects of one another, to 
provide convenient and energy efficient movement of people, vehicles and goods within and among the 
major land use categories and to minimize the adverse effects of human activity on the natural 
environment. She said the proposal also supported the Comprehensive Plan’s desire to provide a diverse 
mix of housing types. She further explained that the proposal would not negatively affect surrounding 
properties, it was compatible with the proposed senior living facility proposed north of the site, and was 
consistent with supporting the businesses in Old Town. Ms. Randall relayed that the site was linear and 
narrowed to a point at one end. The site had been reduced to accommodate the need for the public roadway 
over time, but was of adequate shape and size and the applicant found a creative way to use the site. It 
would not have adverse impact to sensitive wildlife species or the natural environment and was not a 
wireless communication facility or a transportation facility improvement.  Staff recommended approval in 
accordance with the Conditions of Approval.  

Ms. Randall pointed out a correction to the Conditions of Approval in the memo received by the 
Commission (Exhibit 2).  She explained that in an earlier submission of the project the applicant was 
considering multi-family which required ADA accessible parking and connectivity between the drive aisles 
and private pedestrian pathways to the accessible parking. The narrative was not corrected when the 
application was revised to propose the townhome development which was considered single family 
attached residential, not multi-family.  Ms. Randall said the staff report required marked crosswalks be 
provided on the final site plan. The applicant had informed staff of the mistake and the memo proposed a 
correction to the staff analysis and findings regarding the marked crosswalk and accessible parking.  She 
said there were other typos and corrections noted in the memo. Staff was available to answer questions.  

Commissioner Kai asked if each unit would have individual water meters.  Staff deferred to the applicant 
and said it would be expected that each condo would have a meter.   

Chair Simson asked for testimony from the applicant.   

Zach Pelz, AKS Engineering and Forestry, and Jim Fisher, applicant/property owner, came forward.  Mr. 
Pelz thanked the Commission and commended staff for the presentation and support throughout the 
project.  He gave a presentation (see record, Exhibit 3) which showed how the architecture complemented 
the surrounding area and was a good fit for the site in the context of existing and planned development.   
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Jim Fisher said he moved his business to Sherwood in 1983 with a sublease from Sherwood Lumber Yard 
then he purchased property from Southern Pacific Railroad in 1985 where the townhomes were proposed. 
He said he owned and operated Jim Fisher Roofing until 2008 when they sold the company and built a 
new complex on Galbreath Drive, choosing to stay in Sherwood because he liked the community.  
Personally, Mr. Fisher has been involved with Sherwood for many years by serving on the first SURPAC 
Board and as an active member of the Sherwood Chamber of Commerce he has watched Sherwood grow 
to the community it is today.  He said he understood Old Town history and believed the design fit 
Sherwood well.  Mr. Fisher commented on Sherwood being named a top place to live in the country more 
than once and said the credit had to go to the Planning Commission. He felt like the Oregon Street 
Townhomes were the right fit for Old Town Sherwood; it would enhance the livability of an already vibrant 
Old Town community with the walkway ending right at the entrance and it would allow families in the 
townhomes to walk or ride their bikes to Old Town to visit the shops and restaurants to be a part of the 
culture of Sherwood. Mr. Fisher specified a few amenities of the project; 170% of the open space 
requirement, 150% of the parking with every unit having an attached garage, playground, garden spot with 
raised beds, outside picnic area, and each unit would have a personal patio on the ground floor and decks 
on the second floor.  

Zach Pelz showed the subject site off of Oregon Street and said it was behind the city hall parking lot, 
west of the Oregon Pacific Rail right of way.  He stated there was an excellent network of existing streets 
and sidewalks that served the site, including the pedestrian promenade, which provided a direct connection 
between Old Town Sherwood and the site.  In addition there was a good mix of commercial, civic, and 
residential uses in the immediate vicinity and the inclusion of the townhome project would continue to 
complement the existing mixed uses in the area.  He showed there were three existing buildings on the site, 
which would all be demolished as part of the development, that were used for a landscaping business and 
outdoor storage. The majority of the site was a large expanse of asphalt that served as a quasi-industrial 
use since the 1980’s.    

Mr. Pelz pointed out the townhome units were slightly larger than staff mentioned, because of added 
articulation on the third floor which increased the square footage. The two bedroom units would be 
between 1,350 and 1,900 square feet.  Mr. Pelz reported there was ample landscaping, open space, and off 
street parking.  He displayed some 3-D renderings and believed they showed how the site complemented 
the City’s objectives for the architectural style of Old Town.  He said the design had a number of features 
to be consistent with the requirements for townhomes through the use of different types of siding 
materials, colors on the units, various roof forms and articulation which helped distinguish one townhome 
unit from the next.  He showed views from different perspectives and said the project would help frame 
the pedestrian realm around Oregon Street and provide an inviting and attractive streetscape for 
pedestrians and motorists as they entered into Sherwood’s Old Town, creating a nice gateway.  Mr. Pelz 
pointed out the first floor stoops and second floor balconies and said they created an outdoor open space 
for residents that would promote social interaction between residents and people walking by.  He said staff 
did a good job of talking about the criteria, but because it was a conditional use, he wanted to cover the 
discretionary criteria. Mr. Pelz said there were adequate public facilities, and the proposed use was 
compatible with abutting uses. He spoke of City objectives for development in the area and said the 
applicant felt that any impacts to the environment were mitigated as there were not any environmental 
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resources on site.  Mr. Pelz went over the two policy considerations from the Comprehensive Plan 
discussed by staff. The first was the Sherwood Town Center Plan that talked about future residential 
growth in the area, promoting economic development, encouraging public investment in the Town Center, 
enhancing urban vibrancy, encouraging active transportation and improving safety and efficiency for all 
modes of transportation.  He stated the proximity of the townhome units to Sherwood’s Old Town would 
help put people in proximity to businesses and services in the area create a good synergy to continued 
investment in Sherwood’s Old Town.  The second policy was Chapter 4 of the Comprehensive Plan that 
talked about minimizing impacts and making the use complementary with the existing development 
pattern. Mr. Pelz stated the proposal created opportunities for a more walkable and vibrant Old Town in 
Sherwood.  To support his statement, he showed a piece of the Sherwood Main Street Map which had a 
full range of services and uses within a short walk from the townhome site.  He cited that Sherwood had 
received awards for being a great place to live, commented on Sherwood’s growth between 2000 and 2016, 
and said there were more and more reasons why people would continue to move to Sherwood. He added 
that the proposed development would provide an alternative to the typical single family home and it met 
the needs of Sherwood.  Mr. Pelz offered to answer questions from the Commission and confirmed the 
applicant was in agreement with the revised conditions.  

Commissioner Matzinger asked for the distance to the railroad tracks from the back of the building and if 
there were any changes in construction on those units to account for sound or vibration.  Mr. Pelz 
responded the building was setback two feet from the rear property line and there were no mitigation 
strategies employed.  Commissioner Matzinger asked if the fence was a sound wall.  It was not.   

Commissioner Kai asked if each unit would have individual water meters.  Mr. Pelz stated it was 
undetermined and condos had the option to go either individual or a shared meter. Mr. Galati, City 
Engineer, responded that the City would bill the entity that owned the meters.  If each unit had a meter 
they would pay for what they used.  If there was a master meter with sub-meters the tenants could pay a 
proportionate share based on the meter readings. Commissioner Kai asked if each unit would be sold. Mr. 
Pelz said the units would be condominium platted and could be sold at some point, but the owner expected 
to retain them at this time. Ms. Randall explained that the units would be on a parent lot and for 
development purposes it was treated as one site plan; the CC&R’s and an HOA were required to clarify 
maintenance responsibilities for common areas, but per Code in terms of ownership, townhomes were 
defined as single family attached products and Code was written in a way that they needed to be platted on 
individual lots or condominium platted.  She reminded the Commission the city did not regulate people 
renting out their individual single family homes and had no jurisdiction or authority to force the owners to 
sell or not to rent them out.  She clarified that the purchase of a condo unit would be for the building space 
not the land; the exterior and roofs of the building were part of the shared common area, and the condo 
spaces would be taxed individually.    

Commissioner Kai asked if there was any remediation necessary to go from a light industrial use to a 
residential use.  Mr. Pelz was not aware of any.  The site was relatively vacant and did not have any 
contaminants.   

Chair Simson asked for public testimony.   

Larry Pursel, Sherwood resident and pastor at New Life Family Center across from the development said 
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he was in favor of the development as a neighbor.  He thought it created a great community and had all of 
the assets of Old Town. He commented that the proximity to the faith community was overlooked and 
indicated there were two churches located nearby.  Mr. Pursel thought it met the needs of Sherwood and 
it was a great opportunity to help keep Sherwood’s Old Town alive.   

Gregg Jacot, Sherwood resident for 21 years and president of Sherwood Main Street said Mr. Fisher and 
Mr. Pelz had been invited to present the development project at the next Sherwood Main Street general 
meeting.  Mr. Jacot commented that cities in urban areas around the country were changing to first floor 
retail and second floor residential, however in Sherwood there was not a lot of upstairs living spaces.  By 
having the extra living space from the project it would help pedestrian traffic and economic development.  
He said the townhomes would add to the pedestrian traffic in downtown Sherwood and the merchants in 
Sherwood would love to have more people walking around visiting their shops, eating in their restaurants, 
having pastries and painting plates.  Mr. Jacot remarked there were five main entrances to Sherwood and 
Oregon Street was one of them.  Right now it was unclear when people actually enter Old Town, so if the 
area could be cleaned up where the current Fisher lot was it would look wonderful; hopefully with some 
signage.  He said 25 units with three or four people per unit was only about 100 people, but they could 
bring grandparents, families and friends to Sherwood to the Old Town events and build up the economic 
development in the area. Sherwood would have merchants lined up to lease or buy space and there would 
be no vacancies. 

Jamie O’Halloran, resident in the Cannery Row Apartments, also in Old Town, said she had been in the 
community for a short while. They moved to Sherwood while building a home and loved walking in Old 
Town. She said the porches and balconies were one of the best parts of living in Cannery Row, because 
they built community.  She lived across from Saturday Market and she was able to sit out on the front 
porch and visit with people as they walked by.  When the grandkids came over it gave them some outdoor 
space that was close and she was glad the owner of the project was putting porches in.   

Gary Rychlick, Sherwood community member from Grahams Ferry Road who attended Sherwood 
schools said he was also a member of the Sherwood Chamber and Rotary Club.  He said he met Mr. Fisher 
right before the Rotary’s annual tree sale many years ago where Mr. Fisher donated the use of three dump 
trucks which resulted in more money for high school scholarships and city park projects.  Mr. Rychlick 
said he was initially concerned about parking in Old Town, but when he looked at the project he realized 
residents would not be driving to Old Town, but would walk to businesses. He commented that it would 
be a quality product and he was in favor of it.  

Chair Simson invited the applicant for rebuttal.  Mr. Pelz said he had no responses and offered to answer 
questions.  

Vice Chair Griffin said the lighting in the photometric plan showed lights between Buildings 2 and 3, but 
not between Building 5 and 6.  He said there were Oregon Grape plants across the front of the space, 
blocking it off, and a fence at the other end, but even though there was no pathway, kids could squeeze 
through. John Christiansen, from AKS, responded that no light was proposed, there were side windows 
on the units and a fence in the back that might shed some light.    

Mr. Pelz noted the rear fence was 2-4 feet from the patios depending on the articulation of the building.  
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Ms. Randall added that ODOT Rail had requested a fence be placed on the property as reflected in the 
condition of approval, a new fence would be placed on the property line or the applicant would need to 
provide documentation from ODOT Rail affirming the existing fence was sufficient.  The existing wrought 
iron fence was to prevent people from running onto the track.  Mr. Fisher said his company had used the 
property from the railroad by since 1985 when the property was purchased and the fence was rebuilt at 
that time.  ODOT Rail does not want to sell the property, but have given permission to use it.  The 
applicant intends to get a letter so the existing fence could remain in the same location. Vice Chair Griffin 
asked about landscaping for the space between the property line and the existing fence. Mr. Fisher said it 
would be grass; because it was not part of the property, it could not be included as part of the required 
open space.   

Vice Chair Griffin received confirmation that each unit would have a rolling garbage cart and there would 
be no parking along the curb in front of the units.  Mr. Fisher said the curbs would be painted and the 
narrow street prevented curb parking because there was no room.  The driveways did not meet the code 
required depth, but might be used for compact parking.  Commissioner Kai asked where overflow parking 
could be found.  Ms. Randall indicated there were several locations for legal parking in Old Town.  

Chair Simson commented that the 18% open space included the space for the future commercial pad.  
Staff confirmed and said there would have to be a separate Site Plan approval for the commercial pad 
where the review would insure that the required open space for residential was not diminished. It appeared 
that it would be feasible. 

Vice chair Griffin commented the west elevation that faced City Hall on Building 1 showed windows on 
the lower level, but the applicant’s 3-D renderings did not show windows.  He asked what would separate 
the City Hall parking lot from the people living in the first unit.  Ms. Randall said there was landscaping 
with a row a trees.  Sinan Gumusoglu, project architect, said there were windows on the façade of the lower 
level, second level, and the third floor that faced the City Hall parking lot.  The first floor windows were 
not in living spaces, but a utility room and kitchenette.  Vice Chair Griffin asked if there would be a fence 
between the properties.  He was told it had not been determined and a fence was not required.   

Vice Chair Griffin said he loved the pedestrian pathway and asked if the CC&R’s would control how the 
area was maintained. Mr. Fisher replied the CC&R’s would take care of all of the landscaping.  Vice Chair 
Griffin expressed concern about extra loud noise coming into the public space, people hanging laundry or 
storing items on the balcony, regarding how that would look for the entrance of Sherwood.  Mr. Fisher 
responded the goal was to retain ownership and rent them through a rental management company.  The 
management company would ensure that does not happen.   

Chair Simson noted the CC&R’s would have the original intent of the patios to remain free of excessive 
debris if the property changed hands.  The applicant would address concerns in the CC&R’s. Chair Simson 
noted that the city did not enforce CC&R’s, but if in the future if something egregious were to happen the 
Commission had done due diligence.  She commented that garbage cans should be put out on garbage day 
and stored in the garages.  She looked to staff to ensure that the conditions of approval had a review of 
the CC&R’s to reflect those two items.  Ms. Hajduk added that maintenance of the site in accordance with 
the approved plan was an ongoing requirement for site plans and could be covered in the CC&R’s, but the 
city had the ability to utilize code compliance if something was completely changed from what was 
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originally approved. Ms. Randall cautioned on requiring something that would not be required for another 
single family homes in Sherwood.  Vice Chair Griffin how the development would be a gateway to Old 
Town and though he did not know how property maintenance would be regulated, he wanted to bring the 
concept to the applicant. Ms. Randall explained a condition of approval was for CC&R’s to be submitted 
prior to final site plan approval and in terms of nuisances and eye sores, the city had property maintenance 
code language in the Municipal Code to address non-compliance issues.  The condition of approval was 
not changed.   

Chair Simson commented on the street tree wells along Oregon Street and if they would interfere with the 
wide sidewalks.  Ms. Randall said it should look similar to what was shown in the rendering and would 
look like the existing streets in Old Town unless the Commission wanted to exempt the applicant from 
providing street trees, but she thought the Commission was supportive of having trees.  Mr. Pelz indicated 
the sidewalk would be 12 feet wide. Mr. Fisher said the trees were added at the last minute in response to 
the staff report. He was not opposed to the street trees, but they were a concern for Engineering and street 
lights that would be moved as a result.  Discussion followed.  The Commission did not support an 
exemption for street trees.  

Commissioner Kai asked where the playground would be located.  Mr. Fisher said there were a number of 
possibilities; the southwest corner, where the current office was or behind the commercial pad.   

Chair Simson congratulated the applicant on a design that would fit into the community and complement 
the addition to the Springs Living across the street, and hoped it would continue to invigorate Old Town.   

Chair Simson closed the public hearing and the Commission began deliberation.  The following motion 
was received. 

Motion: From Vice Chair Russell Griffin to approve the application for Oregon Street Townhomes 
SP 16-09/ CUP 16-04 based on the applicant testimony, public testimony received and the analysis, 
findings, and conditions in the staff report as revised. Seconded by Commissioner Justin Kai.  All 
present Commissioners voted in favor.  

7.  Planning Commissioner Announcements 

Chair Simson wanted to ensure the Washington County widening project for Roy Rogers was kept at the 
forefront with an update from City staff when the information was received and a page on the City website. 
She also noted the Police Advisory Committee minutes regarding traffic calming and said it was an issue 
that had come before the Planning Commission and she wanted to find a path by which citizens could 
have their voices heard for neighborhoods that had concerns about speeding in their neighborhood.  Ms. 
Hajduk stated traffic concerns did come up regularly and staff could do a better job of explaining the 
process to the public.  The council discussed this issue at their last work session and the City Manager 
suggested there should be more conversations about neighborhood traffic management and a more formal 
program.  Councilor Garland added that it was something discussed during Council goal setting session as 
well and City Council received feedback from the citizens regularly regarding how to contact the police 
about people speeding and running stop signs.  Chair Simson said there were scenarios where one offender 
was the neighbor that you can tell to slow down vs. a few streets that have become cut through streets that 
need to be addressed differently than a neighborhood street.  Councilor Garland commented on the 
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flashing stop sign near Snyder Park that people still neglected to yield to. He said it was a matter of public 
outreach and awareness of common courtesy in driving. 

8. Adjourn 

Chair Simson adjourned the meeting at 8:45 pm.   

 

 

 

Submitted by: 

 

 

 

Kirsten Allen, Planning Department Program Coordinator 

 

Approval Date:    
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City of Sherwood, Oregon  
Planning Commission Work Session  

August 8, 2017  
 

Planning Commissioners Present:              Staff Present: 
Chair Jean Simson                                         Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director                                
Vice Chair Russell Griffin    Bob Galati, City Engineer  
Commissioner Chris Flores                              Kirsten Allen, Dept. Program Coordinator 
Commissioner Justin Kai    
Commissioner Rob Rettig      
        
         
 
Planning Commission Members Absent:  Council Members Present: 
Commissioner Daniel Matzinger  None    
  
Chair Simson convened the meeting at 7:00 pm  

Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director announced a work session regarding the Comprehensive 
Plan Update on August 22, 2017 at 6 pm with a public work session for the Tannery Site to follow at 7pm.  
Ms. Hajduk introduced Kara Repp who would be appointed as the new Planning Commissioner at the 
next City Council meeting on August 15th.   

Ms. Hajduk noted the work session was taking place because of the size and timeline of the new high 
school and turned the time over to the Sherwood School District.   

Patrick Allen, Sherwood School Board member, said it was an exciting project for the district that would 
create headroom for students for a long time and the actual needs for a larger high school site had not 
been envisioned during the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan process.    

Keith Jones, from HHPR began a presentation and showed the timeline established to begin building the 
new school (see record, Exhibit 1).  The Hearing Officer from Metro recommended approval for 
annexation for a public high school with a Metro Council hearing on August 10 and 17, 2017.  The land 
use application to refine the Sherwood West Pre-concept Plan would be submitted the day following. Mr. 
Jones informed the Commission that the District’s consultants met regularly with City, County, and 
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) staff to discuss refinements, necessary amendments to 
the Comprehensive Plan, a property zone change to Institutional Public, and a subsequent concept plan 
for the property.    

Karina Ruiz, from Dowa-IBI Group, explained the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan was 
accepted by City Council and the next step was for it to be refined. The Plan had two potential school sites 
and the district focused on the southwest site.  She showed proposed changes to the Plan, including a 
larger school site, street network locations, and a roundabout at Kruger Road.  She showed access points 
for the staff and students from Haide Road and bus access from the southwest corner of the site.  A north 
to south road directly west side of the school site was not proposed; the refined plan showed one further 
to the west.  Discussion followed regarding refinements to the pre-concept plan. Planning Commission 
members wanted more opportunities for public input.  

Scott Mansur, traffic consultant from DKS Associates, explained the traffic analysis for the plan 
amendment would include ten intersections and assumed 2,400 students would attend the high school at 
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full capacity (in approximately 20 years). Two analyses would be performed, one for the zone change and 
one for the land use development. The level of detail required for each land use review would be different 
which was why two studies were necessary.  The school district would be required to mitigate the impacts 
from the high school through transportation improvements.   

Commission members reiterated concern about the level of community input. Staff explained Metro had 
a separate process for schools and any other land use changes would include a public process; the 
Sherwood School District was proposing changes to the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan and 
was being asked to reflect changes to amend the Plan.  For anything else brought into the UGB there 
would be a public refinement plan known (concept plan) where zoning would be more specifically defined, 
roads locations shown, and detail how the infrastructure would work.  It would include a public process.    
 
Commission members voiced concerns about increased congestion as a result of the school and was 
assured there would be traffic studies to address traffic issues and the need for intersection modifications.   
 
Staff was asked to post the School District’s timeline and presentation on the website.     
 
The meeting adjourned at 8:11 pm. 

 

 

 

Submitted by: 

 

 

 

Kirsten Allen, Planning Department Program Coordinator 

 

Approval Date:    
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City of Sherwood, Oregon  
Planning Commission Work Session  

August 22, 2017  
 

Planning Commissioners Present:              Staff Present: 
Chair Jean Simson                                         Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director                                
Vice Chair Russell Griffin    Carrie Brennecke, Senior Planner  
Commissioner Chris Flores                              Kirsten Allen, Dept. Program Coordinator 
Commissioner Justin Kai 
Commissioner Kara Repp      
 
Planning Commission Members Absent:  Council Members Present: 
Commissioner Daniel Matzinger  None  
Commissioner Rob Rettig   
  

Work Session Agenda  

1.  Comprehensive Plan Update Draft Work Program and Process  

Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director, convened the meeting at 6:05 pm and introduced Carrie 
Brennecke, Senior Planner.   

Ms. Brennecke gave a presentation to the Commission on the Comprehensive Plan (see record, Exhibit 1) 
which outlined that a Comprehensive Plan was a set of goals and policies which would define how the City 
would grow over time. Comprehensive plans must adhere to the Oregon Statewide Planning Goals and 
are reviewed by the State, Metro, Washington County and other affected partners.   

Sherwood’s original Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 1980 and was updated in 1991.  There have been 
thirteen ordinances which have amended the Comprehensive Plan since 1991. The current update would 
extend through 2040.  There are three elements to a comprehensive plan; goals and policies, maps showing 
future development patterns, and a list of capital improvement projects. Staff would begin working on 
updating the citizen involvement elements and establishing a community advisory committee.  Discussion 
followed.   

Ms. Hajduk called a recess at 7:03 pm and convened the public work session at 7:05 pm.  

Public Work Session   

1. Tannery Site Assessment  

Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director, introduced Michelle Peterson and Paul Stull with AMEC 
Foster Wheeler, the City’s consultant contracted to assess the Former Frontier Leather Tannery Site for 
soil contamination.   

Ms. Peterson gave a presentation of the Analysis of Brownfield Cleanup Alternative Report (ABCA) 
created by the consultant (see record, Exhibits 2-4).  The report discussed the feasibility of cleanup, choices 
for alternative cleanup solutions, and showed Option 4: Placement of contaminated sediment and hide 
splits into a chemically stabilized containment cell on-site as the best fit for the needs of the City. At the 
end of the presentation, the group was asked to provide input on four questions: 

1) What are your concerns about the clean-up in terms of cost, ecology, economy, and health? What 
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are the potential benefits? 
2) Does the proposed clean up alternative address your concerns/achieve your desired benefits? 
3) Is there another alternative you’d prefer? Why? 
4) How should a successful cleanup be measured/monitored? 

 

Discussion followed. The following comments were received from Commission members and the public: 
1) What are your concerns about the clean-up in terms of cost, ecology, economy, and health? What 
are the potential benefits? 

One participant felt that the preferred alternative was the “cheapest” option and questioned why we don’t 
spend the money to get all the contamination gone. (Note that the analysis did not estimate the cost of 
100% clean up, because that would be cost prohibitive; the alternatives analyzed cleaning up the “hot 
spots” only). 

Others noted that while the preferred alternative was cheaper than some, it also had a lot of other benefits 
including a smaller carbon footprint. 

A concern was expressed about what it would cost to repair a breach in the liner and whether that would 
have long term maintenance issues/concerns 

The preferred alternative is the greenest option which is a benefit when applying for grants 

2) Does the proposed clean up alternative address your concerns/achieve your desired benefits? 

Most participants felt that the proposed alternative would address their concerns after learning more about 
the options and the site assessment. 

One participant wanted all material gone and felt that a private developer would be better able to make 
that happen compared to the City and questioned why the City wasn’t looking for private development 
investment. 

3) Is there another alternative you’d prefer? Why? 

One participant commented that they would like Consideration for total removal and disposal of 
contaminants instead of onsite containment; felt that it could be done by a private developer 

Others felt that the preferred option was the better option because: 

It resulted in fewer trucks having to haul off site (and associated pollution, carbon footprint, 
possibility of accidents, etc.), and  
Didn’t push our problem off to another location/facility 
Some liked the idea of containing on-site and saw opportunity to make that an amenity with grass, 
trail, interpretive signs, etc. 

4) How should a successful cleanup be measured/monitored? 

A successful cleanup depended on the goal;  
Redevelopment should be a net gain for the citizens with a better tax base 

Net benefit to the community includes both clean site and economically useful site 

Redevelopment opportunities include increase tax base, better location for public works, links to nature 
(views, overlooks, educational opportunities, etc.) 
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Development of a master plan for the site that guides development over time as funds and opportunities 
become available; develop what is developable and leave the remainder as open space  

Long term liability of contamination should be moderate with little to no maintenance 

Other comments/questions: 

A cost analysis could be done  
Other public options other than a PW yard  
Cost vs ecology  
Look at other properties that have has Prospective Purchaser Agreements (PPA) to see what issues 
from DEQ came up after purchase  
When do the assumptions in the ABCA become real and we can better rely on the cost estimates 
and ability to implement? 
If nothing happened on the site, how long would it take for nature to take its course? 
Have we looked at whether other off site issues have resulted in increased contamination showing 
up  
Have we explored private use of the property? 

 

The meeting adjourned at 8:40 pm 

 

 

 

Submitted by: 

 

 

 

Kirsten Allen, Planning Department Program Coordinator 

 

Approval Date:    
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City of Sherwood, Oregon  
Planning Commission Work Session  

October 24, 2017  
 
Planning Commissioners Present:    Staff Present: 
Chair Jean Simson                                           Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director                                
Commissioner Chris Flores     Erika Palmer, Planning Manager  
Commissioner Justin Kai     Kirsten Allen, Dept. Program Coordinator   
Commissioner Daniel Matzinger  
Commissioner Kara Repp 
      
        
Planning Commission Members Absent:    Council Members Present: 
Commissioner Rob Rettig      Sean Garland 
None- one seat vacant        
  
Chair Simson convened the meeting at 6:02 pm  
 
Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director introduced Erika Palmer, the new Planning 
Manager and turned the time over to her.      
 
Sherwood West UGB Expansion 

Ms. Palmer reminded the Commission of the Sherwood West Urban Growth Boundary Expansion 
Meeting on October 25, 2017 at Edy Ridge Elementary from 6-7:30 pm. The purpose of the meeting 
was to gather meaningful input from property owners and community members towards adding to 
the city limits.  A work session would follow with the City Council on November 7, 2017.   Cities 
interested in expanding Metro’s Urban Growth Boundary must submit a letter of interest by January 
2018 with a formal request to follow in May 2018.  Discussion followed with an entreaty to have a 
frequently asked questions section on the website.   
 
Comprehensive Plan Update 

Staff has worked on the background information of the Comprehensive Plan update and has 
submitted a grant request to perform an Economic Opportunities Analysis and to complete the 
Housing Needs Analysis draft from the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan.  Completion of 
these two items will inform on the next steps for the Comprehensive Plan Update.   
 
Training Topics 

Ms. Palmer asked the Commission for topics they would like additional training on.  The following 
ideas were suggested: 

• Understanding ex parte contact, bias and conflict of interest. 
• Social media and email guidelines 
• Reviewing subjective criteria 
• Understanding criteria for approval or denial and how the Planning Commission can ask for 

improving an application 
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Councilor Sean Garland informed the Commission the City was in contract negotiations with the 
YMCA and expected to have a contract to review at a City Council meeting in December.   
 
The meeting adjourned at 6:50 pm. 
 
 
 
Submitted by: 
 
 
 
Kirsten Allen, Planning Department Program Coordinator 
 
Approval Date:    
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City of Sherwood November 7, 2017 
STAFF REPORT:  

File No: PA 17-02 Metro Title 11 Concept Plan, Comprehensive Plan & Map Amendment, and 
Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan Refinement for proposed High School site  

Signed: _______________________________________
  Matt Straite, Contract Planner

Proposal: The Sherwood School District proposes to 1) Amend the Comprehensive Plan text in Chapter 8 and 
Amend all maps to include the 82.3 Acre property (76.2 private land & 6.1 acres for public road right-of-way); 2) 
Amend the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map to designate the property “Institutional and Public” which would 
be applied to the property upon annexation; 3) Adopt a Metro Title 11 Concept Plan for the area added to the 
UGB by Metro; and 4) Acknowledge refinements to the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan which the 
applicant proposes to modify to accommodate the proposed school use. 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. The Process: The Sherwood School District has submitted an application to prepare a site for a 
new high school on property that is currently outside  City limits.  This application for case file PA 
17-02 is NOT an application for the school use, construction, or annexation to the City.  In order 
to develop the property as planned, there are several steps: 

The first step is to request an expansion to the “urban growth boundary” (UGB) from Metro.   
This is complete. Metro approved an expansion of the UGB in August, 2017 (Metro 
application file: UGB CASE NO. 17-02).

 The second step is being considered with this application (PA 17-02).  See proposal 
above. 

 A third step will propose the annexation of the property into the City limits..   A public 
hearing on the Annexation is anticipated for January 2018. An application for annexation 
has been submitted to the City, and the City is currently reviewing this separate 
application.  

 The final step will be a formal Site Plan and Conditional Use Permit application for the new
high school where parking, landscaping, building setbacks, transportation requirements, 
etc., will be evaluated culminating in a final land use decision.  This is anticipated to go to 
a public hearing in Spring of 2018 (assuming all other steps are completed).  These 
applications will be heard by the Planning Commission and will have opportunity for public 
input. 

B. Applicant: Sherwood School District 
23295 SW Main Street 
Sherwood, OR 97140 
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C. Location:  18880 SW Haide Road, 22895 SW Elwert Road, and 18985 SW Kruger Road in 
unincorporated Washington County. Tax Lots 2s236- 200, 201, 206 & 207. 

D. Review Type: The proposed text amendment requires a Type V review, which involves public 
hearings before the Planning Commission and City Council.  The Planning Commission was 
scheduled to hear the application on October 10, 2017, however, that hearing was rescheduled to 
November 14, 2017.  At the close of their hearing, the Commission will forward a recommendation to 
the City Council who will consider the proposal and make the final decision whether to approve, 
modify, or deny the proposed language on December 19, 2017 (tentative).  Any appeal of the City 
Council’s decision relating to this matter will be considered by the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals 
(LUBA). 

E. Public Notice and Hearing: The hearing was originally scheduled for October 10th and notice was 
mailed and published for a hearing on that date. When the hearing was re-scheduled, notice of the 
November 14, 2017 Planning Commission hearings were published in The Gazette on September 21 
and November 2, 2017 respectively. Notice was mailed to all property owners within 1000 feet of the 
proposed location, posted in five public locations around town (including three on the property) on 
October 6, 2017 and posted on the City’s web site September 12 for the October 10 hearing and 
revised on October 6, 2017.

Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) notice was submitted on 
September 5, 2017 and revised on October 4, 2017. 

F. Review Criteria: §16.72 (Procedures for Processing Development Permits), §16.80 (Plan 
Amendments); Comprehensive Plan Criteria: Chapter 3- Growth Management, Chapter 4- Land Use; 
Chapter 5- Environmental Resources, Chapter 6- Transportation, Chapter 7- Community Facilities 
and Services, Chapter 8- Urban Growth Boundary Additions; Metro Urban Growth Management 
Functional Plan Regulations: Chapter 3.07- Title 11; Statewide Planning Goals: Goal 1- Citizen 
Involvement, Goal 2- Land Use Planning, Goal 3- Agricultural Lands, Goal 4- Forest Lands, Goal 5-
Open Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources, Goal 6- Air, Water and Land 
Resources Quality, Goal 7- Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards, Goal 8- Recreational 
Needs, Goal 9- Economic Development, Goal 10- Housing, Goal 11- Public facilities and Services, 
Goal 12- Transportation, Goal- 13 Energy Conservation, and Goal 14- Urbanization. 

G. Current Zoning: Agricultural and Forest District (AF-20) (County designation) 

H. Proposed Zoning: Institutional and Public (IP)(City designation) 

I. Property Size: 82.3 Acres (76.2 private property and 6.1 acres of public road right-of-way). 

J. Background: In November 2016, voters approved a bond measure to  provide funds for school 
improvements in the Sherwood School District, including a new high school.  

The Sherwood School District is proposing a school site within an area west of the current City limits, 
in unincorporated Washington County.  In 2015, Metro designated a 1,291-acre area west of the City 
as Metro Urban Reserve Area 5B.  Urban reserves are areas that the regional government have 
designated for eventual growth within a 50 year time frame.  The City subsequently created a 
conceptual master plan for the area called the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan (SWPCP).
The new Sherwood High School is proposed to be located within a portion of what is identified as 
Phase A of the SWPCP.  It’s important to note that the SWPCP is not adopted by the City, it is not an 
official plan.  The SWPCP was acknowledged by the Planning Commission and City Council, but the 
document is not binding because it was never adopted through a resolution or an ordinance.  It is 
more like a vision document and should be treated as such.   
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As explained above, the first step for the School District was to expand the urban growth boundary 
(UGB) for Sherwood; a high school would not be permitted outside the UGB.  Within the Metro 
regional area, UGB expansions are administered by the regional government.  UGB changes are 
considered every 6 years typically but new schools, if adequate need is demonstrated, can apply for 
UGB changes anytime with a process called a major amendment.  Metro Council approved the major 
amendment request for the high school site on August 17, 2017.   

The next step in the process is included in this application request.  This step is also partially dictated 
by Metro.  Title 11 of the Metro code requires that a “concept plan” of the area within an expanded 
UGB be approved by the City, not by Metro, prior to annexation.  The Metro required plan is called a 
‘Title 11 concept plan’ named after the section of code that requires the plan. The City adopts these 
by ordinance.   

A Metro Title 11 Concept Plan must include the following: 

 Intergovernmental agreement – The City and County are currently working on an update to the 
existing Urban Planning Area Agreement (UPAA) to spell out City/County responsibilities, and 
primarily to indicate that the area will be governed by the City of Sherwood. 

 Adopt Comprehensive Plan Provisions and Land Use Regulations – The applicant requests 
Institutional Public use (IP) zoning as well as amendments to the text of the comprehensive plan 
to support the urban use of the property. 

 Public Streets Plan – The public streets plan is part of the concept plan map submitted with this 
application. 

 Provisions for financing of public facilities – The applicant’s civil engineer has completed a 
financing plan for the public infrastructure, transportation, sanitary sewer and domestic water. 

It is easy to confuse the Title 11 Concept Plan and the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan.  A 
preliminary plan creates a rough idea of what a community would like to see in an Urban Reserve.  
As explained above, Sherwood created the SWPCP shortly after Metro created the Urban Reserve.  
A Title 11 plan is intended to be far more specific, to prepare the site for annexation into a city.  One 
builds on the other.  For this site, the proposed location for the new high school was shown as a 
school site on the SWPCP, however, the area shown in the plan was not as large as the area currently 
proposed for the High School by the District. At the request of the City, the School District’s proposal 
also refines the SWPCP to assure that the new high school site can be incorporated in harmony with
the remainder of the SWPCP area, to provide clarification on circulation within the plan, and to 
memorialize how the high school site concept will relate to the existing preliminary concept plan. 

Additionally, before a property can be annexed into the City of Sherwood, the land must be included 
in the Comprehensive Plan and have a Zoning Designation applied.  The City of Sherwood has a one 
map system where the comprehensive plan designations and zoning designations are the same. 
Once a property is designated with zoning, the land will take on the zoning designation automatically 
upon annexation. 

Therefore, this application is the second step in the process, proposing to adopt a Comprehensive 
Plan Map Amendment/Zoning Designation, Comprehensive Plan text amendment, and a Title 11 
Concept Plan, all through ordinance as well as acknowledging the refinement to the Sherwood West 
Preliminary Concept Plan.   

The Planning Commission held three work sessions to discuss the timing and plan by the District as 
well as one work session before the City Council on May 23, 2017.   All were open to the public.  A
summary of additional public outreach is provided in the applicant’s narrative, Appendix E.  
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II. AFFECTED AGENCY, PUBLIC NOTICE, AND PUBLIC COMMENTS

Agencies: 
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) notice was submitted on September 5, 2017 
and revised on October 4, 2017. Notice was mailed to affected agencies electronically on October 4,
2017. To date, two comment letters have been received by staff, one by Washington County and another 
by ODOT, both dated November 7, 2017, both are attached as exhibits G and H. Other agencies that 
received notices from the City included the Department of State Lands, Trimet, the Bonneville Power 
Administration, Northwest Natural Gas, Clean Water Services, Kinder Morgan, Pride Disposal, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, Metro, Genesee & Wyoming Inc., and the Sherwood School District. 

Public:  
The Planning Commission held three Work Sessions to discuss potential amendments to the code as 
well as one work session before the City Council on May 23, 2017.  All were open to the public.  
Additionally, notice of the October 10, and November 14, 2017 hearing was mailed to all property owners 
within 1,000 feet of the property. To date, no written comments have been received by staff. 

III. REQUIRED FINDINGS FOR A PLAN TEXT AMENDMENT 

The findings required for the application come from a variety of sources including the Sherwood Zoning 
code, the Comprehensive Plan, Metro Regulations and Statewide Planning Goals.  All are discussed 
below.   

CITY OF SHERWOOD ZONING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CODE  
The applicable Plan Text Amendment review criteria are 16.72 and 16.80.030.A 

16.72.010.5 Type V

The following legislative actions shall be subject to a Type V review process:

a. Plan Map Amendments
b. Plan Text Amendments
c. Planned Unit Development — Preliminary Development Plan and Overlay District.

FINDING: The proposed project is a Type V because it is a Plan Map and Text change.  

16.80.030.A - Text Amendment Review 
An amendment to the text of the Comprehensive Plan shall be based upon the need for such 
an amendment as identified by the Council or the Commission. Such an amendment shall be 
consistent with the intent of the Comprehensive Plan, and with all other provisions of the Plan 
and Code, and with any applicable State or City statutes and regulations. 

ANALYSIS: As discussed in great length in the applicants narrative, the Sherwood School District is 
exceeding capacity at most schools, especially the High School.  The current high school site is 
surrounded by single family development and incapable of any additional growth on the site.  An 
extensive search was done for a site within the City limits, including an alternatives analysis in the 
applicant’s narrative, vetted by Metro during the UGB expansion hearings.  The best suitable site for the 
new high school is just outside the City limits in an area that has already been designated as an Urban 
Reserve and preliminarily planned (visioned) by the City of Sherwood.  As discussed previously, the 
SWPCP included a potential school on the site.  While this was not an adopted plan, this does shows 
consistency with the City vision for land uses on the site.    
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The applicant’s narrative adds the following details:  

It should be noted that the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan, by design, was intended to 
be a starting point for all future discussions related to the expansion of the City into the study 
area. There is discussion of carrying capacity of the entire area, a discussion of where it makes 
the most sense to locate low, medium, and high-density housing, and small-scale neighborhood 
commercial uses; and, most importantly, a discussion about utility service provision, 
transportation needs, growth, and governance. Formal zoning for the properties and specific 
residential densities was purposely not addressed as the timing of any future UGB expansions 
and development was not known. The actual size of the school sites was never explored or 
identified, except to say that, ideally, they would be central to surrounding neighborhoods.  

As was mentioned previously, there was an identified need within Sherwood West for two school 
sites. One of the schools was to be located in the north, and one in the south. No specifics about 
these school sites were discussed, but there was always an understanding that a refinement plan 
would be necessary following any UGB expansion, and that there would be subsequent 
processes for annexation and development. 

Regarding consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, the site is currently outside the City limits, 
therefore, the Comprehensive Plan is silent on the proposed site.  The City’s desire to eventually 
have a School on the site is affirmed in the SWPCP.  This application proposes to add details 
regarding the site to the Comprehensive Plan, specifically in Chapter 8 of the plan, similar to other 
annexations that have happened in the City.  Likewise, the Transportation System Plan (TSP), which 
is considered an extension of the Comprehensive Plan, will also add the streets that will need to be 
annexed for the site during the next TSP update. As discussed in greater detail further in this report 
(beginning on page ____), the staff recommendation includes a condition of approval requiring the 
applicant to provide all the technical documents required for this update prior to or concurrent with 
the use applications (CUP). The streets required for the school site are included in this application 
request. Having that said, the project will be consistent with the Comprehensive Plan once adopted 
as outlined in more detail below in the review of the Comprehensive Plan requirements and criteria.
The same is true of the Zoning, once the property has zoning applied, as requested with this 
application.   

Applicable Regional (Metro) Standards 
All Metro code requirements are discussed in detail below.   

Consistency with Statewide Planning Goals 
All Statewide planning Goals are reviewed elsewhere in this document and in the applicant’s narrative.   

FINDING: As discussed above in the analysis, there is a need to incorporate the applicants property into 
the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning for the City for the future home of a new high school. Upon adoption, 
the proposed amendments are consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and applicable City, regional and 
State regulations and policies. This criteria is met.   

16.80.030.B - Map Amendment
An amendment to the City Zoning Map may be granted, provided that the proposal satisfies all 
applicable requirements of the adopted Sherwood Comprehensive Plan, the Transportation 
System Plan and this Code, and that:  
1.  The proposed amendment is consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive 

Plan and the Transportation System Plan.  
2.  There is an existing and demonstrable need for the particular uses and zoning proposed, 

taking into account the importance of such uses to the economy of the City, the existing 
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market demand for any goods or services which such uses will provide, the presence or 
absence and location of other such uses or similar uses in the area, and the general public 
good.  

ANALYSIS: As discussed previously, the property is not located within the City.  The request is to 
designate the property with Institutional and Public (IP) Zoning.  The project is not inconsistent with any 
goals or policies of the Comprehensive Plan, the Development Code or the TSP with conditions of 
approval.  The traffic report indicates that the classification of the surrounding streets will not need to 
change to accommodate the traffic from the school.   

The applicant’s narrative adds:

The current enrolment of the high school is 1,700 students, and within another 9 years the 
projected enrollment is 2,250… In this case, building a new high school will free up existing 
buildings to be converted to elementary and middle school uses addressing capacity issues 
across all grade levels. 

The existing high school was expanded in 2006, and in the years following the expansion, it was 
decided that the site was not large enough to accommodate the district’s future high school
needs… In 2015 and 2016, the City commissioned the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan 
and accepted the final results as a tool that would be used to address expansion within the City. 

Given that the majority of future growth in Sherwood appeared to be targeted at the west end of 
town, the district began studying and participating in the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept 
Plan process to identify potential locations for school facilities. Two locations were identified on 
the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan as potential school sites. The Sherwood West 
Preliminary Concept Plan was accepted in early 2016, and the school bond was subsequently 
passed in November of 2016. It was at this point that the district prepared an alternatives analysis 
for six potential high school sites in Sherwood West. The property that best fit the district's needs 
is the property that is under consideration in this application. There is a demonstrable need for a 
new school, and the proposed zoning to IP is the most appropriate zone for a school. 

FINDING: As discussed above in the analysis, there is a need to incorporate the applicant’s property into 
the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning for the City with a zone designation of IP for the future home of a 
new high school as conditioned for in the Metro UGB expansion. Upon adoption, the proposed 
amendments are consistent with the Comprehensive Plan. This criteria is met.   

3.  The proposed amendment is timely, considering the pattern of development in the area, 
surrounding land uses, any changes which may have occurred in the neighborhood or 
community to warrant the proposed amendment, and the availability of utilities and services 
to serve all potential uses in the proposed zoning district.  

ANALYSIS: The timing of the proposal works for a number of factors outlined in detail in the applicant’s 
narrative. They include a current lack of capacity, patterns of development in the area, specifically the 
proposed expansion of the City to the west, existing land uses surrounding the site, specifically homes 
to the east of the site, changes in the community, and the availability of most utilities at the site (or the 
ability to extend those needed to the site affordably).  The district’s civil engineer, in consultation with the 
City engineer and Clean Water Services, have determined that public utilities are available and can be 
extended to serve the site.  Additional information is available in Section III of the applicant’s narrative.  

FINDING: Changes in the community and the addition of the Urban Reserve and UGB expansion warrant 
the proposed amendment and utilities are available with reasonable extensions.  This criteria is met.   
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4.  Other lands in the City already zoned for the proposed uses are either unavailable or 
unsuitable for immediate development due to location, size or other factors.  

ANALYSIS: The applicant provided an alternatives analysis in their narrative.  The alternative sites play 
a significant role in the requirements from Metro, which will be discussed later in this document.  Areas 
within the UGB were first explored, however the criteria list for a new high school is quite demanding and 
few sites could satisfy these criterion, none within the City.  These School District criteria include at least 
50 acres of land, zoning that would allow for a school, location near homes, generally flat topography, no 
environmental constraints such as wetlands, availability of utilities and drainage, and access to 
transportation sufficient for the proposed student population.   

FINDING: No other properties within the City satisfied the needs of the School District for a new High 
School.  This criteria is met.   

16.80.030.C - – Transportation Planning Rule Consistency 
The applicant shall demonstrate consistency with the Transportation Planning Rule, specifically 
by addressing whether the proposed amendment creates a significant effect on the transportation 
system pursuant to OAR 660-012-0060. If required, a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) shall be 
prepared pursuant to Section 16.106.080. 

ANALYSIS: The applicant provided a traffic study specifically for Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), 
analysis performed by DKS Associates dated November 1, 2017.  It is important to note that a TPR study 
is not the same as a Transportation Impact Analysis that is typically done for a standard development 
project.  At this stage it is not usually known what will be built on the site.  This stage is only proposing a 
Land Use and Zoning designation, done through a Title 11 Concept Plan.  The analysis done in a TPR 
study is usually more conceptual as a result.  The School district will do a project specific Transportation 
Impact Analysis at the development stage (a Conditional Use Permit) that will be in addition to this TPR 
analysis.  Any improvements or mitigation reflected in the CUP traffic study will be in addition to the 
mitigation identified in the TPR study. 

The TPR study analyzes an eventual student population of 2,400 students and the trip shift that would 
occur as those high school students drove to the proposed site instead of the current site. The trips were 
analyzed up to the year 2035 with all additional land use assumptions added in, showing an increase in 
traffic related to other anticipated growth as well as school traffic. The study takes into account several 
factors including planned roadway improvements that are identified in either the Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP), the Washington County TSP, or the City of Sherwood TSP regardless of whether the new 
high school is constructed at the proposed location or not.  Because the TPR is intended to ensure that 
the 20 year transportation system is not impacted beyond what has already been identified in local plans, 
the TPR allows that all road projects that are planned and funded (fiscally constrained projects) to be 
assumed as complete in the analysis. The analysis looks at the additional impacts of this particular zone 
change above and beyond what has already been assumed will be needed and provided over the 20 
year planning period. Mitigation measures are identified for both motor vehicle improvements and 
pedestrian and bicycle improvements to ensure that the overall system, over the 20 year planning period, 
is not impacted the proposed change.  Lastly, a financial plan must be provided in a TPR study to support 
the funding needed to address the eventual construction of the mitigation measures (if funding is needed 
beyond those already programed).  Often funding for new improvements are covered by the impact fees 
paid for any new development that may occur within the newly annexed areas requested by an applicant. 
In this case impact fees alone that may occur within the proposed IP zone will likely not be sufficient to 
cover all the costs of the identified mitigation from the TPR study.  The identified additional improvements 
as a result of changing the site zoning from unincorporated Washingtonian County to IP are:  
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 Dual Northbound lanes at the SW Pacific Highway (99W), SW Sunset Blvd., and SW Elwert Road 
intersection; and, 

 A second lane for the planned SW Elwert Road and Kruger Road roundabout.    

City staff has reviewed the study and concurs with the analysis and mitigation measures as proposed in 
the TPR study.  This review included review by third party experts in traffic analysis.  The applicant will 
be required to provide these improvements.   While estimated costs are provided by the applicant, the 
actual cost will be determined at the time of construction.   The applicant has indicated that they will 
provide the funding for these mitigation projects. However, they have not provided any detail regarding 
how this funding will be provided.

FINDING: As demonstrated by the record and the analysis above, the application does not fully comply 
with the Oregon State Transportation Planning Rule because it does not include a TSP amendment or a
funding plan for the TPR identified mitigation, even though the applicant has indicated that they will be 
providing any funding required for the mitigation.  However, it is possible for the TPR to be met with the 
conditions below:  

PROPOSED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL: 
1. Prior to or concurrent with the approval of any land use permits on the site, a TSP amendment shall be 

approved that incorporates this site area and surrounding streets, as well as fully incorporating the TPR 
identified mitigation.  The applicant shall provide all required technical analysis, appropriate reporting, 
and TSP language for staff to provide to the City Council for a TSP amendment that address and reflects 
all transportation system changes as well as any funds required to process the TSP amendment. 

2. Prior to the zone change taking effect on the subject property (which is essentially annexation), the 
funding requirements for the TPR mitigation shall be defined via a memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
and/or a Development Agreement /agreements (if multiple agreements are required).  The agreement(s) 
shall clearly outline the agreed plan for how the applicants will assure construction, the timing of the 
construction, the funding that will be contributed to support TPR identified projects.  These will be in 
addition to any projects required for site plan and conditional use, though these may also be included in 
the MOU/Development Agreements.   

City of Sherwood Comprehensive Plan II 

The following are relevant and pertinent criteria from the Comprehensive Plan.  Chapters one and two 
are generally just information about the City and contain no criteria.  

Chapter 3- Growth Management 

B. Policy Goals and Objectives 

Chapter 3 discusses the growth of the City.  These policies are applicable to the project because 
the School did not find a location within the City and is requesting to grow the City limits to 
accommodate the campus.  Chapter three includes the following Policy Goal #1:

To adopt and implement a growth management policy which will accommodate growth 
consistent with the growth limits, desired population densities, land carrying capacity, 
environmental quality and livability. 

Policies:
a. Focus growth into areas contiguous to existing development rather than "leap 
frogging" over developable property. 
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b. Encourage development within the present city limits, especially on large 
passed-over parcels that are available. 

c. Encourage annexation inside the UGB where services are available. 

d. When designating urban growth areas, consider lands with poorer agricultural 
soils before prime agricultural lands. 

e. Achieve the maximum preservation of natural features. 

f. Provide proper access and traffic circulation to all new development. 

g. Establish policies for the orderly extension of community services and public 
facilities to areas where new growth is to be encouraged, consistent with the ability 
of the community to provide necessary services. New public facilities should be 
available in conjunction with urbanization in order to meet future needs. The City, 
Washington County, and special service districts should cooperate in the 
development of a capital improvements program in areas of mutual concern. Lands 
within the urban growth boundary shall be available for urban development 
concurrent with the provision of the key urban facilities and services. 

h. Provide for phased and orderly transition from rural to suburban or urban uses.

ANALYSIS: The applicant’s narrative addresses these by explaining that the area was brought 
into the UGB by Metro and refers to the very detailed analysis Metro did for their process.  In fact, 
the Metro analysis does ask many of the same questions (see below in the analysis of the Metro 
requirements). In summary of that analysis, the area proposed for the school site is next to 
existing single family development, in an Urban Reserve. With detailed analysis of why the school 
could not find a location within the existing City limits, which is included in the exhibits, the 
proposed project meets the criteria identified in Policy a. Policy b is generally a requirement of 
the City, not the applicant, and does not specifically apply.  The project site is within the UGB and 
therefore consistent with the criteria outlined in Policy c. When the Comprehensive Plan was 
created, Metro did not yet have full control of the UGB process; however, Metro now has full 
jurisdiction of the UGB expansion process, including the establishment of Urban Reserves.  The 
Metro process to expand a UGB considers the soil types and suitability of farm soils.  As has been 
noted previously, the area west of the City limits was selected by Metro as an Urban Reserve.  
Even though the area was already identified for future expansion of urban uses, the School 
Districts request to grow the UGB into this area reviewed that topic yet again.  A detailed soil 
analysis was included in the Metro review of the property. Regarding Policy e, there are no specific 
natural features on the site to preserve.  This was one of the reasons why the property was 
selected by the School District. Lastly, the property is already located along roads that have 
capacity (in designation, not currently built to these standards) to accommodate the proposed 
zoning and land use designation without changing the existing designations of these streets.  SW 
Elwert Road is a designated arterial in the City and County Transportation System Plan (TSP), 
SW Edy Road, which will accommodate some volume of traffic for the project, is designated as a 
collector in the City and County TSP.  Both SW Kruger and SW Haide Roads, which boarder the 
project site, are both designated as local streets in the City and County TSP’s, andit should be 
noted that at this stage of development, the applicants are not proposing the actual use of the 
site, they are only requesting to add the zone and text to the Comprehensive Plan as well as 
adoption of the Title 11 Concept Plan. To comply with this, from a traffic perspective, the 
applicants are required to show consistency with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule (TPR),
more formally ORS section 660-012-0060.  This kind of analysis looks at the horizon year of the 
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Sherwood and Washington County TSP’s and evaluates the potential impact of the project while 
considering all logically foreseeable (and funded) transportation projects planned in that horizon.
Then, mitigation specific to the un-addressed impacts (not addressed by planned projects on the 
whole system) is identified, as is funding for these improvements.  Actual traffic impacts related 
to an actual high school will be addressed in a full traffic impact analysis that will accompany the 
use application, in this case, a Conditional Use Permit.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed and is supported by the whole record.  

  F. Growth Management Policy  
Section F of Chapter 3 addresses growth management.  There are a number of policies (1-5) 
within this section that address UGB changes, including a host of criteria for UGB expansions.  
However, this criteria is specific to the Cities review of Metro UGB requests and is therefore not 
applicable to the project, because a UGB change is not being requested.   

Policy 6 in this section requires the City and the County to have an Urban Planning Area 
Agreement (UPAA) for all areas proposed to be included within the City.  This is required 
specifically for the Title 11 Concept Plan. The agreement was completed by the City and County 
and is considered part of the Title 11 Plan.  Policy 6 has been met.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed and is supported by the whole record.

Policy 7 - All new development must have access to adequate urban public sewer and 
water service. 

FINDING: As demonstrated in the applicant’s narrative, the site has adequate access to sewer 
and water service.  City sewer, storm sewer, and water facilities will be extended to the study area 
based on the proposed Title 11 Concept Plan. Future development within the study area would 
be subject to the regulations of the Sherwood Zoning and Community Development Code that 
are intended to implement this goal, consistent with the Title 11 Plan. The proposed 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Zone Change, and Title 11 Concept Plan are consistent with 
this policy.  

Policy 8 - No new lots outside the City and inside the UGB shall be created that contain 
less than ten acres. Development of existing lots of record and newly created lots of 10 or 
more acres shall be limited to single family dwellings, agricultural activities; accessory 
uses which are directly related to the primary residential or agricultural use and necessary 
public and semipublic uses.  

ANALYSIS: The applicants are not proposing any subdivisions.  Additionally, no development is 
proposed with this application.  The eventual proposed school use is a public use that is ancillary 
to residential.  Therefore, the zoning designation, text addition to the Comprehensive Plan and
Title 11 Concept Plan are appropriate.   

FINDING: As demonstrated in the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to 
the narrative, the criteria is met.  

Policy 9 - Urban sanitary sewer and water service shall not be extended beyond the City 
limits or UGB with the following exceptions: 1) Where an immediate demonstrable threat 
to the public health exists, as a direct result of the lack of the service in question. 2) Where 
urban services are required by a public facility which by the nature of its service, the size 
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and location of its service area or by virtue of special siting requirements cannot be met 
by sites within the City limits or UGB.  

ANALYSIS: The Area will be within the City before any utilities would be extended to the area, 
additionally, the proposed use would fall under number 2 above, because the school and the zone 
proposed is a public use and zone, and cannot be met within the City limits.  Either way, this 
project is consistent with this policy.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is met.

Policy 10 - New private septic tanks and water wells shall be allowed outside the City limits 
and inside the UGB only for permitted uses on existing lots of records and new lots of ten 
(10) or more acres in size. 

ANALYSIS: Pursuant to the proposed Title 11 Concept Plan, the site will use public utilities, not 
septic and wells.  

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is met.

Chapter 4- Land Use 

Chapter 4 is the Land Use Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan.  This Chapter is divided into 
sections that describe the existing Land Use patterns, the predicted patterns (from 1998) and 
separate goals and policies for a few different types of land uses.  The following polices are 
applicable to the project: 

D. POLICY GOALS 
To create a flexible planning framework for the allocation of land for residential, 
commercial and industrial activities so as to create a balanced, livable urban environment 
where persons may live, work, play and shop. 

To locate land uses so as to: 
· Minimize the adverse effects of one use on another. 
· Provide for convenient and energy-efficient movement of persons, vehicles and 

goods within and among the major categories of land use activity. 
· Minimize the adverse effects of human activity on the natural environment. 

ANALYSIS: While actual zoning was not applied to the site through the Sherwood West 
Preliminary Concept Plan, the study did use a map as a tool to help plan future uses in the area 
that would be compatible.   The proposed zone is consistent with the uses shown on the plan, 
and are compatible with the property to the east currently zoned for residential uses within the 
City.   The designations of the streets surrounding the site are capable of accommodating the 
capacity of traffic a school or other use the zoning designation may bring (see discussion above). 
In addition, the applicant has proposed a refinement to the SWPCP that shows the high school 
site in context with the Sherwood West area. This helps demonstrate that the high school can be 
compatible with the development surrounding it,  Care will need to be given when the school 
comes in for land use review and when the City develops Title 11 concept plans for the portions 
of Sherwood West adjacent to the school site to ensure that they are compatible.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed.
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Subsection M discusses the Institutional and Public zoning designation, however, there are no 
policies or goals related to this zone.  Specifically the text reads:

Public and semi-public uses serve to complement and support residential, 
commercial, and industrial activities. Public uses include facilities and services 
provided by government agencies and special districts such as utilities, libraries, 
schools, police and fire protection, recreation facilities, open space, and 
governmental buildings. Semi-public uses include services provided by quasi-
public agencies, and organizations. Semi-public is broadly defined to include 
facilities and services provided by non-profit private groups as well as government 
supported and/or regulated agencies providing a public service. These uses 
include day care centers, fraternal organizations, hospitals, retirement homes, 
churches, electric natural gas and telephone facilities. All existing institutional, 
public, and quasi public areas are planned and zoned Institutional/Public (IP). 

ANALYSIS: The proposed zone is intended for a school, however, any permitted use in that zone 
would be consistent with the plan and surroundings.  There is a church to the south of the site, 
hospitals, government buildings and other permitted uses would co-exist well with the existing 
urban residential neighbors to the east and the lower density residential neighbors in the County 
property to the west and north as well as the church.  Eventually this area should be built out as
envisioned in the SWPCP, which calls for urban densities surrounding the site.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

O. Community Design 

Policy 1: The City will seek to enhance community identity, foster civic pride, 
encourage community spirit, and stimulate social interaction through regulation of 
the physical design and visual appearance of new development. 

Strategy: 

Seek to establish community identity buffers between Sherwood and the 
cities of King City and Tualatin. Preserve and/or develop natural or man-
made features which serve to define the communities. 
Develop a civic/cultural center and plaza park as a community focus. 
Promote community wide events such as the Robin Hood Festival. 
Develop a system of streets, bikeways, sidewalks, malls, and trails linking 
schools, shopping, work, recreation and living areas. 
Promote the preservation of historically or architecturally significant 
structures and sites. 

ANALYSIS: Most of these requirements were taken into consideration when the SWPCP was 
created. The proposed zoning is consistent with the Plan, which shows a consistency with the 
City vision for the area in the future.  However, because the plan is not formally adopted, the 
proposed change must stand on its own.  The proposed designation and Land Use does not 
conflict with these community design provisions.  Specifically, there is ample space to leave a 
buffer between neighboring cities. A potential school site or civic use on the site would help create 
a community focus area, as schools are often a location of community engagement.  The site 
would not hamper the Robin Hood festival and may act as a satellite location for events and 
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activities. The traffic is discussed above, trail linkages will be addressed in the next stage of 
development more specifically.  There have been no identified historic or culturally significant sites 
on the property.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Policy 2: The formation of identifiable residential neighborhoods will be 
encouraged. 

Strategy: 

Neighborhood scale facilities such as retail convenience centers, parks and 
elementary schools will be provided in or near residential areas. 
Natural and manmade features shall be used to define neighborhoods and 
protect them from undesirable encroachment by incompatible uses. 
Buffers will be established where development adjoins natural areas, 
wetlands, and greenways. 

ANALYSIS: The proposed site is currently outside the City.  As discussed above, the proposed 
site is consistent with the City’s vision for the area west of the City although official zoning for this 
concept area has not yet been adopted.  The proposed site zoning would allow institutional uses 
all of which would be compatible with this policy.  The site is surrounded by residential uses (City 
and County) and uses for an institutional site would be built at a neighborhood scale.  A hospital 
could be built to many stories and could possibly exceed a neighborhood scale; however, because 
a small hospital could be appropriate, the proposed use is not incompatible. The same is true for 
a potential school on the site.  Most high schools are built to a community scale, anything that 
could possibly be proposed out of scale would be limited through the site review and use permit 
process.   Features to define neighborhoods and buffers to natural areas would be considered at 
the development review stage, however, nothing on the site precludes a future project from
conforming to this requirement.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Policy 3 The natural beauty and unique visual character of Sherwood will be 
conserved. 

Strategy: 

Eliminate the visual presence of public utilities where possible. 
Adopt a sign ordinance which regulates the number, size and quality of signs 
and graphics. Standardize and improve the quality of public signs and traffic 
signalization. 
Encourage the use of visually appealing fencing throughout the City. 
Preserve significant vista points especially on public land. 
Establish a system of interconnected parks, greenways and visual corridors 
throughout the Urban Area. 
Develop and apply special site and structural design review criteria for multi-
family, and manufactured housing parks, commercial and industrial 
developments. 
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Develop and maintain landscaped conservation easements along major 
roadways and parkway strips along minor streets. 
Develop and implement a tree ordinance which regulates the cutting of trees 
and the planting of street trees. 
Implement the Old Town design guidelines in the 1983 "Sherwood Old Town 
Revitalization Plan". 

Policy 4 Promote creativity, innovation and flexibility in structural and site design. 

Strategy: 

Encourage the use of the Planned Unit Development technique for larger 
residential commercial and industrial sites. 
Make use of density transfer as a means of preserving open space and 
developing recreational areas within a single development. 
Encourage the use of energy saving techniques in the design of sites and 
structures. 
Encourage visual variety in structural design.

ANALYSIS: The site is currently an abandoned farm, mostly Christmas trees, some abandoned 
and some occupied single family homes.  The site currently provides scenic opportunities in the 
form of vistas and generally open spaces.  The existing County zoning for the property requires 
some farming of the site in order to have homes.  Many of the requirements listed above are 
requirements for the City and do not apply specifically to this application such as fencing 
requirements, calls for parks and signage revisions, site design review, and tree ordinance 
requirements.  Some that do apply are the requirements for vista preservation and landscaping 
along streets.   

Development of the property would not in and of itself preclude the scenic views the property 
currently affords.  A school, hospital, church or other use could be built in a way that could 
maintain existing views.  In fact, most schools feature wide open ball fields and large amounts of 
open space.  These will be addressed at the development review stage.  The same is true for 
landscaping along streets.  All future development of the site will have to comply with these 
requirements.    For this application it’s important to note that the designation does not preclude 
the possibility of vista preservation or landscaping for streets.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Chapter 5- Environmental Resources 
  

Chapter 5 addresses the environment.  These are intended to address State Goal 5.  Section A 
and B list goals of the City and provide background.  Sections C through E contain policies and 
are discussed below.  Section F contains requirements for the City only and is not applicable to a 
project.   

C. Natural Resources and Hazards 

Section C includes four policies specific to flood plains, habitat, soils and drainage.   
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ANALYSIS: As the applicant explains in their narrative, Statewide Planning Goal 5 requires 
communities to identify and protect natural resources, conserve scenic and historic resources and 
significant open spaces. Title 13 of the Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan 
adopted an inventory of regionally significant fish and wildlife habitat and established the Nature 
in Neighborhoods program, which for jurisdictions within the Metro region, is intended to establish 
compliance with Goal 5.  

Further, the City of Sherwood relies primarily on programs established by the Tualatin Basin 
Partners, including Clean Water Services (CWS), to protect and enhance natural resources. The 
City also protects and conserves significant resources through flexible regulatory means (i.e. 
planned unit developments, reduced lot sizes, and variances), tree preservation, and its own 
environmental regulations, which mirror those of Title 13. This proposal would designate an area 
specifically brought into the UGB for the purposes of a high school to be annexed, zoned, and 
subject to existing City and State regulations as they pertain to environmental resources if they 
are subsequently found on site. There are no mapped Goal 5 resources or flood plains on the 
site. Soils were taken into consideration through the Metro UGB expansion process and were 
deemed to be suitable for development. The site slopes to the north, drainage will be looked at 
more specifically in the site development process.  The SWPCP refinement plan also does not 
preclude the City from realizing the goals, policies, and strategies of this Chapter. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

D. Environmental Quality 

Section D contains additional policies regarding the quality of air, water, and noise within the City 
of Sherwood. Policies and strategies are included to assure uses and building construction adhere 
to standards.   

ANALYSIS: Water, air and noise quality will be evaluated through the project design. 
Comprehensive Plan Policies for these will all be addressed at the development stage of the 
project, the change of the zoning, the Land Use and the Title 11 Concept Plan do not preclude 
sensitivity to these environmental areas.  The proposed zone is compatible with the existing 
surrounding City and County zoning and will not place industrial uses or any other significant air, 
water or noise polluting sources near the residential zones.     

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

E. Recreational Resources 

Section F includes policies to protect open spaces and recreational opportunities.  These include 
policies to link greenways, share facilities, conflicting uses, a call for private recreational areas 
and a requirement to preserve historic and cultural sites.      

ANALYSIS: Many of these requirements will be scrutinized at the development stage; however, 
there are no cultural sites that the City is aware of on the property, and any institutional use that 
is constructed will be required to include links through sidewalks and trails between greenspaces 
within the City.  Additionally, should a school be built on the site, the City will peruse joint-use 
agreements to capitalize on the sports fields for shared use during off hours, similar to other 
schools in the area.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 
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Chapter 6- Transportation 

Chapter 6 addresses transportation.  This section includes many goals and several policies to 
support each goal.  For brevity only the goals are re-stated below, however the proposed land 
use/ zoning change, Title 11 Concept Plan and SWPCP revision are consistent with all policies 
as well.   Only those goals which apply to the project are listed below, specifically Goals 1, 4, 5 
and 7.   

Goal 1: Provide a supportive transportation network to the land use plan that 
provides opportunities for transportation choices and the use of alternative modes 
serving all neighborhoods and businesses. 

Goal 4: Develop complementary infrastructure for bicycles and pedestrian facilities 
to provide a diverse range of transportation choices for city residents. 

Goal 5: Provide reliable convenient transit service to Sherwood residents and 
businesses as well as special transit options for the city’s elderly and disabled 
residents. 

ANALYSIS: As discussed previously, the TSP designations of the streets that will be used to 
access the site are already capable of supporting a use that would be consistent with the proposed 
land use/ zoning designation, including churches, hospitals and schools.  Responsibility to revise 
the TSP to reflect the school has been added as a condition of approval.  The City has adopted 
development regulations and design standards that improve access for pedestrian, bicycle, and 
vehicular modes of travel. The development standards include provisions for right-of-way 
dedications, and minimum dimensional standards for construction. The TSP includes access 
spacing requirements and cross sections for each street type. This proposal does not impede the 
City’s ability to achieve this goal. Upon the development stage details showing compatibility will
be provided.  Specifically, traffic study for the use, also known as the site plan and conditional use 
permit, will support the City of Sherwood land use approval. The study will be provided at a later 
date, and it will give a detailed look at the entire transportation operations for the short-term period, 
which is the anticipated project year of opening, 2020. 

The following components are not included in the TPR but have been studied in draft form and 
will be finalized and submitted as part of the forthcoming Land Use application: 

 Safety Analysis 
 Pedestrian, Bike, and Transit Facilities: Existing Conditions and Mitigations 
 Short term (2020) intersection operations 
 Neighborhood Connectivity Discussion 
 Vertical Curve/Sight Distance Discussion 
 Site Plan Evaluation 
 Driveway Access Operations and Sight Distance 
 Queuing Analysis on Elwert Road 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Goal 7: Ensure that efficient and effective freight transportation infrastructure is 
developed and maintained to support local and regional economic expansion and 
diversification consistent with City economic plans and policies. 
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ANALYSIS: SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road and SW Pacific Highway are designated freight 
corridors within the City, County, and State TSP. SW Elwert Road is a designated arterial in the 
City and County TSP, and SW Edy Road is a designated collector in the City and County TSP. 
The proposed land use/ zone change and preliminary concept plan revision are not proposed 
along any freight pathways.  The change to the site will have ramifications on these roads.  A 
Transportation Planning Rule Study (TPR) has been submitted to show potential impacts of the 
application on the surrounding ODOT, County and City transportation system.  Mitigation is 
included for two intersections, including the SW Pacific Highway 99W and SW Sunset 
intersection.  With the proposed mitigation, the application would not preclude the City from 
meeting this goal. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Chapter 7- Community Facilities and Services 

Chapter 7 includes public facility information, including a sewer, water and drainage plan.  Since 
the publication of the Comprehensive Plan sewer, water, and drainage master plans have been 
adopted.  This section also discusses schools in the City.   

ANALYSIS: Part of the School District’s analysis included detailed plans for the provision of 
utilities to the site, as reflected in the Title 11 Concept Plan.  Most are available already with the 
exception of a sewer line that will need to be extended from across Pacific Highway.  Because 
this site is outside the City limits, the master infrastructure plans do not specifically address this 
location, however, the applicant’s analysis clarifies the availability.  The applicant explains 
narrative explains: 

Service areas and acceptable levels of service are already established by the 
appropriate providers. The School District and its consultants have coordinated with 
service providers and service provider letters are have been issued indicating that 
services can be extended to serve the high school site and post UGB expansion Title 11 
concept plan area. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Chapter 8- Urban Growth Boundary Additions 

Chapter 8 is perhaps the most applicable to this application because it relates to growing the limits 
of the City.  Sections A and B provide background data on the City.  Section C contains 20 policies, 
some of which apply to the project, some apply to the City alone.  Section D contains information 
regarding the expansion of the UGB. In this subsection, each addition to the City contains policies 
and background information specific to each new addition.  To follow suit, this application has 
provided text that will be incorporated into the Comprehensive Plan for the addition of the 
proposed high school site.  The applicant has proposed no text additions besides this text in 
Chapter 8.   

C. General Policy Goals and Objectives 
Goal: To insure the provision of quality community services and facilities of a type, 
level and location which is adequate to support existing development and which 
encourages efficient and orderly growth at the least public cost. 
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Policy 1: Focus growth into areas contiguous to existing development rather than 
"leap frogging" over developable property. 

Policy 2: Encourage development within areas that have access to public facility 
and street extensions in the existing city limits. 

Policy 3: Encourage annexation inside the UGB where City services are available 
and can be extended in a cost-effective and efficient manner. 

ANALYSIS: The property location is contiguous to existing City limits, to the east, in an Urban 
Reserve designated for future growth my Metro.  The proposed site is not leap-frogging.  The 
applicant sought a location within the City limits and have provided extensive, detailed analysis 
of why no sites exist within the City.  The applicant has submitted an annexation application and 
request that the property be annexed into the City immediately following approval of this Concept 
Plan / Comprehensive Plan Amendment request (not part of this application or current requests). 
The UGB expansion was approved by Metro Council on August 17, 2017 (Metro Case No. 17-
02). As discussed previously, City services are available and can be extended to the site in a cost 
effective and efficient manner. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed

Policy 4: When Metro and Sherwood designates future urban growth areas, 
consider lands with poorer agricultural soils before prime agricultural lands, lands 
that are contiguous to areas planned for urban services, and land that resides in 
Washington County to reduce confusion over jurisdictional administration and 
authority. 

ANALYSIS: The proposed site is located within a Metro Urban Reserve.  The designation of an 
Urban Reserve takes into account soil, services, and political boundaries, amongst other 
considerations. The Metro approval, included within the record, contains great detail on these 
considerations.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed

Policy 5: Achieve the maximum preservation of natural and historic resources and 
features consistent with Goal 5 of the Statewide Land Use Planning program and 
Chapter 5 of this Plan. 

Policy 6: Provide multi-modal access and traffic circulation to all new development 
that reduces reliance on single occupant vehicles (SOV) and encourages 
alternatives to cars as a primary source of transportation.

ANALYSIS: These were both addressed previously.  The land for the site was previously farmed 
and contains no historic or cultural sites that the applicant or the City is aware of.  Additionally, all 
multi-modal, and traffic circulation requirements will be specifically taken into account at the 
development stage.  These will be reviewed in greater detail for the Conditional Use Permit 
application.  There is nothing on the site that would preclude compliance with these requirements.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed 
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Policy 7: Establish policies for the orderly extension of community services and 
public facilities to areas added for new growth consistent with the ability of the 
community to provide necessary services. New public facilities should be available 
in conjunction or concurrently with urbanization in order to meet future needs. The 
City, Washington County, and special service districts should cooperate in the 
development of a capital improvements program in areas of mutual concern. Lands 
within the urban growth boundary shall be available for urban development 
concurrent with the provision of the key urban facilities and services. 

ANALYSIS: As previously explained, there was great coordination in the creation of the SWPCP 
after Metro designated this area as an Urban Reserve. The School District, ODOT, the County, 
the City and several other agencies have been meeting regularly for months prior to the 
application to continue the intergovernmental coordination.  The designation of the site as an 
Institutional Use will help assure that the proper services are available in advance of the 
surrounding development, while still continuing to serve the existing community.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed 

Policy 8: Provide for phased and orderly transition from rural to suburban or urban 
uses. Larger UGB expansion areas shall include a phased development plan to 
achieve a sustainable transition over time. 

ANALYSIS: The SWPCP included a phasing plan that identified needed improvements as well 
as where it makes the most sense to extend public services in an orderly and efficient manner. 
This application includes a refinement plan for 82.3 acres which is identified within Phase A of the 
plan, and is consistent with the siting of educational facilities identified in that plan. Thus, the 
location is consistent with the vision for the area.  The plan, however, is not yet adopted.  The 
applicant’s proposed site is not large enough to include phases on its own, so this Policy does 
not apply. 

FINDING: This policy does not apply.   

Policies 9-11 do not apply to individual projects 

Policy 12: Changes to concept plans can be made prior to implementation based 
on supported evidence and may be proposed by the City, County, special districts, 
and individuals in conformance with City, County, and Metro procedures for 
amendment of their respective Comprehensive Plans. Concept plan maps shall be 
adopted in this Chapter and new development shall conform to the land uses, 
transportation network, parks and open space, and other applicable concept level 
designs. 

ANALYSIS: This request includes a refinement plan to part of the SWPCP. That plan was 
acknowledged by the City Council, and laid the general foundation for future planning within the 
area. This policy is speaking specifically to adopted Metro Title 11 concept plans however, one
has not been adopted for the site.   As explained previously a “preliminary” concept plan is simply 
a vision for an area, a framework for a future full Title 11 Plan.  Therefore, this technically dos not 
apply to the project.  This request is to formally adopt an all new post-UGB Title 11 Concept Plan 
for the 82.3 acres recently added to the UGB, not a revision to an adopted Title 11 Concept Plan.   
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FINDING: This policy does not apply.  

Policy 13: Generally, new concept plans shall conform to Title 11 requirements and 
any conditions of approval related to the addition of the land. Concept plans shall 
strive to balance the needs of existing and new residents and businesses to ensure 
a sustainable tax base to deliver services. Mixed residential and mixed use shall 
be considered for each concept plan as an opportunity to provide neighborhood 
and civic oriented services within walking distance, efficient, transportation 
alternatives, and a variety of housing and employment choices. 

ANALYSIS: This concept plan is consistent with the applicable Metro Title 11 requirements as 
discussed below in this staff report. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

  Policies 14-17, and 20 do not apply to individual projects.  

Policy 18: Regarding the concept planning process, the following steps shall be 
required to initiate the concept plan through annexation: 

(1) Governance: Determine jurisdictional boundaries and urban service 
providers. 

(2) Concept Plan:  Develop a concept plan consistent with Metro 2040 
Growth Concept. 

(3) Implementation: Adopt comprehensive plan policies, zoning codes, 
etc. by ordinance. 

(4) Annexation: Allow property owners to petition the City for annexation 
after concept plan implementation is substantially 
complete. 

ANALYSIS: The applicant has indicated that the area was concept planned for the purposes of 
siting a public high school. A preliminary concept plan for the area was completed and 
acknowledged by the City of Sherwood. The preliminary concept plan recognized that the City 
would be responsible for governance within the Sherwood West area and the area subject to this 
refinement plan. The concept plan and conditions of approval from the Metro UGB expansion 
would limit development within the area to a public high school and associated public facilities. 
Zoning the site IP will further protect this area from uses that are inconsistent with the plan.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

Policy 19: City plan and zoning designations will be determined consistent with the 
Metro 2040 Growth Concept Design Types illustrated on the 2040 map, unless the 
2040 map designation is inappropriate, in which case the City will propose that 
Metro change their map consistent with City policy. 

ANALYSIS: The Metro 2040 map designates the area within this concept plan as an urban 
reserve. Subsequently, the City of Sherwood completed a preliminary concept plan for the area 
that supports the location of a school within this general area.  The proposed land use/zoning 
designation is consistent with Metro plan for the area and the City’s vision for future land use.  
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FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

D. Mapping of Urban Growth Boundary Additions 

Section D contains a number of requirements to show on new mapping of Title 11 concept areas.   

FINDING: The applicant has provided a suite of Title 11 illustrations, all of which fully comply with 
the requirements of Section D.  See Exhibit E.

Metro Urban Growth Functional Plan Regulations Chapter 3.07- Title 11 
Section 3.07 of the Metro regulations covers many different aspects of Urban Growth Boundaries and the rules 
that regulate them.  The UGB has already been changed by Metro.  For the current application the applicable 
section of Metro code is section 3.07.1120 which applies to concept planning.  

3.07.1120 Planning for Areas Added to the UGB 
(a) The county or city responsible for comprehensive planning of an area, as specified by the 

intergovernmental agreement adopted pursuant to section 3.07.1110(c)(7) or the ordinance that 
added the area to the UGB, shall adopt comprehensive plan provisions and land use 
regulations for the area to address the requirements of subsection (c) by the date specified by 
the ordinance or by section 3.07.1455(b)(4) of this chapter. 

(b) If the concept plan developed for the area pursuant to section 3.07.1110 assigns planning 
responsibility to more than one city or county, the responsible local governments shall provide 
for concurrent consideration and adoption of proposed comprehensive plan provisions unless 
the ordinance adding the area to the UGB provides otherwise. 

ANALYSIS: The intergovernmental agreement (IGA) was approved by the City and the County.  The site 
is only within one jurisdiction. This application is proposing to add comprehensive plan provisions and land 
use regulations to the existing City Comprehensive Plan, specifically in Chapter 8.  The proposed text 
additions are included in Exhibit C.  Staff did not request any revisions to the proposed text.  This proposed 
text addressees subsection C fully.     

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the criteria 
is addressed. 

(c) Comprehensive plan provisions for the area shall include: 

(1) Specific plan designation boundaries derived from and generally consistent with the 
boundaries of design type designations assigned by the Metro Council in the ordinance 
adding the area to the UGB; 

ANALYSIS: The property was approved by Metro for UGB expansion under a major amendment 
process and conditioned for school use only. The City has an Institutional and Public 
Comprehensive Plan Map/Zoning Map designation that the City typically applies to public school 
uses. The applicant has requested that the site be zoned Institutional and Public (IP) consistent 
with the Metro decision and City of Sherwood land use designations. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

(2) Provision for annexation to a city and to any necessary service districts prior to, or 
simultaneously with, application of city land use regulations intended to comply with this 
subsection; 
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ANALYSIS: The applicant has submitted an annexation application to the City (not a part of this 
application or staff report).  Annexation into the Clean Water Service boundary will also be 
required prior to land use approval.  The site is already within the boundaries of the Tualatin Valley 
Fire and Rescue district.  

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

(3) Provisions that ensure zoned capacity for the number and types of housing units, if 
any, specified by the Metro Council pursuant to section 3.07.1455(b)(2) of this chapter; 

(4) Provision for affordable housing consistent with Title 7 of this chapter if the 
comprehensive plan authorizes housing in any part of the area. 

(5) Provision for the amount of land and improvements needed, if any, for public school 
facilities sufficient to serve the area added to the UGB in coordination with affected school 
districts. This requirement includes consideration of any school facility plan prepared in 
accordance with ORS 
195.110; 

FINDING: These do not apply to the project.  Housing is not permitted in the requested zone or 
pursuant to the condition of approval on the Metro UGB approval.  

(6) Provision for the amount of land and improvements needed, if any, for public park 
facilities sufficient to serve the area added to the UGB in coordination with affected park 
providers. 

ANALYSIS: The proposed zoning designation would generally permit the types of uses that would 
not be required to include parks in the design.  It should be noted that the Metro approval of the 
UGB requires a high school on the site, and the School District has indicated that they plan to 
enter into joint use agreements that would allow public access on some areas of the campus 
during off hours.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

(7) A conceptual street plan that identifies internal street connections and connections to 
adjacent urban areas to improve local access and improve the integrity of the regional 
street system. For areas that allow residential or mixed-use development, the plan shall 
meet the standards for street connections in the Regional Transportation Functional Plan; 

ANALYSIS: The applicant provided a street plan and a TPR Traffic Study that identifies needed 
traffic improvements.  This study was done in conjunction with the County, ODOT, and the City, 
and is consistent with all TSP designations (City and County).  The study shows that, with 
mitigation, the site would accommodate the uses allowed in the zone.  It should also be noted 
that the TPR Traffic Study only addressed the project site at the level required by the Oregon 
Transportation Planning Rule, it did not go into details on a proposed High School.  The study 
addressed the possible uses at the site that could include a high school.  At a future stage the 
use permit (CUP) application will be submitted and a full, detailed traffic impact study will be 
required that will address the specific details of the High School buildings to support its’ approval.      

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 
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(8) Provision for the financing of local and state public facilities and services; and 

ANALYSIS: The school is a public facility and the construction of the school will be funded through 
a recently approved bond levy. The School District’s civil engineer and transportation engineer 
have provided financing plans on how utilities and transportation infrastructure will be financed. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the 
criteria is addressed. 

(9) A strategy for protection of the capacity and function of state highway interchanges, 
including existing and planned interchanges and planned improvements to interchanges. 

FINDING: This does not apply.  The site is not located near any existing or proposed State 
interchanges.  The site is near, and will impact SW Pacific Highway (99W).  Mitigation has been 
provided to address these identified impacts however these are not interchanges as SW 99W is 
not a controlled access highway.   

(d) The county or city responsible for comprehensive planning of an area shall submit to Metro a 
determination of the residential capacity of any area zoned to allow dwelling units, using a 
method consistent with a Goal 14 analysis, within 30 days after adoption of new land use 
regulations for the area. 

FINDING: This does not apply.  Residential uses are not permitted in the proposed zone.   

Oregon Statewide Planning Goals 
The State’s planning is grounded in a set of 19 Statewide Planning Goals.  The goals express the state's top 
down policies on land use.  The goals are achieved through local comprehensive planning. State law requires 
that each city adopt a comprehensive plan and the zoning ordinances needed to put the plan into effect.  The 
Sherwood comprehensive plan must be consistent with the Statewide Planning Goals. This application is 
proposing both zoning, a change to the Sherwood Comprehensive Plan, both a text change and a map change 
(reflected by the zone change because the City uses a one-map system where comprehensive land use 
designations and City zoning are the same thing), and a Title 11 Concept Plan.   Because the application includes 
these kinds of changes, it is important to go through the State Planning Goals to assure the changes proposed 
by the applicant are consistent with the State Goals. 

Goal 1  Citizen Involvement  

Goal 1 calls for "the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process." 
It requires each city and county to have a citizen involvement program containing six components 
specified in the goal. It also requires local governments to have a committee for citizen 
involvement (CCI) to monitor and encourage public participation in planning. 

ANALYSIS: The City’s public hearing process meets the requirements of this Goal for citizen involvement 
in the land use process. Notices have been distributed to neighbors and published in two newspapers.  
Signs on the site were posted to further notify passersby.  The public will be given a chance to speak at 
the hearings.  A public hearing to consider the request will be held by the Planning Commission who will 
make recommendation City Council.  In turn the Council will make a decision following an open public 
hearing. Additionally, the applicant’s narrative explains that the School District has actively engaged the 
public for the past three years through public meetings surrounding the topic of a new high school. After 
the November 2016 election results were announced, the School District began discussing the preferred 
location of the new high school. The district’s public engagement process is documented in Appendix E 
of their narrative. This process meets the requirements of this Goal for citizen involvement in the land 
use planning process.  
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FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 2  Land Use Planning  

Goal 2 outlines the basic procedures of Oregon's statewide planning program. It says that land 
use decisions are to be made in accordance with a comprehensive plan, and that suitable 
"implementation ordinances" to put the plan's policies into effect must be adopted. It requires 
that plans be based on "factual information"; that local plans and ordinances be coordinated with 
those of other jurisdictions and agencies; and that plans be reviewed periodically and amended 
as needed. Goal 2 also contains standards for taking exceptions to statewide goals. An exception 
may be taken when a statewide goal cannot or should not be applied to a particular area or 
situation. 

ANALYSIS: The City of Sherwood has an acknowledged Comprehensive Plan.  The application 
proposes to add text to the acknowledged Comprehensive Plan.  This proposed text was sent to the 
Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) for review and ultimately, 
acknowledgement.  The proposed text addition contains a summary of the proposed area to be added.  
As reviewed above, the proposal is consistent with the policies and goals of the Comprehensive Plan.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 3  Agricultural Lands  

Goal 3 defines "agricultural lands." It then requires counties to inventory such lands and to 
"preserve and maintain" them through farm zoning. Details on the uses allowed in farm zones are 
found in ORS Chapter 215 and in Oregon Administrative Rules, Chapter 660, Division 33. 

ANALYSIS: The subject property is comprised of land that is currently located within the Urban Growth 
Boundary (UGB), and within an urban reserve. It is expected that the land will be converted from 
agriculture and forest lands for urban use. Therefore, this goal generally does not apply to the project 
because Metro has already placed the site within an Urban reserve, and approved a UGB expansion of 
the site for a high school specifically.

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 4  Forest Lands  

This goal defines forest lands and requires counties to inventory them and adopt policies and 
ordinances that will "conserve forest lands for forest uses." 

ANALYSIS: As explained above, the site is within the UGB of Sherwood.  Sherwood, and most cities, do 
not have forest land within their boundaries.  The project is also within an Urban Reserve as designated 
by Metro, which means the area was designed to transition to an urban use.  The proposed 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment, Zone Change and Title 11 Concept Plan will not impact forest lands.  
The site has been farmed for some time in the past.     

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  
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Goal 5  Natural Resources, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Open Spaces  

Goal 5 covers more than a dozen natural and cultural resources such as wildlife habitats and 
wetlands. It establishes a process for each resource to be inventoried and evaluated. If a resource 
or site is found to be significant, a local government has three policy choices: preserve the 
resource, allow proposed uses that conflict with it, or strike some sort of a balance between the 
resource and the uses that would conflict with it. 

ANALYSIS: The City of Sherwood has adopted a section of ordinance that specifically addresses 
sensitivity to environmental resources.  This is intended to satisfy Goals 5 and 6.  Any future use case 
on this site will be processed using criteria and standards from that section of code.  There is nothing on 
the site currently that is showing on Metro’s sensitive resources map of the area and there are no historic 
or cultural sites within the limits of the property, as far as the City or the applicant is aware.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 6  Air, Water and Land Resources Quality  

This goal requires local comprehensive plans and implementing measures to be consistent with 
state and federal regulations on matters such as groundwater pollution. 

ANALYSIS: The subject property is located within the UGB and urban reserve area, where urban scale 
and density is anticipated to occur. Environmental regulations in the Sherwood Development Code are 
intended to address these Goal 5 and 6 requirements.  The uses specifically allowed within the property 
will change, however, those uses should not be harmful to air, water or other natural resources.  No 
significant negative change in the quality of air is expected to occur. The proposed uses do not involve 
any additional noise or smoke that would affect the surrounding air, water, or land resource quality. The 
District will still need to process a Conditional Use Permit and Site plan that will be required to comply 
with all of the City’s Ordinance requirements, which include full analysis of details required by this State 
Goal. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 7  Areas Subject to Natural Hazards  

Goal 7 deals with development in places subject to natural hazards such as floods or landslides. 
It requires that jurisdictions apply "appropriate safeguards" (floodplain zoning, for example) 
when planning for development there. 

ANALYSIS: The site is not located within a flood zone.  The site was previously farmed and is generally 
flat, with no significant slopes. There is a natural gas fuel line crossing the property.  This line is within 
an easement and setbacks to that easement will be required regardless of the future use on the site.  All 
future uses on the site will be transmitted to Northwest Natural Gas for review to assure any project is 
consistent with their safety requirements.  With setbacks the site is considered safe from any hazard
presented by the gas line.  There are no other known hazards on the site.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  
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Goal 8  Recreational Needs  

This goal calls for each community to evaluate its areas and facilities for recreation and develop 
plans to deal with the projected demand for them. It also sets forth detailed standards for 
expedited siting of destination resorts. 

ANALYSIS: The proposed amendments, and the conditions of approval by Metro on the UGB expansion, 
will allow for uses on the site specifically to include a new public high school. The Sherwood School 
District and the City of Sherwood have a shared agreement that allows the public to utilize the sports 
fields at the public schools in Sherwood. Future development of the site will include the transportation 
improvements that will enhance access to other recreational areas in the neighborhood (parks and 
schools). Therefore, the proposed Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment and Zone Change are in 
compliance with Goal 8 by providing opportunities consistent with the shared use agreement and access 
through transportation improvements around the study area. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 9  Economic Development  

Goal 9 calls for diversification and improvement of the economy. It asks communities to inventory 
commercial and industrial lands, project future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough 
land to meet those needs. 

ANALYSIS: The proposed changes to the Comprehensive Plan and zoning will allow for job generating 
uses on the property, surrounded by a master planned area that includes housing and other community 
uses.  Civic uses permitted in the IP zone will help attract additional homes and other economic 
generators.  This proposal will help implement the requirements of Goal 9 through the orderly and planned 
urbanization of the property.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 10  Housing  

This goal specifies that each city must plan for and accommodate needed housing types, such 
as multifamily and manufactured housing. It requires each city to inventory its buildable 
residential lands, project future needs for such lands, and plan and zone enough buildable land
to meet those needs. It also prohibits local plans from discriminating against needed housing 
types. 

ANALYSIS: Metro designed several hundred acres of property west of the existing city limits in part 
because a housing analysis indicated that the City of Sherwood did not have enough capacity for housing 
and needed more.  The City then did a preliminary concept plan of the area to assure a vision for future 
development within this designed Urban Reserve.  The proposed change is generally consistent with this 
vision of the area.  Part of the application is proposing to update the preliminary plan to account for the 
slightly larger size of the school site than was proposed in the original preliminary concept plan.  While 
the proposed change is not specifically related to housing, it is important to show that the property was 
never intended for housing, and the proposed use is fully consistent with the vision of the area and the 
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uses allowed within an Urban Reserve.  Therefore the proposal will not preclude conformity with Goal 
10.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 11  Public Facilities and Services  

Goal 11 calls for efficient planning of public services such as sewers, water, law enforcement, 
and fire protection. The goal's central concept is that public services should to be planned in 
accordance with a community's needs and capacities rather than be forced to respond to 
development as it occurs. 

ANALYSIS: The City has adopted Transportation, Stormwater, Wastewater and Water master facility 
plans. These plans outline the public facilities and services needed to serve land within the UGB. The 
subject property was very recently brought into the City UGB.  While some preliminary concept planning 
has been done for the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan area, the analysis did not go to the level 
of mapping out utilities.  This effort does show that the area was and is planned for future development 
as it is within an urban reserve.  The School Districts application is being proposed in advance of any 
larger Title 11 Concept Planning for the area.  As a result, the District is providing Title 11 Concept Plan 
level infrastructure plans that include running utilities and other infrastructure to the site.  The existing 
public services and facilities in the area can be extended to serve the refinement plan area consistent 
with the utility master plans. By providing these details in a Title 11 Concept Plan, the project is consistent 
with the requirements of Goal 11.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 12  Transportation  

The goal aims to provide "a safe, convenient and economic transportation system." It asks for 
communities to address the needs of the "transportation disadvantaged." 

ANALYSIS: The City of Sherwood’s Transportation System Plan (TSP) is currently in compliance with 
the requirements of this Goal. The proposed site is outside the limits of the City, and therefore many of 
the streets surrounding the proposed site are not within the City TSP.  Any use permit on the site will 
have to perform a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA).  A similar TIA would be needed to update the TSP to 
reflect the changes needed by the project, even if only to convert the streets from a County TSP 
designation to a City matching designation.  Therefore, a proposed condition of approval has been added 
to the project that requires a TSP update/amendment in conjunction or prior to the use permit to clarify 
all changes needed to the TSP in order accommodate the project site.  With the proposed condition of 
approval the project can be found to be consistent with the City TSP, and by extension, part of Goal 12.  

Another part of Goal 12 is the Transportation Planning Rule, which basically requires that the land use 
decisions are made in conjunction with any needed transportation improvements to accommodate the 
decision.  The relationship of the proposal to the transportation system, and its impacts, have been 
discussed in the applicant submitted Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) Traffic Study. The plan includes 
suggested improvements and mitigation to ensure that the proposal will meet TPR requirements. The 
analysis concludes that the traffic impacts of the project will not cause a change in the functional 
classification of any street or transportation facility and will not require or result in changes to the 
standards that implement the functional classifications of the City or County TSP’s. The funds for the 
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mitigation identified in the study will be provided by the School District.  The proposed plan amendment 
is therefore in compliance with the Oregon Transportation Planning Rule. 

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 13  Energy Conservation  

Goal 13 declares that "land and uses developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so 
as to maximize the conservation of all forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles." 

ANALYSIS: The changes to the land use designation and zoning do not have much bearing on the 
energy efficiency of the site.  Proper master planning will help reduce vehicle trips.  While an official plan 
for the area has not yet been crated, a vision in the form of the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan 
has been created and the project is generally consistent with the plan, fully consistent with the small 
revisions proposed based on the larger campus.  Additionally the site will be analyzed at the use permit 
stage for energy efficiency, consistent with the provisions of the Sherwood Development Code. The 
proposed project does not hinder conformity with Goal 13.   

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goal 14  Urbanization 

This goal requires cities to estimate future growth and needs for land and then plan and zone 
enough land to meet those needs. It calls for each city to establish an "urban growth boundary" 
(UGB) to "identify and separate urbanizable land from rural land."  

ANALYSIS: The text of the goal provides implementation requirements.  They include a requirement for 
services to be available, public transit to be accounted for, boundary sensitivity to rural adjacency, and 
requirements on the City to assure these get done.  The entire concept plan is located within the UGB. 
All required public facilities and services are available and can be extended to the property upon 
annexation, as shown in the Title 11 Concept Plan provided by the applicant. The use of the site is 
generally consistent with earlier visioning efforts, fully consistent wit he proposed revision, and should 
contribute to an efficient arrangement of land uses within the UGB, and to the efficient use of urban 
services, consistent with the directives of this Goal.  Boundary sensitivity is not critical for this site given 
that it is not located at the edge of the Urban Reserve, meaning neighboring rural uses are expected to 
transition to urban uses.  Thus, some degree of boundary sensitivity will be administered at the use permit 
stage through the design of the project, but the lack of direct mitigation or conditions on this proposed 
land use and zoning change are not needed to assure compliance with State Goal 14.  

FINDING: In the analysis above, the applicant’s narrative, and the appendix to the narrative, the record 
reflects that the project is consistent with this State Goal.  

Goals 15 through 19 apply to State and are not applicable to this application 

IV. RECOMMENDATION
Based on the above findings of fact, and the conditions of approval, to the satisfaction of the applicable 
criteria, staff recommends Planning Commission forward a recommendation to the City Council of 
approval of PA 17-02; more specifically, that the City Council 1) amend the Comprehensive Plan text in 
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Chapter 8 and Amend all maps to include the 82.3 Acre property (76.2 private land & 6.1 acres for public 
road right-of-way); 2) amend the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map to designate the property 
“Institutional and Public (IP)” which would be applied to the property upon annexation; 3) approve a Metro 
Title 11 Concept Plan for the area added to the UGB by Metro; and 4) Acknowledge refinements to the 
Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan to accommodate the proposed school site. 

V.  CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

1. Prior to or concurrent with the approval of any land use permits on the site, a TSP amendment shall be 
approved that incorporates this site area and surrounding streets, as well as fully incorporating the TPR 
identified mitigation.  The applicant shall provide all required technical analysis, appropriate reporting, 
and TSP language for staff to provide to the City Council for a TSP amendment that address and reflects 
all transportation system changes as well as any funds required to process the TSP amendment. 

2. Prior to the zone change taking effect on the subject property (which is essentially annexation), the
funding requirements for the TPR mitigation shall be defined via a memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
and/or a Development Agreement /agreements (if multiple agreements are required).  The agreement(s) 
shall clearly outline the agreed plan for how the applicants will assure construction, the timing of the 
construction, the funding that will be contributed to support TPR identified projects.  These will be in 
addition to any projects required for site plan and conditional use, though these may also be included in 
the MOU/Development Agreements.   

VI. EXHIBITS   
A. Applicants Narrative.  All appendices to the narrative, listed below, are available online at this 

link- https://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/planning/project/new-sherwood-high-school-
comprehensive-plan-amendment 
1. Appendix A – Concept Site Plan 
2. Appendix B – Infrastructure Financing Plan 
3. Appendix C – Proposed Zoning Designation Map 
4. Appendix D - 2008 Sherwood School District Long Term Facilities Plan 
5. Appendix E - School Facilities Planning and Public Outreach Process Summary (2016 Bond 

Measure Projects) 
6. Appendix F - Strategic Plan 
7. Appendix G - Guiding Principles 
8. Appendix H - DOWA Existing Sherwood High School Expansion Options 
9. Appendix I - Sherwood School District: 10-Year Student Population Projections by 

Residence: Fall 2016-2025 study (May 11, 2016) 
10. Appendix J – 2016 School Capacities and Floor Plans DOWA – IBI Group Architects, Inc. 

B. Proposed Comprehensive Plan Text 
C. Proposed Zone Change Exhibit 
D. Proposed refinement to the Sherwood West Concept Plan Map 
E. Title 11 Concept Plan 
F. Transportation Planning Rule Study Dated 1/1/2017 
G. Washington County Letter dated 11/7/17 
H. Oregon Department of Transportation Letter dated 11/7/17 
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Exhibit A Appendices 
 

Exhibit A consists of the following files.  The narrative is included in this packet. The remainder can be reviewed 
electronically at the web address below: 

Application  
Narrative 
Appendix A – Concept Site Plan 
Appendix B – Infrastructure Financing Plan 
Appendix C – Proposed Zoning Designation Map 
Appendix D - 2008 Sherwood School District Long Term Facilities Plan 
Appendix E - School Facilities Planning and Public Outreach Process Summary (2016 Bond Measure 

Projects) 
Appendix F - Strategic Plan 
Appendix G - Guiding Principles 
Appendix H - DOWA Existing Sherwood High School Expansion Options 
Appendix I - Sherwood School District: 10-Year Student Population Projections by Residence: Fall 2016-

2025 study (May 11, 2016) 
Appendix J – 2016 School Capacities and Floor Plans DOWA-IBI Group Architects, Inc.  
 
https://www.sherwoodoregon.gov/planning/project/new-sherwood-high-school-comprehensive-plan-
amendment 
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Proposed Text Amendment language: 

D.4 – New Sherwood High School Expansion Area 

Background 
Sherwood West is a 1,291 acre designated urban reserve area (5B) located east and north of the 
existing city limits of Sherwood. Beginning in 2014, the City, with the aid of a Metro Community 
Planning and Development Grant, conducted a 14 month study of the area to better understand 
how the area would transition from rural to urban as the City expanded. The study included an 
extensive public engagement process, and explored such topics as: governance, public 
sentiments about growth from both citizens of Sherwood and landowners within the study area, 
land use mix, residential carrying capacity within the area, school locations, park and natural 
resource locations, future infrastructure needs for the area, costs, and phasing for future 
expansion. The City Council accepted the results of the Preliminary Concept Plan on February 
16, 2016 (RES. 2016-009) after receiving a positive recommendation from the Sherwood Planning 
Commission. 

Meanwhile, parallel to the City’s planning efforts, the Sherwood School District was considering 
its need to expand. First, the Sherwood School District commissioned the preparation of a 
Facilities Planning and Assessment Report by a team of consultants to review a long-term 
facilities plan that was completed in 2008 and to assess the district’s current resources. Second, 
the representatives from the School District served on the Sherwood West technical advisory 
committee to begin identifying potential locations to accommodate future facility growth within the 
district. 

Next, the School District hired Davis Demographics & Planning Inc. to complete an updated 10- 
year demographic study in May of 2016. The study reviewed the following factors that determine 
student enrollment: (1) the current and planned residential development over the next ten years; 
(2) student yield factors that apply to new residential development; (3) birth factors for the District 
area; and (4) mobility factors, which examine the in/out migration of students within existing 
housing units. 

Considering the findings of these studies together, the School District determined that there would 
be a deficiency in school capacity for all levels, with the high school level having the largest 
deficiency. 

Prior to the culmination of these reports, the District formed a Long Range Planning Committee, 
Bond Steering Committee, Bond Visioning Committee and Sherwood High School Programming 
Committee to study facility needs from a School District perspective. Led by the Bond 
Management Team, these committees met from 2014 to 2016 making recommendations to the 
Sherwood School District Board. The process included input from a number of participants from 
the community including City Council and staff representation, School District staff, architects, 
civil engineers, financial advisors, business leaders, citizens, parents and students. Throughout 
this process, the Sherwood City Council was provided with updates and community input was 
sought via various public outreach methods. 

In June of 2016, the Sherwood School District’s Board of Directors unanimously decided to place 
a bond on the November ballot to relieve existing overcrowding and meet projected enrollment 
needs; improve student safety and security district-wide, including seismic upgrades; address 
district-wide deferred maintenance; upgrade district-wide technology; and add capacity within the 
School District by constructing a new high school and reconfiguring existing schools to 
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accommodate other grade levels. In the November 2016, 54% of Sherwood voters approved the 
bond.

Shortly thereafter, the School District began evaluating properties in and around Sherwood to 
build a new high school. After careful consideration of possible locations for the School including 
land within the existing Sherwood Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and City Limits, the Tualatin 
UGB, the Wilsonville UGB, and the surrounding urban reserves, it was determined that one of the 
two potential sites identified within the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan would be the 
most accessible to current students and suitable given the needs of the School District. 

The property that makes up this refinement plan area was brought into the UGB on August 17, 
2017 by approval of Metro Ord. No. 11-1255 under the Major Urban Growth Boundary major 
amendment process in Metro Code Section 3.07.1440. This process allows for out of sequence 
UGB expansions for specific purposes such as schools. 

Land Use 

As conditioned by the Metro Major UGB Amendment decision (Metro Ord. No. 17-1406, the 82.3-
acre Urban Growth Boundary expansion area can only be used as a public high school, 
associated accessory uses and public transportation improvements. The School District proposes 
to construct a new high school on the site consistent with the concept plan and Major Amendment 
decision. The new high school is planned to be opened in the fall of 2020 with 1,870 students and 
a capacity for 2,000. The high school building is design so that the core facilities (gym, cafeteria, 
etc.) of the high school building are sized for the ultimate buildout of 2,400 student. With core 
facilities in place, additional classroom space can be added once the need arises. 
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Resolution 2017-075 
October 17, 2017 
Page 1 of 2 with Exhibit 1 (10 pgs) 

RESOLUTION 2017-075 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SIGNING OF AN UPDATED URBAN PLANNING 
AREA AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF SHERWOOD AND WASHINGTON COUNTY 

WHEREAS, Washington County and the City of Sherwood have had an Urban Planning Area 
Agreement (UPAA) outlining procedures to be used to coordinate the comprehensive planning 
activities of the County and the City since 1983; and  

WHEREAS, the UPAA was most recently updated in 2010 via Resolution 2010-010; and 

WHEREAS, following the Urbanization Forum process, the County through Resolution & Order 
09-63, and the City through Resolution 2009-046, agreed that all future additions to the Urban 
Growth Boundary (UGB) must be governed and urbanized by the City in the County; and 

WHEREAS, since the 2010 update, the State legislature, with House Bill 4078-A in 2014 and 
House Bill 2047 in 2015, validated the acknowledged UGB and urban and rural reserves 
established through the Metro Regional process involving both the County and the City; and 

WHEREAS, there is currently no clearly designated authority to plan for areas within Urban 
Reserve Areas and no clear process and coordination agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the County and City desire to amend the UPAA to: 
 Add language related to coordination of planning activities in the new Urban Reserves 
 Make minor amendments to the coordination of planning activities in the Urban Planning 

Area, and 
 Modify the map to reflect updates to the Urban Planning Area and inclusion of the Urban 

Reserve Lands ; and 

WHEREAS, ORS 190.010 provides that units of local governments may enter into agreements 
for the performance of any or all functions and activities that a party to the agreement, its officers 
and agents, have authority to perform; and 

WHEREAS, Statewide Planning Goal #2 requires that the plans and actions of city, county, state, 
and federal agencies and special districts shall be consistent with the comprehensive plans of 
cities and counties as adopted under ORS Chapter 197; and 

WHEREAS, the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission requires each 
jurisdiction requesting acknowledgement of compliance to submit an agreement setting forth the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 
The Sherwood School District recently submitted a Major Amendment to expand the Urban Growth 
Boundary (UGB). The Metro Council recently approved the UGB expansion with the condition that the 
site can only be used as a high school as proposed. The School District will make application to the City 
of Sherwood for a Comprehensive Plan Amendment to zone the property for Institutional/Public and 
request to annex the site into the City of Sherwood city limits. As required by Metro Code (Title 11) an 
approval of a post-UGB expansion concept plan is also requested with approval of City annexation and 
zoning. Once annexed, the School District will apply for a Conditional Use Permit approval that will need 
to be approved by the Sherwood Planning Commission.  

The School District is preparing to submit two traffic studies. The first required study is this document, 
which supports the Title 11 Concept Plan, comprehensive plan amendment, and rezoning and 
annexation request. This study provides mitigation strategies that meet the Transportation Planning 
Rule (TPR) requirements, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT), Washington County, and City 
of Sherwood development guidelines. The document evaluates the worst-case zoning proposed under 
the Institutional/Public Zone (2,400 students) for future year 2035. 

The second study needed is the transportation impact analysis (TIA) report, which will support the City 
of Sherwood land use (Conditional Use Permit) approval. This TIA will be provided at a later date, and it 
will give a detailed look at the entire transportation operations for the short-term period, which is the 
anticipated project year of opening, 2020.  

The following components are not included in this traffic study, but have been studied in draft report 
form and will be finalized and submitted as part of the forthcoming Land Use (Conditional Use Permit) 
application:   

 Safety Analysis 
 Pedestrian, Bike, and Transit Facilities: Existing Conditions and Mitigations 
 Short term (2020) intersection operations  
 Neighborhood Connectivity Discussion 
 Vertical Curve/Sight Distance Discussion 
 Site Plan Evaluation 
 Driveway Access Operations and Sight Distance 
 Queuing Analysis on Elwert Road 

 
Sherwood High School Bond 

The Sherwood High School Bond includes a project list which outlines some of the planned city-wide 
school changes. The construction, furnishing, and equipping of the new high school has a target 
completion date of June 2020. With the opening of the new high school, the existing high school will be 
converted into one middle school with a target completion of September of 2020. The existing 
Sherwood Middle School and Laurel Ridge Middle School will then be converted to additional 
elementary school space for Hopkins Elementary and Edy Ridge Elementary Schools..  
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Agency Coordination 

Key parameters for this traffic study were developed in close coordination with Oregon Department of 
Transportation (ODOT), Washington County, and City of Sherwood to assure that the standards and 
methods applied in this report comply with agency requirements. The study coordination included the 
study area roadways and key intersections to evaluate performance, future project scenarios, planned 
improvements, seasonal factors to be applied, and more.   
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Chapter 2: Existing Conditions 
This chapter provides documentation of existing study area conditions, including the study area roadway 
network and existing traffic volumes and operations. 

Study Area Roadway Network 
The study area was selected with the intention of evaluating transportation impacts related to the 
proposed comprehensive plan and zone change. Figure 1 shows the ten study intersections that were 
chosen in coordination with ODOT, Washington County, and City of Sherwood. Table 1 lists the 
characteristics of key roadways in the study area. 

 

Figure 1: Transportation Planning Rule Review Study Area 
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Table 1: Study Area Roadway Characteristics 

Roadway Classification Jurisdic
tion 

No. of 
Lanes 

Posted 
Speed 

Side-
walk 

Bike 
lanes 

On-
street 

parking 
Pacific Highway West 
(99W) 

Statewide 
Highway ODOT 4-6 45 mph Limited Yes No 

Roy Rogers Road Arterial County 3 35 mph Yes No No 
Tualatin-Sherwood Road Arterial County 3-6 35 mph Yes Yes No 
Sunset Boulevard Arterial City 2 35 mph Yes Yes No 
Elwert Road Arterial County 2 45 mph No No No 
Sherwood Boulevard Arterial City 2 25 mph Yes Yes No 
Meinecke Parkway Collector City 2 25 mph Yes Yes No 
Edy Road Collector County 2 40 mph Partial Limited No 
Handley Street Collector City 2 25 mph Yes No Yes 
Haide Road Local County 2 Not posted No No No 
Orchard Hill Lane Local City 2 25 mph Yes No Yes 
Kruger Road Local County 2 Not posted No No No 
Brookman Rd Arterial County 2 Not Posted No No No 
aRoadway Classifications per the Sherwood Transportation System Plan, June 17, 2014 
 

Existing Traffic Volumes 

Existing AM and PM peak hour traffic operations were analyzed at the following ten study intersections, 
which were selected based on coordination with Washington County, ODOT and the City of Sherwood. 

 Pacific Highway West (99W)/Brookman Road  Edy Road/Elwert Road 
 Pacific Highway West (99W)/Sunset Boulevard/Elwert Road  Elwert Road/Haide Road 
 Pacific Highway West (99W)/Meinecke Parkway  Elwert Road/Orchard Hill Lane 
 Pacific Highway West (99W)/Edy Road  Elwert Road/Handley Street 
 Pacific Highway West (99W)/Tualatin-Sherwood Road-Roy 

Rogers Road 
 Elwert Road/Kruger Road 

Traffic Volume Development 

To perform the intersection analysis, traffic counts were collected during the AM peak (7:00 – 9:00 am) 
and PM peak (4:00-6:00 pm) periods1 at nine of the intersections listed above. Historical traffic data was 
used at the Pacific Highway West (99W)/Brookman Road intersection2.  

                                                      
1 The AM peak hour counts were collected on February 1, 2017 and the PM peak hour counts were collected on 
January 31, 2017. The counts for Pacific Highway West (99W)/Tualatin-Sherwood Road-Roy Rogers Road were 
collected on May 11, 2017. 
2 Historical traffic counts were acquired from All Traffic Data and a previous DKS project.   
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Study intersections on ODOT facilities (i.e. Pacific Highway West (99W)) were analyzed using estimated 
30th highest hour traffic volume (30 HV) conditions. The 30 HV development process for existing 
conditions includes the determination of seasonal adjustments. 

The traffic count data collected in January, February, and May of 2017 represent a period where traffic 
volumes are lower than the average weekday conditions. Adjustments are required to reach the desired 
conditions using methodology from the ODOT Analysis Procedures Manual. To determine when the 
average weekday conditions occur, data is examined from Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) stations 
that record traffic highway volumes year-round. The closest ATR to Sherwood on Pacific Highway West 
(99W) is ATR #36-004 in Newberg. The ATR has the following characteristics relevant to the study area 
of Pacific Highway West (99W): commuter trend, rural area, four lanes, weekday traffic trend, and 
similar AADT. Thus, this ATR was used to develop a single seasonal factor for the three study 
intersections on Pacific Highway West (99W). Table 2 shows the seasonal factors used in this study.  

Table 2: 30th Highest Hourly Traffic Volume Seasonal Factors for 2017 Traffic Counts 

 
These factors were developed by applying a June factor of 105% despite August being the busiest month 
of the year with a factor of 110%. The June factor was used since it was the highest factor during the 
months when school is still in session. This decision to use a June factor instead of August was made in 
collaboration with the City of Sherwood. The first two sets of traffic counts were collected on the last 
day of January and the first day of February. The two factors were adjusted to the month of June, then 
averaged to produce one seasonal factor, 1.087. These seasonal factors were only applied to the 
through movements on Pacific Highway West (99W) during the AM and PM peak hours. Another set of 
traffic counts was collected in May 2017 and the through movements were factored by 1.029. The 
seasonally adjusted base volumes for the existing AM and PM peak hour scenarios can be found in the 
appendix.  

Intersection Performance Measures 

Volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratios are a commonly used performance measure that provides a good picture 
of intersection operations. In addition, they are often incorporated into agency mobility standards. 

Level of service (LOS): A “report card” rating (A through F) based on the average delay 
experienced by vehicles at the intersection. LOS A, B, and C indicate conditions where traffic 
moves without significant delays over periods of peak hour travel demand. LOS D and E are 
progressively worse operating conditions. LOS F represents conditions where average vehicle 
delay has become excessive and demand has exceeded capacity.  

Volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio: A decimal representation (typically between 0.00 and 1.00) of 
the proportion of capacity that is being used at a turn movement, approach leg, or intersection. 

Automatic Traffic 
Recorder Identification 

 
January February May Where Factor Applies 

#36-004 1.087 1.087 1.029 
Highway to highway movements along 

Pacific Highway West (99W) during the AM 
and PM Peak Hour 
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It is determined by dividing the peak hour traffic volume by the hourly capacity of a given 
intersection or movement. A lower ratio indicates smooth operations and minimal delays. As 
the ratio approaches 1.00, congestion increases and performance is reduced. If the ratio is 
greater than 1.00, the turn movement, approach leg, or intersection is oversaturated and 
usually results in excessive queues and congestion. 

Jurisdictional Operating Standards/Mobility Targets 

All study area intersections are desired to operate at or below the operating standards/mobility targets 
otherwise modifications may be necessary to serve future growth. The applicable performance standard 
for roadways and intersections varies depending on the jurisdiction that owns and operates the facility. 
Within this study area, we have roadways that are operated by ODOT and Washington County. Table 3 
shows the operating standard/mobility target for the jurisdictions involved in this analysis.  

Table 3: Jurisdiction Operating Standard/Mobility Target 
Jurisdiction Operation Standard/Mobility Target  

ODOT 0.99 v/c or less at all traffic signals 

Washington 
County 0.99 v/c or less at all intersections 

 
The County standards are defined in their Transportation System Plan as v/c ≤ 0.99 for the relevant 
study intersections. Intersections under ODOT jurisdiction should comply with the v/c ratio mobility 
target of v/c ≤ 0.99 per the Oregon Highway Plan (OHP)3. Although two of the study intersections fall 
within the Metro Town Center limits, the proposed project itself will not be located within the Town 
Center limits. Therefore, none of the study intersections are subject to the Town Center operating 
standard of v/c ≤ 1.10.   

Existing Intersection Operations 
Existing traffic operations at the study intersections were determined for the AM and PM peak hour 
based on 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodology for signalized intersections, the 2010 
HCM methodology for unsignalized intersections, and the HCM 6th edition methodology for 
roundabouts. The v/c ratio for each intersection is shown in Table 4. The intersections that do not meet 
the operating standard/mobility target are highlighted and shown in bold text. Looking at Table 4, all the 
intersections meet the operating standard/mobility target. 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
3 Table 7, Oregon Highway Plan, December 2011. 
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Table 4: Existing Study Intersection Operations (2017) 

Intersection Intersection 
Control 

Operating 
Standard/Mobility 

Target 

AM PM 

v/c  v/c 
Pacific Highway West (99W)/ 
Sunset Blvd/ Elwert Rd Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 0.90 0.90 

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ 
Meinecke Pkwy Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 0.89 0.71 

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ 
Edy Rd Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 0.78 0.88 

Edy Rd/Elwert Rd AWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.95 0.99 

Elwert Rd/Haide Rd TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.01 0.01 

Elwert Rd/Orchard Hill Ln TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.02 0.01 

Elwert Rd/Handley St TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.10 0.04 

Elwert Rd/Kruger Rd TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.04 0.01 

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ 
Tualatin-Sherwood Rd-Roy 
Rogers Rd 

Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 0.86 1.01 

Pacific Highway West 
(99W)/Brookman Rd TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.68 0.07 

Highlighted and Bold: Does not meet County operating standard or ODOT mobility target 
Signalized: 
LOS = Level of Service of Intersection 
v/c = Volume-to-Capacity Ratio of Intersection 

Two-Way or All-Way Stop Controlled: 
LOS = Level of Service of Major Street/Minor Street 
v/c = Volume-to-Capacity Ratio of Worst Movement 
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Chapter 3: Project Impacts  
This chapter reviews the worst-case impacts that the proposed Institutional/Public Zone has on the 
study area transportation system. This section includes the future traffic volumes, planned 
improvements, and future intersection operations.  

Future Traffic Volumes 
Four future year traffic volume scenarios were developed in coordination with the City of Sherwood. 
The scenarios are as follows: 

 2035 No Build AM and PM (includes background traffic growth) 

 2035 Build AM and PM (includes background and proposed land use change traffic growth) 

The following sections describe how these traffic volumes were developed, including discussion on land 
use scenarios, the No-Build traffic volumes, the Build traffic volumes, and the trip generation and 
distribution. Volume figures showing these four scenarios can be found in the appendix. 

Land Use Scenarios 
As noted earlier in the document, the proposed land use change would amend the Sherwood 
Comprehensive Plan by adding land to the Urban Growth Boundary specifically for the development of a 
new high school (replacing the current high school). The proposed action and development of a new 
high school would include several changes to school locations and enrollment boundaries, including 
moving the high school from the existing site to the proposed site and then shifting the two middle 
schools (Laurel Ridge Middle School and Sherwood Middle School) to the existing high school site. Figure 
2 shows this proposed shifting of land use. 

 
Figure 2: Middle School and High School Relocations 
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A key factor of the proposed land use change is that the addition to the urban growth boundary and 
development of the high school site is not intended to change the forecasted land use control totals 
(i.e., future year citywide households, jobs, and students) compared to the no-build scenario. This is an 
important distinction given the size of the proposed land use action for developing traffic volume 
forecasts and assessing impact to Sherwood’s adopted Transportation System Plan (TSP), as described in 
ODOT’s Modeling Procedures Manual for Land Use Changes4. In this situation, the Transportation 
Planning Rule (TPR) evaluation to determine adequacy of the transportation system relies upon 
developing land use scenarios with the same control totals where the only difference is the location of 
the land use growth. For this study, the following school enrollment control totals were utilized to 
evaluate impact to the Sherwood TSP: 

o No Build Scenario (aligned with the adopted Sherwood TSP) 
o High School 

 2,400 students (representing a reasonable worst-case build-out of the high 
school) 

 All students located at the current high school site 
 

o Middle School 
 1,800 students (representing 75% of the high school enrollment) 
 1,080 students located at the existing Sherwood Middle School, and 720 

students located at Laurel Ridge Middle School (matching the existing 
enrollment ratio between the two sites) 

o Proposed Scenario 
o High School 

 2,400 students (representing a reasonable worst-case build-out) 
 All students located at the proposed high school site 

o Middle School 
 1,800 students (representing 75% of the high school enrollment) 
 All students located at the existing high school site 

Besides the shifting of the school locations between the two scenarios, all other land use for travel 
forecasting remained consistent with the adopted Sherwood TSP.  

2035 No-Build Traffic Volume Forecasts 
To determine future 2035 traffic volumes for the No-Build Scenario traffic volumes aligning with the 
adopted Sherwood TSP were estimated for the study intersections. The City of Sherwood’s mesoscopic 
travel demand model (built for creating the TSP) was used to determine future year traffic volume 
growth, which was then added to existing 2017 traffic volumes. The future year intersection turn 
                                                      
4 Modeling Procedures Manual for Land Use Changes, Oregon Department of Transportation – 
Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit, February 2012. 
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volumes were calculated and distributed based on the link level growth between the 2010 and 2035 
travel demand models and the existing turn counts using the NCHRP 255 methodology [1]. The travel 
demand model does not include an AM peak scenario. Therefore, for forecasting growth in the AM 
period the traffic volume growth patterns were inverted from the PM peak model (to represent travel 
patterns in the morning). 

2035 Build Traffic Volume Forecasts 
The AM and PM peak hour traffic volume forecasts for the Build Scenario were developed by adjusting 
the 2035 No-Build Scenario traffic volumes to reflect the proposed land use changes previously 
discussed. This process included estimating trip generation for each school use and re-assigning the trips 
onto the system with the proposed land use changes, as described in the following subsections. 

Trip Generation for High School 
This study evaluated the impacts that the proposed high school has on the surrounding street network 
during the adjacent street AM and PM peak hour. The actual PM peak hour for the school occurs earlier 
in the day. However, traffic conditions on the adjacent street network are generally less busy during the 
school PM peak. Therefore, the adjacent street peak hour was selected for analysis as the most 
representative period for peak high school expansion traffic impacts. 

Based on the overall systemwide school changes planned by the Sherwood School District (discussed 
above), the Transportation Planning Rule analysis discussed later in this chapter (see Chapter 4) 
considers the trip generating characteristics for each of the planned school relocations. The future 
modeling of the schools is discussed in detail in previous sections in this chapter.  

The ITE Trip Generation Manual5  contains daily and adjacent street AM and PM peak hour trip rates for 
high schools calculated based the student enrollment.  Standard engineering practices are to use 
national ITE rates unless three to five local high school data points are available. When the proposed 
High School was currently in operation, count data was collected on January 31, February 1, and 
February 2, 2017 and a student enrollment of 1,726 was confirmed. This data was used as a comparison 
to the ITE trip generation rates.  Additionally, high school trip generation rates developed from nearby 
suburban high schools as part of the Beaverton New High School Traffic Impact Analysis6 are also 
provided for comparison.  The local area suburban high school rates are based on weighted averages of 
Aloha High School, Wilsonville High School, Westview High School, and Southridge High School.  The 
results of the high school trip generate rate analysis are presented in Table 5. 

  

                                                      
5 Trip Generation, 9th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012, Land use code 530 (High School). 
6 Beaverton School District New High School Traffic Impact Analysis, DKS Associates, March 2015. 
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Table 5: High School Trip Generation Rates Comparison 
Peak Hour / Method Trip Rate per student  Total Tripsb  In/Out In/Out 

AM Peak Hour 

ITE Rate (Code 530) 0.43 742 505/237 68%/32% 

Sherwood High School Rate 0.59 1,018 633/393 62%/38% 

Local High Schools Ratea 0.48 828 530/298 64%/36% 

PM Peak Hour 

ITE Rate (Code 530) 0.13 224 105/119 47%/53% 

Sherwood High School Rate 0.14 241 123/118 51%/49% 

Local High Schools Ratea 0.10 173 81/92 47%/53% 
aRates from Beaverton School District New High School TIA, DKS Associates, March 2015 
bTotal trips are based on the Sherwood High School Student Enrollment of 1,726 
 
As indicated in Table 5, the trips generated by the Sherwood High School are higher than the trip rates 
from both ITE and the local suburban high school data.  During the AM peak hour, the highest rate, the 
existing Sherwood High School rate, is 37% higher than the ITE rate and 23% higher than the local high 
school rate.  This higher rate is attributed to a higher number of parent/student drop-off trips, as shown 
by the higher percentage of exiting trips. 

By 2035 it is assumed that much of West Sherwood will be developed with low to medium density 
residential land use as shown in the West Sherwood Concept Plan.  As development in the surrounding 
area occurs over time, the number of students walking and biking to school is expected to increase to 
levels like the existing high school.  

Utilizing the trip generation rates from the existing Sherwood High School site, a conservative worst-
case estimate of the number of trips being generated by the Institutional/Public Zone were calculated. 
Table 6 summarizes the 2035 projected high school primary trips in the AM and PM peak hours. In total, 
the High School is expected to generate 1,416 (878 in, 538 out) AM peak hour trips and 336 (171 in, 165 
out) PM peak hour trips. 

Table 6: High School Trip Generation  

Land Use 
Number of 
Students 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

Trip Rate Total In/Out Trip Rate Total In/Out 

High School 2,400 0.59 1,416 878/538 0.14 336 171/165 

 
The trip generation rate proposed in Table 6 only represents passenger car trips and does not account 
for school bus trips. Table 7 summarizes the projected school bus trips in the AM peak hour. The current 
high school has 15 large buses and 3 special education (SPED) buses serving the school and only 
transports less than a quarter of the students to the high school. With the proposed high school on the 
other side of Pacific Highway West (99W), it is anticipated that the number of students using school 
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buses will increase. An assumption of 25 regular route school buses for the proposed high school in 
2035 was chosen in coordination with the City of Sherwood.  

Table 7: School Bus Trip Generation 

Scenario Number of Students 
Future AM Peak Hour School Bus Trip Ends 

Total In/Out 

2035 – Horizon Year 2,400 50 25/25 

 
Consistent with Highway Capacity Manual methodology, each school bus was counted as equivalent to 
two passenger cars in the traffic analysis. These trips add a total of 100 passenger car equivalent trips (in 
and out) to the network model for 2035 build scenarios in the AM peak hour. Based on discussions with 
the Sherwood School District Transportation Manager7,  17 (of the total 25 buses) were assumed to 
serve the south side of Pacific Highway West (99W) and 8 school buses were assumed to serve the north 
side of Pacific Highway West (99W), including the residential areas near Handley Street and the rural 
area to the west of Elwert Road. There are currently no bus routes running in the PM peak hour (4:00 to 
6:00 PM).  

Trip Generation for Middle School 
The trip generation for the Middle School was based on ITE Trip Generation Manual8. The estimated 
number of trips for 1,800 student Middle School/Jr High is show below in Table 8. In total, the Middle 
School is expected to generate 972 (535 in, 437 out) AM peak hour trips and 288 (141 in, 147 out) PM 
peak hour trips. 

Table 8: Middle School Trip Generation  

Land Use (ITE Code) 
Number of 
Students 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 

Trip Rate Total In/Out Trip Rate Total In/Out 

Middle/Junior High 
School (522) 1,800 0.54 972 535/437 0.16 288 141/147 

 

Trip Distribution 
The trip distribution and assignment of the proposed land use changes were developed in the following 
steps: 

1. Trips for the proposed high school site were added to the 2035 volumes 

2. Trips for the existing high school site were subtracted from 2035 volumes 

3. Trips for the proposed middle school (at the existing high school site) were added to the 2035 
volumes 

4. Trips for the existing middle school sites were subtracted from the 2035 volumes 

                                                      
7 Phone conversation with Sandy Miller, Sherwood School District Transportation Manager, July 21, 2017. 
8 Trip Generation, 9th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012, Land use code 530 (High School). 
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The trips for Step 1 were distributed based on the existing travel patterns in the study area and the 
distribution of student residency in the school’s service area. Table 9 lists the breakdown of passenger 
car trip distribution shares in both the AM and PM peak hour. 

Table 9: Passenger Car Trip Distribution 

Zone 
2035 Share (%) 

To/From High School 
Kruger/West Sherwood South 5 
99W South 1 
Sunset Blvd 12 
Meinecke East 6 
Sherwood Blvd 8 
99W North 2 
Houston Dr 2 
Elwert North 3 
Edy West 3 
Roellich Ave 2 
Orchard Hills 2 
West Sherwood Central 5 
West Sherwood North (S of Edy) 5 
North Copper Terrace 2 
South Copper Terrace 2 
Dewey Dr 6 
Tualatin-Sherwood Rd 3 
North Meinecke 1 
Roy Rogers 1 
North Woodhaven Dr 5 
South Woodhaven Dr 1 
Timbrel Ln 4 
Brookman Rd 13 
Chapman Rd 1 
Borchers Dr 2 
Edy (between Copper and Houston) 3 
 
Figure 3 summarizes the percentage of passenger car trip distribution throughout the study area. Trips 
between the high school site and zones along or east of 99W were routed along Elwert Road, Handley 
Street to Meinecke Parkway, or Edy Road depending on the path distance to the distribution zone and 
whether trips originated.  
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Figure 3: Passenger Car Trip Distribution 

  
School buses were also distributed between the new high school and the study area zones based on 
information provided by the Sherwood School District. There is a total of 25 school buses assumed to be 
entering and exiting the high school property via Kruger Road, equaling 50 school bus trips in total 
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during the AM peak hour. As previously discussed, 17 of the buses were assumed to serve the east side 
of Pacific Highway West (99W) and 8 school buses were assumed to serve the west side of Pacific 
Highway West (99W), including the residential areas near Handley Street and Edy Road and the rural 
areas to the west of Elwert Road. 

The trips for Step 2 of the process (subtracting the existing high school) utilized the same trip generation 
and distribution as the proposed high school site. However, for this step the trips reductions were 
assigned to the network based on likely routes to/from the existing high school location. 

For Step 3 (adding the new middle school), the trip distribution and assignment matched Step 2, 
reflecting a single middle school travel pattern on the network.  

In Step 4, trip distribution and assignment for the existing middle schools utilized an assessment of 
current enrollment boundaries and travel demand model trip assignment patterns to approximate how 
those trips would be routed onto the network. 

The results of these four steps add volume to some movements at study intersections and remove 
volume from others, as shown in Figure 4. In general, the resulting net change in traffic volumes 
represents some reduction in traffic volumes crossing OR 99W near the current high school and middle 
school sites (at Edy Road and Meinecke Road) and significant increases traffic volume near the new high 
school site at OR 99W/Elwert Road-Sunset Boulevard. 
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Planned Improvements 
Projects in the study area to be completed by 2035 as outlined in the Sherwood West Concept Plan and 
Sherwood Transportation System Plan9 (TSP) were included in the future 2035 model. The projects are 
described in the following sections. 

Sherwood West Concept Plan  
In the horizon year, 2035, the Handley Street extension was assumed to be the main access road to the 
high school. The extension was assumed to be constructed as part of the Sherwood West Concept Plan 
Development. The Elwert Road/Handley Street intersection will become a four-leg intersection with a 
traffic signal as part of these improvements. The Elwert Road/Haide Road intersection is assumed to 
become a right-in, right-out intersection.  

Sherwood TSP Projects 
City of Sherwood has indicated that the following transportation related projects from the Sherwood 
TSP are planned to be completed near the project site by 2035. Washington County staff also provided 
direction on County transportation projects that could be considered.  These projects are part of the 
financially constrained network and are reflected in the modeled 2035 future scenarios. 

 D13: Pacific Highway West (99W)/Tualatin-Sherwood Road Improvements – widen eastbound 
and westbound to five lanes between Borchers Drive and Baler Way by adding eastbound left 
turn lane and westbound through lane. Add a southbound right turn lane and overlap phasing to 
right turns.  

 D17: Pacific Highway West (99W)/Meinecke Parkway Intersection Improvements – change 
westbound and eastbound left turn phasing to protective-permissive phasing. 

 D22: Kruger Road/Elwert Road Intersection Safety Improvement – realign Elwert Road to 
provide more storage at Pacific Highway West (99W), and realign Kruger Road intersection to 
the Cedar Brook extension location as a single lane roundabout. 

 D31: Pacific Highway West (99W)/Sunset Boulevard/ Elwert Road Intersection Improvements – 
add westbound and eastbound left turn lanes with protective-permissive phasing. 

 P3: Pacific Highway West (99W) Crosswalks – add missing crosswalks at Meinecke Parkway and 
Sunset Boulevard. 

 D4: Elwert Road Improvements – upgrade Elwert Road to a three-lane arterial with bike lanes 
and sidewalks. 

 D14: Pacific Highway West (99W)/Brookman Improvements –  Brookman Road becomes a 
three-lane roadway with unsignalized (two-way stop) traffic control. 

 D30: Elwert Road/ Edy Road Roundabout – add a single lane roundabout at the Elwert Road/ 
Edy Road intersection.  

                                                      
9 Sherwood Transportation System Plan, June 17, 2014 
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Future Intersection Operations 
The operational impacts of the proposed new high school project were evaluated for the City’s planning 
horizon year, 2035. By comparing the operational results at each location between the “No Build”, 
which means without the new high school, and the “Build”, which means with the new high school 
added, the traffic impacts are revealed. Intersection results that fail to meet agency standards are 
shown in bold text and highlighted. 

It is important to note that the 2035 results include several planned roadway improvements that will be 
implemented with or without the proposed high school development. Refer to the section labeled 
Planned Improvements for details.  

Table 10 shows the impacts of the net increase from the planned High School and Middle School project 
trips in the 2035 Horizon Year for both AM and PM peak hour traffic operations. In the 2035 Build 
scenario, seven of the ten intersections fail to meet the operating standard/mobility target. However, 
the intersections’ operations for four of the failed intersections on Pacific Highway West (OR 99W) 
remain the same or slightly improve with the addition of the project trips; therefore there would be no 
significant affect per TPR guidelines. These four intersections are Pacific highway West (OR 
99W)/Meinecke Parkway, Pacific Highway West (OR 99W)/Edy Road, Pacific Highway West (OR 
99W)/Tualatin-Sherwood Road-Roy Rogers Road, and Pacific Highway West (OR 99W)/Brookman Road. 
In addition, according to Washington County impact thresholds10, if the project trips constitute less than 
10% of the base volume for all approach links, mitigation is not needed. This would apply to the Edy 
Road/Elwert Road intersection in the PM peak hour, where the westbound link has the highest trip 
percentage of 3.5%. Per the Washington County impact thresholds, no mitigation is required at Edy 
Road/Elwert Road intersection. The two other failed intersections, Pacific Highway West (OR 
99W)/Sunset Boulevard/Elwert Road and Elwert Road/Kruger Road, need to be mitigated to the mobility 
targets or to the equivalent no-build condition. These proposed mitigations are summarized in Chapter 
4.  

 

 

  

                                                      
10 Determining Traffic Safety Improvements Under the Traffic Impact Fee Ordinance, RO 86-95, Washington County 
Department of Land Use and Transportation, July 22, 1986 
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Table 10: Horizon Year Study Intersection Operations (2035) 

 

  

Intersection Intersection 
Control 

Operating 
Standard/Mobility 

Target 

AM Peak PM Peak 

No Build Build No Build Build 

Pacific Highway West 
(99W)/ Sunset Blvd/ 
Elwert Rd 

Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 0.87 0.99 1.03 1.08 

Pacific Highway West 
(99W)/ Meinecke Pkwy Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 1.33 1.30 0.95 0.95 

Pacific Highway West 
(99W)/ Edy Rd Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 1.15 1.11 1.23 1.22 

Edy Rd/Elwert Rd Roundabout v/c ≤ 0.99 0.76 0.90 1.07 1.08 

Elwert Rd/Haide Rd TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.40 0.72 0.20 0.20 

Elwert Rd/Orchard Hill Ln TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.03 

Elwert Rd/Handley St *TWSC 
**Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 *0.36 **0.87 *0.10 **0.51 

Elwert Rd/Kruger Rd Roundabout v/c ≤ 0.99 0.61 1.07 0.48 0.59 

Pacific Highway West 
(99W)/ Tualatin-Sherwood 
Rd-Roy Rogers Rd 

Signalized v/c ≤ 0.99 0.97 0.95 1.07 1.07 

Pacific Highway West 
(99W)/Brookman Rd TWSC v/c ≤ 0.99 4.77 4.66 >5.00 >5.00 

Highlighted and Bold: Does not meet County operating standard or ODOT mobility target 
Signalized: 
LOS = Level of Service of Intersection 
v/c = Volume-to-Capacity Ratio of Intersection 

Two-Way or All-Way Stop Controlled and Roundabouts: 
LOS = Level of Service of Major Street/Minor Street 
v/c = Volume-to-Capacity Ratio of Worst Movement 
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Chapter 4: TPR Review and Required Mitigations 
This chapter covers the requirements of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) and the necessary 
mitigation strategies for each of the study intersections. 

Transportation Planning Rule Review 
To preserve the function of the study area roadways and to provide safe access to the proposed 
development, it is recommended that a series of transportation mitigation measures be performed.  
These measures should also significantly reduce the expected transportation impacts resulting from the 
proposed zone change to Institutional/Public Zone and worst-case 2,400-student high school.  

Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) Mitigation Requirements 
Transportation system planning in Oregon is guided and enforced by Statewide Planning Goal 12: 
Transportation11. The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), OAR 660-012, describes how to implement 
Planning Goal 12 in all communities throughout the State12. By implementing Planning Goal 12, the TPR 
promotes the development of safe, convenient, and economic transportation systems that are designed 
to reduce reliance on the automobile. OAR 660-012-0060 of the TPR addresses amendments to plans 
and land use regulations and includes measures to be taken to ensure allowed land uses are consistent 
with the identified function and capacity of existing and planned transportation facilities. This rule 
includes criteria for identifying significant effects of plan or land use regulation amendments on 
transportation facilities, actions to be taken when a significant effect would occur, identification of 
planned facilities, and coordination with transportation facility providers. 

The foregoing transportation impact analysis indicates that several facilities in the surrounding 
transportation network will be significantly impacted by a proposed change in zoning.  

Required Mitigations 
The transportation impact analysis documented in this report indicates that two of the following study 
intersections will be significantly impacted by the proposed development as defined by the TPR 
Guidelines. The improvements identified to address significant impacts to the local transportation 
system are described below, based on the findings from the previous Project Mitigation Section. The 
funding and implementation of these improvements will need to be coordinated with the City of 
Sherwood, Washington County, and ODOT.  

 Pacific Highway West (99W)/Sunset Boulevard-Elwert Road: Add a second northbound left 
turn lane and widen Elwert Road to have two receiving lanes. Include safety improvements as 
part of the traffic signal to reduce rear end and turning collisions as well as pedestrian safety 
enhancements for the long pedestrian crossings. 

 Elwert Road/Kruger Road: Construct a dual lane roundabout and widen Elwert Road to four 
lanes from Pacific Highway West (OR 99W) to 500 feet north of Kruger Road where it will 
transition to two travel lanes.  

                                                      
11 Statewide Planning Goals: http://www.oregon.gov/LCD/goals.shtml 
12 Transportation Planning Rule: http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/rules/OARS_600/OAR_660/660_012.html 
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The mitigation strategies must mitigate project impacts to meet either the greater of the operating 
standard/mobility target or the v/c ratio of the equivalent no-build condition. Table 11 shows the 
required mitigations for the zone change for Institutional/Public Zone of a 2,400-student high school. 
These mitigation strategies will not significantly affect the transportation system per the TPR mitigation 
requirements.  

Table 11: Horizon Year Study Intersection Operations with Mitigations (2035) 

Intersection Mitigation Mitigation 
Standard AM Peak Mitigation 

Standard PM Peak 

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ Sunset 
Blvd/ Elwert Rd Dual NBL - - v/c ≤ 1.03 0.97 

Elwert Road/ Kruger Rd Dual lane 
roundabout v/c ≤ 0.99 0.92 - - 
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November 7, 2017 

Matt Straite, Planner
City of Sherwood 
22560 SW Pine Street 
Sherwood, OR 97140 

Subject: PA 17-02 Sherwood High School 

Introduction
In recent years, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has partnered with the City of Sherwood (COS) on its 
Transportation System Plan (2014), the Brookman Road Concept Plan (2009), the Sherwood West Concept Plan (2016) 
and more. These plans are essential for fulfilling Oregon’s mandate for balanced, integrated transportation and land use. 
Partnership on these plans is essential because it is ODOT’s duty to provide transportation on key facilities that is both 
safe and efficient within and through communities across the state. 

The Sherwood West Concept Plan (SWCP) recognizes many of the challenges that significant future growth will entail. It 
recognizes that setting strategic goals enables the City to control its future in a way that maximizes benefits to the entire
community while managing costs. The plan envisions the placement of land use types to serve all parts of the city, new 
and old. 

ODOT is concerned that the School District’s approach to citing a new high school unnecessarily conflicts with the 
SWCP.  The district’s investment strategy will create a new high school but not in the locations envisioned by the City’s 
own planning efforts. ODOT is concerned that this approach will produce tradeoffs with student safety and compromises 
the City’s own ability to achieve the vision of its concept planning.

ODOT takes its responsibility to provide safe transportation facilities very seriously, particularly when it comes to Safe 
Routes to School.

Concerns about the Methodology
The applicant has created two challenges regarding the process of reviewing the traffic analysis for this proposal. First, the 
applicant engaged the same traffic consultant retained by the City as its on-call engineering consultant. This presents the 
appearance of a conflict of interest that could have been avoided and should be avoided in future phases of these
proceedings. Second, the applicant made significant revisions to the methodology without consulting with the facility 
owners (city, county and state) as is the accepted procedure in these cases. ODOT concurs with Washington County’s 
concerns about the substance of the methodology.  

Transportation Planning Rule Compliance
For zone changes and comprehensive plan amendments, local governments must make a finding that the proposed 
amendment complies with the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR), OAR 660-012-0060. There must be substantial 
evidence in the record to make a finding of “no significant effect” on the transportation system.

Department of Transportation 
Region 1 Headquarters 
123 NW Flanders Street 

Portland, OR 97209 
Phone: (503) 731-4753 

 
ODOT Case No: 7830 
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ODOT has reviewed the applicant’s proposal to amend the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map to designate the 
property “Institutional and Public” for a 2,400-student high school. The site is in the vicinity of OR 99W, which is 
classified by the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan (OHP) as a Statewide Highway; ODOT has permitting authority for this 
facility1 and an interest in assuring that the proposed plan amendment is consistent with the identified function, capacity 
and performance of this facility. Among its distinctions, 99W is a designated OHP freight route; a “reduction review 
route” protected under ORS366.215; and, an RTP Freight Route designated by Metro. ODOT has recently invested more 
than  $200M in the Newberg-Dundee Bypass to improve the reliability of the 99W corridor, saving time for the nearly 
40,000 vehicles a day in the corridor.  The Oregon Legislature also recently dedicated $100M for improvements to 
Highway 217 which will improve access to 99W from US 26 and from I-5, and which will also increase the number of 
vehicles accessing destinations along 99W. 

Because the relevant intersections are already projected to operate above the 0.99 volume/capacity ratio, the relevant 
performance standard is “no further degradation” per OHP Policy 1F5. The applicant’s traffic impact study (TIS) shows 
that the proposed plan amendment will have a significant effect at the 99W/Sunset Boulevard intersection. 

To mitigate this significant effect and comply with TPR 0060, the applicant proposes to add a second northbound left turn 
lane on 99W and widening Elwert Road to have two receiving lanes. ODOT agrees that this additional capacity will 
adequately mitigate the significant effect. We note that the design of these modifications will require approval by the State 
Roadway/Traffic Engineer and will need to be consistent with the Oregon Highway Design Manual (HDM). 

To comply with TPR 0060, ODOT recommends that the city attach a condition of approval that the applicant shall fully 
fund the two mitigation projects identified in their TPR analysis, including the addition of a second northbound left turn 
lane on OR-99W and widening Elwert Road to have two receiving lanes.  

TPR 0060 also requires that adequate funding for the mitigation be deemed “reasonably likely” so that the mitigation can 
be implemented within the planning horizon. The applicant has proposed to cover the full cost of this improvement. 
ODOT is satisfied that the applicant’s commitment fulfills the “reasonably likely” requirement and recommends, 
consistent with Washington County, that the School District enter into an IGA regarding their obligation to fully fund 
these projects. 

Conclusion
The Oregon Department of Transportation does not object to the staff recommendation for approval of the plan 
amendment. We do feel that advancing the high school ahead of the concept plan poses a number of risks for the City as
well as the State.

Safety: In the foreseeable future, most of the district’s high school students will have to cross the state highway to 
get to school, which was not anticipated to be necessary at the previously designated high school site. This is
likely to reduce the opportunities for students to walk or bike to school. This is also likely to increase the number 
of students driving and the amount that they drive. This outcome is inconsistent with the Oregon Legislature’s 
commitment to creating safe routes to school as well as the goals of state, regional, county and city plans. 
Mobility: As the traffic impact analysis has shown, 99W in Sherwood is already a congested facility. The 
designated function of 99W is to serve trips of statewide significance; local trips that access or cross the highway 
will experience increasing delays over time. Just as the SWCP comprehensively considered these tradeoffs, the 
Planning Commission should understand and consider whether the benefits of the new school site outweigh the 
costs to the community, at least until the tradeoffs can be comprehensively considered by the community.
Cost of Development: The SWCP considered its costs, especially for infrastructure. By approving this land use 
change now, the school will not be subject to the assessment of development charges when they are planned and 
administered in the future. While this helps save the burden of infrastructure costs on the constrained school bond 

1 OAR 734-051 website: http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/rules/OARS_700/OAR_734/734_051.html
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measure. But the costs of providing adequate infrastructure to serve the full plan don’t disappear; in fact they 
become more concentrated on the remaining development.

If the Planning Commission accepts the staff recommendation to approve this plan amendment, it should do so with eyes 
wide open. To best mitigate these risks, ODOT suggests the following:

Move quickly to complete the work of the concept planning: develop master plans; assess infrastructure costs; 
craft a master development agreement so that these costs can be prudently distributed as development occurs. 
ODOT is interested in working in partnership with the City and the County on this effort.
Develop a Safe Routes to School (SRTS) and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategy for the high 
school with meaningful performance targets and an investment strategy. The district’s approach to reducing trips 
(more parking for students) is out of step with contemporary thinking on the subject. 
Focus on mitigating safety risks during the forthcoming annexation and development review processes. The 
School District’s haste should not put student safety at risk.

Finally, ODOT wishes to enter into the record the fact that its legislative mandates (HB 2017) preclude it from delivering 
the 99W/Sunset mitigation project by September 2020 in addition to its existing projects. We encourage the applicant to 
begin working with ODOT and the County on an alternative delivery mechanism.

C:  Rian Windsheimer, ODOT Region 1 Manager
Jon Makler, ODOT Region 1 Planning Manager
Marah Danielson, ODOT Region 1 Development Review

 Avi Tayar, P.E., ODOT Region 1 Traffic 
Erin Wardell, Washington County Principal Planner
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City of Sheruvood
22560 SW Pine St.
Sherwood, OR 97140
fel 503-625-5522
Fax 503-625-5524
www.sherwoodoregon.gov

MEMORANDUM

To: Sherwood Planning Commission

From: Matt Stra¡te

RE: Additional lnformation and a revised Condition of Approval for Agenda ltem a

Date: November L4,2017

Additional lnformation

Staff received two letters after the publication of the staff report. Both letters are
attached and staff response is shown in italics:

L) Memorandum from DKS, Chris Maciejewski dated November L3, 2017, subject
Sherwood High School Transportation Planning Rule Analysis Methodology

This Memo goes over the methodology for the TPR study in more detail. Staff agrees with
the summary. This requires no odditional stoff response.

2) Jennifer Brager- Tomasi Salyer Martin dated November t3,20L7

This letter is from an attorney representing the Byers Properties. The letter outlines three
specific issues that the outhor contends are grounds for deniol of the application.

The first issue orgues thot the Comprehensive Plon Amendment and Zoning Map
Amendment cannot be approved because the City of Sherwood lacks outhority to chonge
the zone. This is incorrect. The City Zoning Ordinance section 1"6.04.030 exploins:

The zoning districts shown on the Offícial Plan and Zoning Map, for lond outsíde
of the incorporoted oreo of the City but within the Urbon Growth Boundory, sholl
serve os o guide to development in these oreas. Actual lond use regulation and
development sholl be controlled under the terms of the Urban Planning Areo
Agreement between the City and Washington County. An orea incorporoted into
the City shall, upon annexation, be given an interim zoning consistent with the
Official PIan and Zoning Map.

The Second issue contends that the City's Gool 1.0 anolysis is incomplete. The letter orgues
thot the "Concept Plan" shows other uses on the proposed school site. This is true.
However, os noted in the staff report, the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept PIan is not
odopted by the City ond acts o guide, o vision, for the areo. And, becouse other Land Uses

I -lq-l1 Pc-
Date Gov. Body

Agenda ltem Exhibit #
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720 SW Washington St.

Suite 500

Portland, OR 97205

503.243.3500

www.d ksassociates.com
MEMORANDUM

DATE

FROM:

SUBJECT:

November !3,2017

Matt Straite, City of Sherwood

Chris Maciejewski, P.E., PTOE

Sherwood High School Transportation Planni Rule Analysis Methodology

TO:

During a multi-agency (City of Sherwood, Washington County, ODOT, and Sherwood School District)

coordination meeting on September 27,2O17, we identified that the preliminary traffic evaluation for the

Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) assessment was likely over-estimating impacts and double-counting trips on

the system for school uses. Based on direction from that meeting, DKS Associates developed a modified

methodology to assess traffic impacts for the TPR evaluation that avoids double-counting the impacts of the

school traffic. To facilitate review of the approach, DKS Associates coordinated with ODOT and Washington

County staff to discuss the approach used in detail. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide

documentation of that updated analysis methodology used to assess TPR compliance for the proposed

Comprehensive Plan and Zone Change amendment for the Sherwood High School Project. The following sections

describe the purpose of the TPR evaluation, key assumptions, the approach utilized for analysis, and the types of

findings that were made.

What is the Purpose of the TPR Evaluation?

The proposed School District's project to relocate the new high school includes several land use and

transportation assessment processes. First, the School District worked through Metro Council to obtain approval

for an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) expansion for the project site, as the proposed site was outside of the

existing UGB. This approval included a restriction of the UGB expansion for use as a high school site. The second

(and current) step in the land use process is the supportTitle 11 Concept Planning, Comprehensive Plan and

Zoning Map amendments, and annexation into Sherwood to incorporate the site into the adopted plans forthe
City. This second step in the analysis includes a detailed assessment of potential long-range (e.g., year 2035)

transportation impacts for the project, as the City's current adopted Transportation System Plan (TSP) is based

on the current plan designations as well as some growth in urban reserves outside of the current UGB, but did

not include the proposed high school site. The third step in the land use process is annexation. The fourth step is

the site plan application forthe actualhigh schooldevelopment plan. The site plan application will include a

detailed transportation assessment focused on near-term (e.g., day of opening) conditions and provide more

detail on topics such as site access, safe walking routes to school, site circulation, and potentialtravel demand

management policies/programs.



Sherwood High SchoolTPR Anolysis Methodology

November 77,2017
Page 3 of 5

population/residences that was included in the land use forecasts and corresponding travel demand

analysis resulted in an approximately 7O%ioincrease in daily school-based vehicle trips (per the regional

travel demand model refined for Washington County). Therefore, growth in school enrollment
corresponding to community growth has already been accounted for in the City's TSP. However, the
locatìon of the schools in the future year scenario assessed for the City's TSP was assumed to be the
same as today. That means that the TSP "assumes" that the existing school sites could and would
accommodate the increased student enrollment and corresponding travel demand. These trips, then,
were built into the TSP. They were just allocated to the schools at their current locations.

Land Use Control Totals - ln a TPR evaluation, a key decision is to determine if the proposed land use

action would likely modify the planned land use control totals (i.e., forecasted population, residences,
jobs, etc.)1. For this application, the proposed new high school (and other corresponding School District
Bond Measure projects) is intended to provide improved facilities for the student enrollment that will
result from already planned growth in the area. The new school construction is not intended or
expected to attract new growth to the City. Therefore, citywide/district-wide population, households,
jobs, and student enrollment was assumed to not change with the proposed land use designation

change. The number of students estimated for the reasonable worst-case high school enrollment was

2,400 students (which is consistent with the 70% increase in school trip demand determined from the
travel model). The number of middle school students utilized forthe evaluation was 1-,800 students
(scaled from the 2,400 high school enrollment based on the number of grades at the schools).

School Enrollment Shifts - Per the determination of maintaining land use control totals, the proposed

action was assessed as a shift (or relocation) in where students would attend school. There will not be

two high schools in Sherwood and so the TPR analysis should not contain assumptions that operate as if
there will be two high schools. This assumption is a critical factor in how the TPR evaluation was

conducted, as it avoids "double-counting" the proposed high school use (including the capacity increase

compared to the existing site) as new trips on the system. lnstead, it evaluates those trips as

redistributed (or net-neutral) trips on the system, because, as described above, the TSP already accounts

for them - it just accounts for them at different locations. ln addition to the relocation of the high

school, the two existing middle schools would relocate to the existing high school building. The

elementary school enrollment would utilize the adjacent existing middle school buildings. With these

shifts, the building capacities can then adequately serve the forecasted student populations. While
shifting 2,400 high school students is a simple L-for-1 shift, shifting two middle schools to one combined

site is more complex. Forthis study, it was assumed the two existing middle schools that are accounted

for in the City's TSP would grow at similar rates so that the future year 1,800 students would be broken

intoT2O students at Laurel Ridge Middle School and L1-80 students at Sherwood Middle School.

Planned Transportation lmprovements - As required by the TPR, only planned transportation facility
improvements that were determined in the City, County, and regional TSPs to be reasonably likely to be

funded (i.e., financially constrained), were included in the evaluation. This is an important component of
the conservative nature of TPR evaluation, as it does not allow proposed amendments to rely upon

"aspirational" improvements without a reasonable funding stream to accommodate increases in travel

a

a

a

t Mod"ling Procedures Monuol for Land lJse Chonges, Oregon Department of Transportation, February 2012
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Figure 1: Proposed SchoolShifts
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Evaluate Transportation lmpacts - Operations analysis at study intersections was conducted for both

2035 No-Build and 2035 Build Scenarios. Locations where the 2035 Build Scenario were found to cause

facilities to no longer meet standards, or further degrade a location planned to not meet standard, were
identified as impacts from the proposed land use action.

ldentify Potential M¡tigat¡on Measures - To mitigate impacts from the proposed land use action,
mitigation measures including additional turn lanes, signal modifications, roadway widening, and

roundabout modifications, were assessed and improvements that would mitigate the impacts were
recommended.

What Types of Findings Are Made?

As described above, the TPR evaluation provides an assessment to understand the potential impacts of the

proposed land use action on planned facilities and if warranted, potential improvements to mitigate the

impacts. The improvements do not address allsystem needs that would exist in the year 2035 - only those that

are caused by the proposed land use action.

It is also important to remember that the fourth step in the land use process will include an assessment of the

actual proposed site plan, including a detailed transportation assessment focused on near-term (e.g., day of

opening) conditions and provide more detail on topics such as site access, safe walking routes to school, site

circulation, and potential travel demand management policies/programs.

Edy Ridge Elementary
schools to occupy

Hopkins
Elementary

to occupy
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Metro, LUBA No. 2017-085. The appeal to the Oregon Land Use Board of Appeals means that

the validity of the Major Amendment is questionable and should give thc City pause in moving
forward with the proposed applicatiori that relies olr the property being included in the UGB.

If the City Íloves forward prernaturely, therr it risks a rezoning for a property that is not

even located u,ithin the City's UGB and could not be annexed. Yet, the Applicant states:

"The School District intends to subnrit an attnexation application and request that the

property be annexed into the City immediately following approval of this Concept Plan I
Comprehensive Plan Amendment Request," Application , p. 54.

The School District is aggressively pursuing approvals even though it is already facing one land

use hurdle and will likely face more if this application is approved,

II. The Citv's Goal 10 lvsis is incomoletc.

The staff report appears to rely on the Applicant's brief and non-responsive Goal 10

analysis:

"The proposed Conrprehensive Plan Map Amendment does not affect the invcntory of
available hotìsing with the City limits. The entire study area would be designated IP with
the intention of consfiucting a new high school in the near future. The proposal docs not

preclude the City fi'om meeting its Goal 10 planning obligations." Application, p. 62.

The Applicant's Goal 10 analysis incorrectly focuses on how the proposed school is not
in conflict with housing. However, this is the Applicant's attempt to avoid having any governing

body with land use decision rnaking authority from analyzing tbe impacts of an oversizcd school

and land grab to cater to sports and recreation instead of providing land available for housing.

The land was adcled to the urban reserve to ensure that the City could meet its housing needs.

Yet, Metro ignored Goal l0 ìn its Major Amendment approval, and the Applicant is asking the

City to fall into the same trap.

The Concept Plan, as approved, included a much smaller school site than the currently
contemplated 82.3-acre school site. The staff report's analysis for Goal l0 states, "it is impoftant
to show that the property was nevel intended for housing, and the proposed use is fully
consistent with the vision of the area uses allowed witliin an Urban Reserve." Staff Report, p.

26. But, this analysis is incorrect because the current Concept Plan shows that the smallcr

footprint for the contemplated high school would be surounded by rcsidential development,

including on rhe Byers'Lot. See Exhibit 1, Figures 9.1 and 9.2,the preferred alternatives in the

Concept Plan. This application reduces the availability of the remaining land for housing

development, which is inconsistent with Goal 10.

This change in scale has regional implications that have not been examined under Goal

10. The local government, City of Sherwood, must demonstrate that its actions do not leave it
with less than adequate residential land supplies in the types, locations, and affordability ranges

rìYtR sP-LU2\0037 7 019.002
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The Goal i0 analysis must be performed considering the numbet's poftray a haunting reality.
Instead, the Appiicant seeks to avoid analysis of the City's hor.rsing needs. The application

contains no housing analysis even though Goal l0 directly lequires an analysis. The City should

be troubled that the Applicant is requesting the land be zoned as Institutionai and Public,

removing land the Concept Plan previously designated for housing.

Also, given the foregoing, the proposed Comprehensive Plan and Zone Amendment are

not timely considering the pattern of development in the area under Sherwood City Code

16.80.030.8.3, where lhe pattem shows exclusionary zorting for protected classes, as wells as

those of lower incomes. Further, any Comprehensive Plan policies promoting housing are

abrogated by a decision to rezone property for an oversized school at the expense of needed

housing. For example, the City has failed to meet Land Use Policy 3: "The City will insure the

availability of affordable housing and locational choice for all income groups." As set forth
above, the City has failed in this regard, and approving the refinement of the Concept Plan will
only make the problem \¡1orss.

Moreover, both the Applicant and staff report identify that the construction of the school

will have a housing impact. The Applicant states: "The added capacity that this plan intends to

provide for the School District would potentially enhance opportunities for the community to

attract new residents and businesses." Applicatton p. 62. Staff embraces the concept in its
analysis: "Civic uses permitted in the IP zone will help attract additional homes and other

economic generators." Staff Report, p. 26. Thus, the approval of this application will result itl
greater demand for new housing while at the same time limiting land available for housing. Yet,
no analysis of Goal l0 impacts has been perfomed.

The application should be denied for failure to analyze Goal I0.

III. Adequate Transportation Planning Rule co¡npliance findings cannot be made.

In its Novetnber 7,2017 letter, the Oregon Department of Transportation ("ODOT") has

identified several transportation related reasons for proceeding first with a Concept Plan

refinement and later with a Comprehensive Plan and Zone Map Ametrdment. Byers Properties'

echoes the concerns about traffic impacts, problems with the methodology used in the traffic
sfudy, and related safety concerns for Sherwood's youth. ODOT's warning letter strongly

suggests that the City should not put the cart before the horse in approving a plan and map

amendment.

Byers Properties raised these issues about the inability to provide orderly and economic
provision of public facilities in the Metro UGB Major Amendment process. Specifically, Byers

Properties commented on the inability to satisfy the no funher degradation policies because the

School District's own traffic study identifred the project will result in operations above the .99

volume/capacity ratio (Meffo's rnobility standard, as weil as ODOT's). ODOT's letter in these

proceedings verify the concerns raised by Byers Properties to Metro, who has approved a Major
Amenclment and passed the problem onto the City. The red flag waming from ODOT, joined by

BYF.R SP,t.U2\0 031 7 0 I 9.002



Figure 9,1 Sherwood Wert Þteliminary Concèpt Plân, Opt¡oñ 1
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CHAPTER 1

HOUSEHOLDS AND FAMILIES
Accor.ding to tlìe 2012 ACS data, thet e wols 2OA,16A households in Wash ington Couilty,

of'rvhich approxirnatcly 134.l16 ((fi,A%) wete considet'ed "farlily" houscholrls 'l'he

rcnlainrler.(33.0%) was ,,non-fàrnily" houscholds, consisling of individL¡als living alonc

or unlelalcd indivicluals living together'. Olthe 134,176 fàrnily houscholds '79.0%

consister.l of a ntalc or feuralc householder ìiving with â sÌ)ouse. including thosc with

cìtiìdlen or olher lelated fanrily tnctnbtlt's. 'l'he rernaining familics consislcd oia lnalc

(6.0%) or fenrale (1.5.0%) houseboldc| living with children or other famil), ¡nenrbers br¡t

not with a spouse.

ht 2012, tlìe avôrage berusehtlld size for the counly u'as 2'63 persons' There was a

sigì]ilìcan! difTeÍence belr¡,eetl the avctage lrouschold size for the county's Latino

population (4.30 pct'soDs) ¿lnd lhât of lhe no,ì.Latìno ¡ropulation (2.34 pcrsons) in 20 I 2.

Tatilc 3-99 in Chaptcr 3 plovirles info¡'¡l¡rlion on thc âvcrage Iiouscholcl sizc for all cities

in the county for 2012, the tì.ros1 recenl ycat' lor rvhich this inforrnation is avaìlable, '[his

table shorvs tlìat the averag€ h,¡usehold sizes fbr the cities with all ora portion oflheir

lanrl rvithi¡ Wasbington County ranged f-tun 3.57 pers<-rns (Cornolius) to 1.57 petsons

(King City). Morc currctrt data on avcragc lrousehold sizcs (fi'onr the tìvc year 2008-

2012.Âmerican co¡ìInun jty Survey) show the household sizes lbr tlie followittg citics:

Banks, (3.2ó ircrsons), Sherlood (2'97 persons), F-ol'est Glove (2.?2 persons), llillsboÌo
(2.94 pe|sons), Iìralalin (2.ó5 persons), TigaLd (2^50 persons)! Beavertûn (2 45 persons)

and DLttlrar¡ (2.25 Pcrsons).

INCOME AND POVERTY
tn2012,thccoì-xlTy'scosloflivingwasamongthehighestinOlegon. ì'herlredian

houscholcj incr-¡nre in Waslrington County $,as $()4.3?5. 't'he standartl lol selÊsufficiency

in Washíngton County, as repolled by Wotksysterns, js $65'800 lor a lour-person

holrschoki, u,hich is cun'cnlly tlrc hìghest self-suflìcietrcy slaudal'd in OIegix The

cities in the county w¡rh lhe highest nredian incor¡e wele shcrwood ($82,257), Durltant

($65,3 l3) and Banks ($65,0Û0). The lowest ¡nediall llot¡schold incotnes we|e in King

ciry ($36,44fr), For.esl Grove (S45,S92) and Co¡.nelius ($50,977). Thc pcl capita íncome

inwashingtoncouutyin2012wasiii"Sl,4T6,withthchighestinDudr¿nr(1i4 1.490), The

lowest per capita incotne u'as in Comelius ($17,582)

Median household jncornes in Washington Côunly grew by $12,253 fro¡n 2000 1o2012'

an incÍease o{23.5%.

lrr 2000, 770 ofresidents harl incomcs below the povelty rale; by 2012, the poverty

rate had incl.eased to 10.9%. AII rold, btrtween 2000 and 2012,111c nuntber of people in

poverty in wnshington cou¡try gfsw by 16%. Povcrty falss wefe l0\,?est in shcr|ood

iA.Oø¡ ana Banks (5.lozi'), Povcny rale was highù$l in Cor¡¡clius (llt.9%) and fo¡'cst

(ìr'r>vr'( 19,6%). 'l'lte 
¡rover'ty lûlc itì ¡:orest Grovc gttw by allnost 4 pcrccnlagc points

since 2007.

(ixtnty-rvidc, over halfofthe rcsidcnts bclow lhe povsrly lcvcl 1v{rr0 whi1e, allhough

the pe;enragc of all Whitc r'osidenfs\vho werc bclow lhe ¡rovclty lcvcl was lÔrvcrlhan

aìty Othg etlì¡ie groult. The highcst pnverty rûlcs iI ?012 rvcre found anrong rcsit{ents

rvho delìned thenrselves as having solìle othel |ace (25.1ì%). Anlet içiu Indian or

Alaska Native rcsiclents (255%) and Black or Afi'icatl Anre|ican (18.6%). 'I'lte povetty

rnte for the Latino popLrlation rvas 24. l7o. A1l ofthese ethnic alld faciaì gfoups bear

adisptoportionatel)etcellfâgsofpovcrty scc"l'ableI-4forafrrll descriptionofllte

perecrìtigcr ofpcr$ons livirtg in l)ûvc!'ry in Washington County by 
'ace 

and elhrticity.

2015-ll)20 Wushington County CorrsolidaLc¡.I PlaD I Corlìnlunily Trrofilcp.4
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CHAPTER 3

A¡- noled irr the rcgulation âl 91.205(bx2), â "disproporlionatcly greater need" exisls rvhctr

the pcrcentagc ofpetsons in â category 01' lleed wlìo are nletttbors of this paniculâf raciâì

group is at lcâst i 0 pcr.rcn(agc points highct tharr the pcrcclttagc of low incomc pcrsotts

in waslringlon county witb onc of tnofc of the four lrousing problenrs: : lacks conrplctc

kitehen l'¿ciiities; lacks cornplete plurnbing far:ilities; rnorc lhan ou€ pefsÙfl pef foorn; ot

housing cosl burdetì is grealer tlian 30% o1'household nrontìrlv ìnconle. Three racial or

etlmic groups have disploportiouately gfeater tleeds, as ìdentilìed in Tablcs l3 - 16 across

irrcome lcvels runging fr or:r 0% lo I00",'o of thc Area Median Income (AMI) derived liom

2ù0'ì-?a1 I CI{AS data. Those racial or cthnic gronps include: pcrsons who are Bl¿ck or

Afiican Amr.r'ican, Pacific Islalrdels and persons who are ofÂsian descgnt.

As indicaleil in table 3-l?, 86?ô of pcrsons ìn thc 0-30% Â¡ea Medialr iucome (AMl)

r.ange |eporled having one or r¡orc of four housing problems: lacks cornplete kiichen

facilitics; Iacks complete phrmbing fäoilities; more than orìe pefson per room; or housing

costburdcllisgrc,atcrLl'nn3Ûo/oofhouseholdmonthlyincol¡e. Ofthcdescribcclracial

and ethnjc categor.ies, Paciflc lslanders slrowed a displopolt¡onately greoter nced in that

I 00% of persons ìn lìr is catcgo:7 oi nccd (0-30%AMl) reported havitg one or triore

housíng lir.oblerns (14 percentage poiflts higher than the Counly as a rvhole). While rrot

<¡uite cxcceclirrg thc I 0 perceiltuge ¡roilll$ higher thån thrcshold lo mect the regulstory

definilion ol "rtisproporlionatcly grc¡rtsr need", il shottld be notcd lhal 93% ofAnlcrican

IndianiAlaska Natives (7 t)cfcentage poi|rts higher than the county as a whole) aùd 95% of

llispanic or l-atino perstms (9 percentage points higher than the county as a wholc) in the

0-30% AMI inoomc rartgc rcported ltaving housirg problents.

As indicated in 'lablc 3- I 8, t{4% of all persons in tlte 30-50% AMI range teported having

one or more offbur housing problems. Ofthe described racjal antl elhnic categories, Paciflc

In-lantlcrs shorvsci ¿r dispt'oporlionately gleaterneed ilr tha¡ 100% ofpersons ìn this category

ofneetl ((t-50% ÂMI) reportetl having onc or morc housing probleins (16 percentage points

lúgher than the counfy as a whole). while not quile exceeding the 10 percentage points

highcr than lhresholtl to tneet the regulatory defirrition ol "disproportionalely gllater need",

ir ihould be noted that 9 1 % ol'Hispanic or Latino persons in thc 0-50% AMI rangc rcportod

havhrg housing problcnts (9 perccntagc points higher than the Courty as a wlrole)'

Table 3- I 9 shows thar 53% of all persous iu the 50-80% AMI range reported having one

ornroreofthefourhousiugptoblerns. Ofthedescribedracialandethniocafegoriesinthis
catcgoty oinee<t (.50,tì0% z\Ml), Black or African Â¡¡rcricans,.Äsians attd Pacific lslanclers

all showcrl s ciispro¡rortiouately g|eater need. 82% ofpcrsonS rvho a¡e lJlack orAfricnn

,4nlefìcân reported having one or mofe of thc four housing problems (29 perccntage poirtts

highr:r tlran thc County as a wholc). 6470 offrersolrs who are Asian rcportcd having otrc

or mor.e oi thc four housing problcr:rs (l I percentage points highcr lh.ln thc County as a

whole).80%ofper.sonswhoarcP¿cificlslanric¡srcportcdhavingotreo¡nlo¡cofthelbt¡r
hou"-ing problerns (2? percentage poirlls higher than tlte Cor:nty as â whole).

.l'able 
3-20 shows that 35,)6 of all persons in (he 80- 100% AMI rang'- reporterl having onc

o:. morc ol' the lour. trousing problems, of the described racial and ethnic categories in

this cafegory oi rrecd (80-100% AMI), persons who a¡e Asìan showed a disproportionatcìy

groatcr ,ìectl. 52?o olpeÍsons rvhO rrc Âsiun rcpofled having orre or rnorc oflhc four

ñouring problcrns ( I ? perccntngc poinls highcr lhûn thc County as t rvhole)' ó4% of
pcrson; vi ho sÍc Âsian rcportetl hnving ouc or ntorc ol the four housing problcrns ( I I

pcrccntugu poinrs higher than ll¡u County ås a wl¡olc), 8070 ofpcrsotls who arc lacilic

islrrndr:rs rcportctl ltaving onu or m{)rc of tlrc lbur housing problcl¡ls (2? perc('nlugc pttittts

[igher tþan thc C]ounty a.s a wholc). 39% of Hispa.rlic o¡ Latino pcrsor']s reported having 6ne

or rnorc olthe forn.housi[g problems (only 4 percentage points highef than the County as a

wholc, l¡ul ll¡e o¡1y other ra¿iaVelhuic category thot illdicâtes a greâtef pefgolllâge ofneed

in thc 80-100% ¡\Mf rangc.

2015-2020Washitìgton(:oüntyConsqlidotcdPlarr lHousiuglvlarketAnalysis&NcedsAssessmcntp.36
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Table 3-69 Dist¡ibution ofSul¡si<iized Ilousing highlights where lhe ?,030 regulated and

unregulated units are located in Washington County.

TABLE 3.69
Distribution of Subsidized Housing, Washington County

(2olr)

Ju¡l¡dlûüon ngt¡aptt 9r
sltåi

unnaSur!¡as ñaguf¡r3s. Toul,unlleünlt unltß

Beaveaton 34 11 501 5't2

CHAPTER 3 Cornellus 10 0 '10 10

Durham 0 210 210

Forêst Gaove 7 597 604

Hif lsboro 62 4 2,1 96 2,240

Norlh Plalns 0 33 JJ

Shen¡lood 7 96 97

Tigard 18 10 632 642

Tualatin 0 604 604

Unincorporated
Coünty

89 2,096 2,118

$l¡slilngton 2õ6 /m tl9?5 ?.030'dôrrälv
Source: 201 1 Meko Afto.deble Hous¡ng lnventory Reqod

Asigrrificantpctccntageoftheunits(alrnostathird)arelocaledinHillsboro. Tigard,

Tualalin, Forest Grove atrd Beaverton each include nearly 500 or ¡nore units. A
subscantíal nurnbcr ofut-tils in thc invcntory arc ¿lso locatcd in uniucorporated portions

ofthc County. In compaling thesc ltumbers to the proporlion ofthe population living in
these arefls of thc County, Hillsboro, Forest Grove and Tltalatin appeal to have higher

concentrafions ofunits compared to their sharc ofCounty population.

Thc Washingtûn Coutrty Departmcnt of l{ousiug Setvices (DHS) nranagcs public

housing units owned by the County and administers the Seotion 8 vouchers. I-IUD

dircctly administers the Section 8l I and 202 horrsing assistance programs,

Altogether, there are 7,030 subsidized housing urits and 2,784 households with
housing vouchers in Washiuglon County. Some households with.housing vouchers

livo in subsidizcd housing units ¿nd sonre live il private tnarket unils. Thsre ate abor¡t

7,000 - 9,0tl0 households living in subsidiz.ed housing in Washington Counly, v/hích

¡epresents 3.60/o - 4.60/o of all housing units in the County. As discussed in the following
scctiorr, this sLçply ofsubsidized hortsing docs not necessatily meet the dernand fot'

it, particularly for those in Washington County who ar e eamittg less than 30% 
^MI,given that there are approximalely 29,000 low- and moderate-incot¡e households in

Washinglon County that are "cost-burdcned" (spcnd more than 30% oftheir inconre on

housing).

3

201,5-2020Washi¡gton(:ountyCollsolid¡tedI'lan lllousingMorkctAnalysis&NeerJsAssessmenlp.92
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TABLE 3.75 Housing Afford*biIitY

% UnltN atfordsþlo to Ronler Ownor

30% HAMFI 1,631 No Data

50% HAMFI 7.994 2,080

8070 HAMFI 39,810 5,973

1000/" HAMFI No Data

Totâl 49,495 25,451

Sowce:2007-2011 CHAS

Honrc Ownership Costs: ln20l2, rnedian monthly honcowuership costs (for

homeowners with a mortgage) wcre $ 1,888 for Wasltington Counry In 2000, the

me¡lian costs were $1,358, which tepresents ân increase of 3.2o/o per yeat. This inctease

outpaccd in{latlon tluring that time'

1ABLE 3-76 Mcdian Homeorvnerslrip Costs, Washington County (2012)

ñlsmo of Aroe

Bânks 1.765

Bèavorlon 1,868

Cornelius 1,654

Durham 2,184

FÕrest Grovo 1,562

Gâston 1,769

H¡llsboro 1,&20

King City 1.148

17,398 CHAPTER 3

0Lake Oswego (part)

North Plains 1,629

Porlland (patt) 2,756

(part) 3,250

Sherwood 2,083

Tigard 1,948

Tualatln {part)
1,909

Wilsonville (part)

Unincorporaled n/a

w'rhlnglon Côunly 'l;888

Source:2008-2012 ACS

ln 2012, ownership costs (wifh å lnorlgage) were highest in Rivorgrove (partial) at

$2,076 antJ lowesiil King City ($ 1,148), Sirnilar to rental costs, owner costs were also

relatively lowor in several smaller outlying oolìmutìities (e.g., North Plains, Gaston,

Comelius and Forest Grovc).

0

Housitg Mâfket Analysis & Needs Assesstn€nt | 201 5.2020 Washirrglon county consolidatcd Plan p.97
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Shenivood High School Concept Plan Proposed Condition #1 language

"Prior or concurrent to land use approval, the applicant's traffic engineer shall provide City staff
with a technical memorandum. The technical memorandum will be used by City staff in support
of a future City Transportation System Plan (TSP) amendment. The purpose of the future TSP
amendment is to establish road classifications and transportation improvements related to the
Sheruvood High School Title 11 Concept Plan."
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Troffic Study - Project Bockground

Two Traffic Studies Required for Shenruood High School now that the UGB
expansion is approved:

: Transoortation Planninq Rule |T-PR) for Title 1 1 Concept Plan

This transpoftation stuCy evaluates the reasonable worst case 2035
scenario proposed under the lnstitutional/Public Zone (2,40A
students)

r Site Plan Land Use Application
Short-term 2O2O day of opening evaluation of a maximum capacity of
2,000 students. This study provides a detailed look at the entire
transportation operations of the site and surrounding network,

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.

BR IC $s"r**oooI scHoot^s
A



Traffic Study - TPR Purpose

r ...,answers the question: ls the proposed land use designation and
corresponding transportation "demand" consistent with what was planned
in the City's TSP?

r . . , assess if the proposed land use action significantly affects the planned

transportation system,

r .,.evaluates a reasonable worst-case scenario under the proposed
lnstitutional/Public Zane for long-range (2035) transportation impacts,

r , . , identifies the significant impacts attributable to the proposed land use
action, The mitigations are not intended to make all facilities meet standard,
only address the impact due to land use action.

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis lnc.

BR IC Jts"r**oooI SCHOôLS '@



Troffic Sludy - Agency Coordinotion

r Coordination Meetinqs
r Consistently met throughout Summer/Fall 2017

¡ All agencies: City, Coun!, and ODOT

r Modelin han e Coordination M tin

r All agencies (SepI 27th, 2017)

r Directed a modified approach to the TPR evaluation

r Follow up meetings with DKS, County, and
(Oct 171h, 201 7 and Oct 26th , 2017 )

t

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.BR IC Às"r**oooI scHool-s @



Trcffic Study - Ëxisting 2A17 Conditions

r Heavy congestion on study area roadways in AM and PM peak toda)¡

r Study intersections over or near mobility standard target (v/c < 0.99)

Edy Rd/Elwert Rd

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ Brookman Rd

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ Sunset Blvd/ Elwert Rd

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ Meinecke Pkwy

Pacific Highway West (99W)l Edy Rd

Pacific Highway West (99W)/ Tualatin-Sherwood Rd-Roy

Rogers Rd

0.95

0.68

0.90

0.89

0.78

0.86

0.99

0.07

0.90

o.7L

0.88

1.01

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.

v/c ratio
AM

v/c ratio
PM

lntersections

BR IC fu"r**oooI SCHOOLS @



Traffic Study - Key TPR Assumptions

r Total Student Popuiation the same between planned and prcposed scenarios

r Used SHS observed
rates which were 374/o higher
than ITE standard rates and
23o/o higher than ITF

recornrnended local rates in
the AM peak

SHS Observed Rates

ITE Standard Rates (Code 530)

ITE Recommended Local Rates

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.

0.59

0.43

0.48

0.14

0.13

0.10

r Trip Distribution

r Based on forecasted land use, including growth areas

PI n lm rovements

r Assunned Financially Constrained improvernents are in-place as provided by
Agency stafl

Trip Generation Method
AM Trip

Rate
PM Trip

Rate

BR IC ås*ru**oooI scHools @



Troffic Study - TSP Bockground

r Land Use

I Household growth - 4,5Y" per year

r Student trip growth - 7Oo/o increase (Sheruood Travel Demand Model)

r Ëxisting school sites assumed in the TSP

r Planned lmprovements

r OR ggWTualatin-Sherwood Rd/Roy Rogers Rd lmprovements

r OR 99WMeinecke Pku¡y lmprovements

r Kruger Rd/Elwert Rd Roundabout

r OR 9gWsunset Blvd/Elwert Rd lmprovements

r Ëlwert Rd lmprovements

r Edy Rd/Elwert Rd Roundabout

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.

BR IC åsrrr**oooI scHool-s @ m



Troffic Study - TSP Bockground

2035 No Build
Operations
10 study intersections

rLOS-
Level of Service

{
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volume to capacit ratio

¡ Standard Target -
v/c < 0,99
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Fails to meet standards

2035 No Build OJeralioqs
Meets standards

Harper
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lrmffic Study * îrip ffi*rìffirmtiüri/Frmpffismc{ Sniff

îr
Laurel Ridge

Middle
School a

Sherwood
Middle
School

New
Shenrood

Hioh
Schóol

$Ï*ËiliHIãI
Sherwood

High
School

ot¡t
otß

I.{H.RWOOD
SCHOOLS

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righcllis Inc.

Edy Ridge Elementary
schools to occupy

STU2,4N H.5.

Hopkins
Elementary
to occupy

BR IC 4"- @



Troffic Study - Trip Distribution
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Troffic Study - Highwoy Volume lmpocts
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Troffic STudy - Recommendotions & Next Steps

¡ Recomrnendations
¡ District to fund following improvements to improve highway operations

r CB ggWSunset Blvd/Elwert Rd ($e.2M)

r Dual northbcund left iurn lanes

r Widen Elwerl Rd to have two receiving lanes

r Elwert Rd/Kruger Rd ($2. t tvt¡

r Upgrade roundabout to dual lanes

r 4-lane Elwert Rd from 99W to 500 feet north of Kruger Fd

N Xt te S

¡ ltems covered in Site Plan Land Use Application Transportation lmpact Study

r Safe Routes to School Ëvaluation

r lavel Demand Management Program

r Neighborhood laflic lmpact Fvaluation

r Site Access and Circulation

Harper
Houf Peterson
Righellis Inc.

BRIIC *ts*r**oooI scHool-s @
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City of Sherwood

Sherwood Hi h School PA 17-02
1)

?',)

3)

4l

Amend the Comprehensive Ptan text;

Amend the Zoning Map;

Adopt Titte 11 Concept Plan;

Acknowtedge refinements to the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Ptan. !o
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City of Sherwood
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City of Sherwood

-207
- 208

S¡te Parcel Map

t'-triI

25236 - 200
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Ì1.

3

. 4 Parcels

. BZ Acres- whote site

. 76.2 Acres Private

. 6.1 Acres ROW



City of Sherwood

. Agricuttural and Forest
(AF-20)

. Unincorporated
Washington County
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City of Sher*S,g*

Four Steps for the High School

UGB
Expansion

PA- 17-02 Annexation CUP/SP



City of Sherwood

prehensive Ptan text;
ng Map;

oncept Ptan;

finements to the Sherwood West Pretiminary

PA- 17 -02



City of Sherwood

Comprehensive Ptan text
. Metro Rules
. Text- Chapter B

1) Amend the Comprehensive P[an text;

s'¡.t

I

'o

Project Descri tion



City of Sherwood

Comprehensive Ptan text
. Metro Rutes
. Têxt- Chapter B

. Simitar to others

. Concise- Singte User

1) Amend the Comprehensive P[an text;



City of Sherwood

Amend the Zoning Map

. Appty zoning
Sl¡r'

S'¡J

2) Amend the Zoning Map;

Zoning
1

'ç



City of Sherw.god
New Shen¡,¡ood High School

Proposed Plan and Zone Map Designation

Amend the Zoning Map

. Appty zoning

. lnstitutional and Fubtic
(IP)

. Metro COA- School onLy

2\ Amend the Zoning Map;

?s?36 - ?00

?s236 - 206

-r 
UrÞan çrowth Boundary

lnstiiutìonal & Publ¡c (lP)

Urban Reserve

sherwÕod

.+.
{

-.t

A,r Phrlo: Julv 2012
Source'l,,lelro RLIS
Creûted 7113/2017



City of Sherwood

Amend the Zoning Map

. Appty zoning

. lnstitutional and Pubtic
(tP)

. Metro COA- School onty

. Takes effect upon
Annexation

2) Amend the Zoning Map;

Sl¿/ tcJy ftJ

sT,r

Zoning
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City of Sherwood

Adopt Titte 11 Concept Ptan

. Metro requirement

3) Adopt Titte 11 Concept P[an;

tï:i'l

New Sherwood lligh School
Mêtro T¡tle 11 Concept Plan

Novc&ar 6. 2017
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City of Sherw^ood
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3) Adopt Title 11 Concept Ptan;



City of Sherwood
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tAdopt Ttte 11 Concept P[an

. Metro requirement

' Not a Preliminory concept
. Street Ptan

. lnfrastructure Ptans

. lG Agreements

3) Adopt Titte 11 Concept P[an;
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City of Sherwood
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Annexation

e
PA-17

ec
UGB

Expansion

Adopt Ttte 'l 1 Concept Ptan

. Metro requirement

. Not a Preliminary concept

. Street P[an

. I nf rastructu re Plans

. lG Agreements

. MUST adopt prior to
annexation

3) Adopt Titte 11 Concept Ptan;
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City of Sherwood
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Acknowtedge refi nements
to SWPCP

. Atternatives

. School atready in SWPCP

. Street shift

. Land Use shifts

. City Departments
support refinement

. Community Meetings
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.:\
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l,Y
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i t, ¡

I

- ¡i

moN 1
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Sheruood West Concept Plân

..r,,¡.ù. )rri¡ 5.,¡¡,. ¡1ii¡

}E
î

4l Acknowtedee refinements to the Sherwood' West Preli¡ñinary Concept Ptan.

2015 Sheru@d west concept Plan

ù:!!
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City of Sherwood

Metro

State Goats

Zonin

om Ptan

Ord 516.72 (Procedures for Processing Devetopment Permits), 51 6.80^ (Ptan
Amendments); Comprehensive Ptan Criteria: Chapter 3- Growth
Management, Chapter 4- Land Use; Chapter 5- Environmental Resources,
Chapfer 6- Transpôrtation, Chapter 7- Community Facilities and Services,
Chaþter B- Urbân Growth Boundary Additions; Metro_ Urban Growth
Management Functional Ptan Regulations: Chapter 1.07' Titte 11;
Stateftide Planning Goats: Goa[ 1- õitizen lnvotvement, Goat 2- Land Use
Planning, Goa[ 3- agricuttural Lands, Goa[ 4- Forest Lands, Qoa! S_-Opgn

Space, Scenic and Historic Areas, and Natural Resources, Goa[ 6- Ait;
Water and Land Resources Quatity, Goa[ 7 - Areas Subject to Natural
Disasters and Hazards, Goa[ 8- Recreationat Needs, Goa[ 9- Economic
Devetopment, Goa[ 10- Housing, Goa[ 11- Pubtic facitities and Services,
Goat 1'2- Tránsportation, Goatl' ß Energy Conservation, and Goa[ 14'
U rbanization.

Findin s



City of Sherwgod

A- Comp Text Change

B- Zone Map Change

Need

TSP Consistency (COA)

Timety

Sherwood
Zoning Code

16.80.030

C- Transportation Ptanning Rute



City of Sherwood

Study Horizon

. oAR 660-012-00600

. TPR Study
. 2 Mitigation Projects

. Team effort

. Funding "Reasonabty Likety"

HER\C/O()D SCHOOT^S

Sherwood High School
Transportation Planning Rule Traffic Study
Prepared for Co.neßtone l{l¿nagercnt Grcup, lnc.

Prcpared By:

November f. 2017
ExhibÍ

rsportation Ptanning Ie

+

Schoot Open

m
CUP/SP



City of Sherwood

Chapter 3

Growth MGMT

. No Leap-frog

. Encourage inside

. Soi [s

. Access

. Facitities

. UPAA /IGA

Chapter 4

Land Use

. Min effects

. lnctude pubtic uses

. Enhance
community
identity

. Natural Beauty

. Promote
innovative site
design

Chapter 5

Env Resources
. Conserve Scenic
. Conserve Historic
. Env Quatity
. Recreational

Resou rces



Chapter 5

Env Resources

Conserve Scenic

Conserve Historic

Env Quatity

Recreationat
Resources

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

TransPortation
. Choices

. Bikes &. Ped

ChaPter 6

. Buses

. Freight

Chapter 7

Community
Faci [ities

. Comptiance with
Master Ptans

. Titte 11 ptan

Urban Growth
Boundary Additions

. No Leap Frog

. Access

. Facilities

. Encourage inside

. Soits
, Naturat & Hist.
. ïransition

Chapter g

Findings- Comp Ptan

+!



City of Sher*f,?d

Findings- Metro



City of Sherwood

. Many addressed through City
processes (Ord, Comp Ptan)

. Many are requirements on
Sherwood (Econ Dev, Housing)

. Many addressed by Metro UGB
processes

. Many do not appty to Sherwood

. Project meets atl State Goals and
does not impede any
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City of Sherwood

Based on the above findings of fact, and the conditions of approvat, to the
satisfaction of the appticabte criteria, staff recommends Ptanning
Commission forward'á recommendation to the City Councit of approval of
PA 17-02; more specificatty, that the City Council 1) amend the
Comprehensive Ptan text ín Chapter 8 and Amend _at[ mapg to include the
82.3'Acre property (76.2 private land & 6.1 acres for pubtic road right-of-
way); 2) ameñd the Comprehensive Ptan and Zoning Map to designate the
properti "lnstitutional and Pubtic (lP)" which qoqtd be_apptied to the
þroþerty upon annexation; 3) approve a Metro Titte 11 Concept Ptan for
the'areá added to the UGB by Metro; and 4) Acknowtedge refinements to
the Sherwood West Pretiminary Concept Ptan to accommodate the
proposed school site.

Recommendation
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City of Sherwood

Ï

LaurelRidge
Middle
School

5henryood
Hlgh

School

Figure 2: Middle School and Þligh School Relocations

Sherwood
Middle
School

New
Sherwood

Hioh
Sch-ool
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SANÍTA.RY SÉWER

305.3
SW ELWERT RD

SEWER HAIN IS EXTËNDED
CONNECTþN UNTL

érl lçrff

302-9
MANHOLE

SHERWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
. OFFSITE SEWER OPTION 5:

PRIVATE TEMPORARY LIFT STATION
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City of Sherwood

Required Mitigations
T"ne transportation irrpact anaþsis d,rcumerrted ìn this report indirates that f*¿o of the foliorving sludy

inter¡ections,.vill be signÍficantly irnpacted by the propcsed development as defined bv the TPR

Guiieiines. îhe irnprovernents identifieC tc address significant impact¡ to the lscal transportatian

system are described belo'.v, bated on the findings f', om the previous Projedi Mitlgation Sectisn. The

funding and implernentation ,cf these impr,cvernents wiil need to be c,rordinated r'¡iih ihe títy of

Shen¡ocd, Washington iounty" and tfÞOT.

r Pacific Highway West (ggw}/Sunset Boulevard-Elwert Road: Add a second northbo'¡nd left
turn lane and ,¡iden Ilv,¡ert Rc'ad to have t,¡c ¡"eceiving ianes. lnclude safely improvernenis as

part ofthe traffir :rgnal to reduce rear end and turning coliisions as trell as pedestrian safet/
enhancenrents for the long pedestrian crossings

r Eh.yert Road/Kruger Road: Con-ctruct a duai lane roundabor.¡t and r.riCen Eh¡{er-t Road ts fsu!'
lanes from Pacific Highway West iCIR 99W) to 5ü0 feet north of Kruger Road r,¿here it w,ll
trans,tion to two ira"¡el lanes.

Table 11: Horizon Year Study lntersection Operat¡ons witlì Mitigations (20351

lntersection Mitigatlon

Pacific Hiçhway'JJest i33'lJ tt .Sunsei
Bll'd/ Êlwert Rd

ûuaii,lBL

Ehaert Rcadi Kruger Rd
Duallane

roundaboul
'rJc s" t.93

Mitigåtbn
Standord

0s:

'v:rc s 1.03

AM Feak
Mitþatbn
Stondard

0.97

PM Peak
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City of Sherwood, Oregon
Planning Commission

November l4r2017

Planning Commissioners Present:
ChalrJean Simson
Vice Chail Christophet Flores
Commissioner Jus tin I(ai
Commissioner I(ara Repp
Commissioner Rob Rettig

Planning Commission Memberc Absent:
C ommis sioner D aniel Matzinger

Staff Present:

Joe Gall, City Manager

Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director
Erika Palmer, Planning Manager
Bob Galati, City Engineer
Matt Straite, Conttact Planner
I(irsten -Allen, D ep artment Program Coordinator

Council Members Ptesent:
Council President Sean Garland

L. Call to Order/Roll Call

ChaìtJean Simson convened the meeting at7:02pm.

Chair Simson added anítem under new business to elect a new Vice Chait

2. ConsentAgenda

^. June 13, 2077,201,7 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval
b. August 8,2017 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval
c. August 22,201,7 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes approval
d. Octobet 24,2017 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes apptoval

Motion: From Commissioner Chdstophet Flores to approve the consent agenda, seconded by
Commissioner Rob Rettig. All Ptesent Commissionets voted in favor.

3. Council Liaison Announcements

Council President Sean Gadand announced two City Council vacancies were declated at the City Council
meeting on November 7,2017. Interested parties can apply for temporary appointment to City Council
until 5 pm on November 27, 2077. He said Lee \ü/eislogel was appointed as the interim mayor and

appointed positions will sen'e until after the Match 2018 elections aïe certified.

4. Staff Announcements

Erika Palmer, Planning Manager said there were two tentative public hearings scheduled fot November 28,

2018. Julia Hajduk, Community Development Director, reminded there was a Planning Commission

vacancy with applications due Novembet 1,7,201.7.

5. Community Comments

None were teceived.

6. New Business
New item - Elect a new Vice Chair

Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
November 14,2011
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Nominations were accepted and Christophet Flores was elected as the new Vice Chair to the Planning
Commission.

a. Public Hearing - PA L7-02 New Sherwood High School Text Amendment

Chat' Simson read the public heating statement and said the Planning Commission would make a

tecommendation to the City Council, the final healing authority in the city.

Matt Straite, contract planner for the city gave a presentation of the staff report (see record, Exhibit 1).

He said PA 17-02 was ân application to help pave the way for a new Shetwood High School. The project
si.te was located outside the ciq, limits near Metro's LIrban Reserwe atea ar-.d inside the newly expanded

Utban Growth Boundarl, and boarded on the south by l{ruger Road, north by Haide Road and east by

ElwetRoad. The site consisted of foutparcels totaLing 82 acres;76.2were private and6.1. actes of right
of rva¡,. The site rvas in unincorporated \X/ashington Counq' with a zoning designation of -Agriculture and

Forest with a 20 zcre min-ilnum (FD-20). Mr. Straite said the applicauon was the second step towards

building the high school; fu'st being the LIGB expansion approved by Meto in,August 2017,tlne was third
annexation and fourth, the Site Plan and Conditional Use Pelmit. The application before the Commission
would not peftain to the construction of the school or the impacts of the school's construction.

The application proposed to amend Comprehensive Plan text and the T,ontngMap, to adopt a Metro Title
11 Concept Plan, and to acknowledge refinements to the Sher.wood \X/est Preliminary Concept Plan. N{r.

Straite noted Metro rules required property must be included in a city's Comprehensive Plan prior to being
annexed. Every annexed area had a small description of the property in Comprehensive Plan. Larger

concept planned areas like Btookman had policies, but this ptoposed text amendment was more concise

based on the proposed desþated zonlng. The applicant provided proposed text language (see record,
Exhibit 2)

Mr. Straite said zoning must be designated to all propert), before it could be annexed. The proposed zoning

was Institution and Public (IP). \X/hen Metro approved the expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary for
the high school they added a condition of approval that requiled the site could only be used for a high
school even though the IP zone allowed for other uses. The Comprehensive Plan changes would take

effect the mornent the City Council adopted it, whereas the zoning on the site was only a pre-desþation
and would take effect upon annexation.

N{t. Sttaite explained the Title 11 Concept Plan tequired by Metro was different ftom the Shelwood West
Preliminary Concept Plan as it was not an adopted plan, but more like the city vision for the atea. A Title
11 concept plan would be a formal adopted plan with stteet plans and infrastructure plans, such as sewer

and storm wâter plans, and rnter-governmental agreements (IG,\) to make it clear who provided which
sen'ices. The Title 11 concept plan must be adopted pdor to annexation.

Last11', the application was proposing a revision to the Shelwood \ùØest Preliminary Concept Plan. The
applicant tried to find property within the City limits, but was unable to due to the list of cÅteria for a high

school and demand for around fifty acres of land. Ä detailed alternatives analysis was provided in the

application packet listing other sites considered. The Shelwood S7est Pteliminaty Concept Plan showed

two school sites. The southern site was chosen because it met more of the school distticts requirements.

Âs the school site became latget it did not match the plan any longet, so a revision to the Shelwood \ü7est

Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
November 14,2017
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Preliminary Concept Plan was pat of the apphcation to make sure the intent of the Plan was preserved.

An anall'sis resulted in some small changes such as an unnamed street to the west of the proposed school

site whrch was shifted to make a more viable residential area. The larger school site displaced some

conceptual land uses, so they were relocated elseu,here in the Plan. City departments support these

proposed rer.isions and the applicant held a community meeting to update the public invoh'ed in creation

of the Shetwood \X/est Preliminary Concept Plan.

r\pproval critelia can be broken down into criteria fot the zoning ordinance, comprehensive plan, NIeffo

tequilement, and state goals.

Both the Comprehensive Plan text amendment and tb.e zone map change requiled the need for the change

and consistenc)/ with the Comptehensir.e Plan. The need was outlined in great detail in the applicants'

matelials. They talked about why the school was needed now and whete the school had to be through the

alternatives anal¡,sis and the demographic study provided. Based on staff analysis both the text amendment

and the zone map change would be consistent with the Comprehensive Plan upon adoption. Additional
map change requirements were for consistency with the Transpottation System Plan (TSP) and that the

request is timely. -4. condition of approval has been added for the applicant to assist the city in updating
our TSP in order to reflect the changes and maintain consistency. Mr. Straite indicated the timing tied to

the need as covered in the materials submitted by the applicant. Staff felt the criterion was fiiet.

The zoning map change necessitated consistency with the TPR. The applicant ptovided a study to analyze

the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) through the horizon year of 2035; a study sf the transportation

impacts up to the year 2035 the same year projected for the city's Transpottation System Plan (TSP). Using
models, they projected úaffic ln 2035, assuming all the projects in the TSP were built and then added the

increased tnfftc attributed to the project. The applicant would be requiled to mitigate the difference. Mr.

Straite said two mitigation projects were identified.

1) Pacific Highway \Xuest (99\Q / Sunset Boulevard - Elwett Road; -A,dd a second northbound left
tum land and widen Elwert Road to have two receivìng lands.

2) Elwert Road / Il'uger Road: Construct a dual lane roundabout and widen Elwert road to hour

lands from Pacific Highway West (OR 99\Q to 500 feet north of ll'uger Road where it will
transition to two travel lanes.

Information about the required mitigation is found the TPR in Exhibit F (Transportation Planning

Rule Study Dared 11/1/2017)

The TPR study does not represent the entirety of the mitigation that a High School would have to do on

the site. Once the formal application was teceived for the new high school a Transportation Impact

Analysis (TIA) would have to be provided. The TIA would have mote detail and require additional

mitigation after the two mitigation projects identified in the Ttansportation Planning Rule study.

The Transportation Planning Rule study went through several iterations and was also reviewed by the

Otegon Department of Transportation (ODOÐ and Washington County. Both agencies submitted

comments (see planningrecord, Exhibits G, H).There arealot of differentways to do a transportation

planning rule study, particularþ one done for a school with no standardized ptocess. Each party had ideas

about how a TPR study should be done, so there ate certain elements where the three agencies might not

Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
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be in full agreement. But in the end all parties agreed with the key points including the methodology and

the two mitrgation projects identified. -A.fter the publication of the staff repott staff continued to work
with those agencies to further refine the conditions of approval to accomrnodate what was wanted. The
study identrfied reasonably likely funding and the apphcants will be pâying for that.

Requu'ement for amending the Comprehensir.e Plan amendment are contained in several chapters of the

plan.

o Chapter 3: Growth N{anagement

o No leap fiog gtowth; tbe area must be contiguous to the city.

o The applicant was required to t1y to find property within the city fust, before going outside the

city, which the applicant documented in detail.

o The better soils fot fatming weïe to be ptesewed. This wâs part of the Metro UGB process.

o Site access and intergovernmental agreement would be addtessed in the Title 11 plan.

o Chapter 4: Lancl l-lse

o Minimize effects of the project dealt with the construction and use permit aspect of the case and

would be applicable to the Conditional Use Permit (CUP)

o Preserwation of the natural beauty of the area and an innovatir.e site design both related more to
the use permit and would be addtessed latet.

o Enhance the community identity may be accomplished through the new high school project.

o Chapter 5: Environmental Resoutces

o Conserve scenic and historic aspects of the site. Staff was not aware of any historic or cultural

resources on the site.

o Environmental quality and recreational resources would be addressed with the CUP.

Note: the applicants said they would enter agreements with the city to allow joint use of their fields

as recreational ateas.

o Chaptcr 6: Transpottation

o Bike, pedesúian, and transit choices. Covered with CUP.

o Preserve the freight corridors in the city; there aÍe two freight corddors in the city. One of which
was 99\X/. 'ùØith the mitigation identified in the TPR study staff was satisfied how they have met

the requirement

o Chapter 7: Communiq' Fu.i¡,i.t
o Compliance with the City's adopted master plans.

o Title 11 plan provided those details for community facilities

o Chapter 8: Urban Gtowth Boundary Additions
o ,\ number of the requirements are repeats from previous chapters; no leap frogging, access and

facilities provided, development encourâged rnside the city, soils, natural and historic âreas

o Project be desþed to transition between the different kinds of uses. This would also be addressed

with the land use application.

Mr. Straite explained the Metro Title 11 code outlined several different requirements for the

Comprehensive Plan update. A zoning designatron must be applied; the Institutional and Public zonsng

would be reflected on the zoning map change. The change must provide for a school (in the case it is a

Planning Cotnmission Meeting Minutes
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high school) and for parks, generally IP uses do not require patks. The Sherwood School District rndicated

that joint use agreements would allow access to fields. A street plan was provided and a condition added

for the applicant to assist with a TSP update. Last the school distlict rvrll provide all funds required for
infrastructure.

The state has 19 planning goals. Many of these state goals ate addtessed by the City through ordinances

and the Comprehensive Plan. Many are requilements like economic development and housing. Others ate

addressed b)'M"tro in the UGB process. Other still do not apply to Sherwood like coastal and sand dune

requirements. Based on staff review, and the entilety of the recotd, the project complied rvith and did it
rmpede the state goals.

Mr. Staite directed the Planning Commission to a memo dated Nor.ember 14, 2017, which was â memo

from the City's transportation team whi.ch outlined in more detail the methodology for the Ttansportation

Planning Rule study. This was something the othet agencies wanted and did not introduce anything new.

The second item was a letter from Jennifer Bragger teptesenting the Buyer's properties. She outlined a

number of reasons tltat may be grounds for a dental of the application. Staff addressed her concerns in

the merrro and felt no new information or concerns weïe initiated as the staff report and applicants'

materials addressed the concerns alread¡'.

Staff proposed revisions to add more details to the second condition at ODOT and Washington County's

request. This condition related to funding and basically that an IGA be pat of the approval, the two

mitigation projects be identi{ied in the condition, and to clanfy the funding tesponsibility was on the

applicant.

Staff recommend that the Planning Commission recomlnend approval of the application to the City

Council.

Chair Simson asked fot applicant testimony.

Jim Rose, Sherrrzood School District Chief Operations Officer and 1S-year resident to Sherwood said he

worked on the 201.6 Capttal Improvement Bond and said the construction of the new high school was

cdtical to delivering the capacity Sherwood needed for its school. The Sherwood School District was fully

vested in ensuling the community needs were addtessed including public access, inftastructute, and

transportation. He began a presentation (See tecotd, Exhibit 3) and said the ptoposed work aligned with
the Sherwood \X/est Preliminary Concept Plan and ptor.ided a key piece of infrasttucture for the

community. He said he had many conversations over the past months with a dedicated group from the

City, Washington County, and the state (ODOT) to get the best possible outcome fot the community.

Karina Ruiz from Brick -{tchitecture introduced l(eithJones, Flarper Hough Peterson Reghellis, and Scott

Mansur, DI(S Associates. Mr. Jones reminded the Commission of the steps for the process; Shetwood
\ù7est Preliminary Concept Plan, Metro UGB expansion and now the post UGB Concept Plan. Following

this step was ânnexation and then to Land Use approvals for the ptoject.

Mr. Jones said over the last few months the school distict hosted sevetal public involvement opportunities

stating with a community input session in March 201.7,work sessions with the Planning Commission and

the City Council in April, a public work session with the Planning Commission and a community bond
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forum in May, PC work session in :\.ugust, a communi$' forum for Sherwood \ù7est j.nterested paties in
September and a neighborhood meeting in October. Only the neighborhood meeting was a requted

The School District was asking fot IP zoning as noted in the Metro's UGB expansion decision. The
applicant was in agreement with the two conditions of apptoval, however the way the ftst condition was

worded it sounds as though the school district would do a TSP amendment pdor to getting the conditional
use appro\¡al. The applicant would support with technical infotmation, but city staff would amend the TSP.

Ms. Ruiz reintroduced the Sherwood \ùØest Preliminary Concept Plan which wâs âccepted by the Ciq'
Council as a vision for how Sherwood would develop when the land was brought into the UGB. Metro's
fu'st action in the Sherwood West Preliminary Concept Plan was to gra;nt an expansion of the IJGB in its
Urban Resen es for the proposed high school site. She said there was consistenq/ in the plan in terms of
its location, some changes wete made to the plan that addressed the north/ south afierial to the west of
the site to allow for more usable land directly adjacent to the west. The other adjustment rvas the quantity
and location of the proposed mixed use commetcially zoned property. Ms. Ruiz indicated it was still
provided as nodes that encompassed approximately the same square footage to the south and to north of
the school site along Handley. -A preliminary road network was formed that would be refìned when
development occurred. The site was analyzed fiom a pedestrian and bike, roadrvay network, utility
inftastructure and land use that was providing a plan consistent with what was originall)' intended as the

vision for the city.

Scott Mansut, DI(S associates noted the TPR study done fot the 2035 scenario assumed 2400 students.

The purpose if the TPR study was to answeÍ how the proposal was consistent with assumptions in the

TSP and the significant effects created by the additional tnffic caused by the nerv high school. It also

evaluated a reasonable worst case scenario under the TSP horizon year of 2035. Because there were

sþificant rmpacts mitigation would be needed to ensure all roadways met agenc)¡ standards.

Coordination meetings with the city, county and state resulted in changes for the modeling and

methodology. The baseline of the study was for new counts and to evaluate peak traffic conditions based

on 2017 counts. He showed a sufirmâ1y of the studied intersections and explained the tmgetvolume over
capaciq was .99 vf c.The best way to explain v/c was if you had a cup of water, if the rvater was all the

way to the top, it would be a capactry of 1.0. Many of the studied intersections were near the mobility
standard. 'V7hen looking to the future growth in year 2035 those were the mitigations and impacts they

were looking for.

Tnfetsecfìons AM v/c ratio PM :r /c tatio
Edy Rd/Elwert Rd

99W / Brookman Rd

99W / Sunset Blvd/ Elwert Rd

99W /Meinecke Pkwy

99W / Edy Rd

99W / Tualatin-sherwood Rd-Roy Rogers Rd

0.95

0.68

0.90

0.89

0.78

0.86

0.99

0.07

0.90

0.71,

0.88

1.01.

Mt. Mansur said the TPR assumed the same student assumptions as the City's TSP model for the current
high school site, except the high school location was being relocated. \X/ithout additional information the
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national tdp rate standards would be used, but local rates were collected from Shelwood High school and

it was found they were 37oh higher than the standard rate and 23o/o higher than the local tates ftom area

schools such as Bear.erton and \ùTilsonr.ille high schools. The more coflselr.atir-e Sherwood High School

Íate was used then forecasted up to 2400 students. The applicant worked with the Sherwood School

Disttict Transportation Supen isor for walking boundaries and ateas where bus tlips would be and used a

transportation model to evaluate tdps based on the new high school site. Planned impror.ements from

other agencies were communicated and assumed to be teasonably funded; the list received was from the

City, \X/ashington County and ODOT for 2035 transportation improvements likely to be constructed.

There wete six intersections along Hrvl' 99\ø. The land use assumed in the model had a household growth

of 4.5o/o per year. From the curtent volumes to the horizon yeat of 2035 the analysis showed about a 70o/o

increase in student trip growth. Using the 2035 TSP analysis with the high school in the current location

as a baseline, each intersection was evaluated to determine how the existing intersections ptojected to
operate in the future. All of the intersections on HoT' 99\X¡ were o\¡er capacity and would not meet the

culïent ODOT mobility t^rget. The E,dy Road /Elwert Road intersection was also over capacity without
the new high school site. Mr. Mansur said the applicant would be required to mitigate the net impact, not

to bring each of those intersections back to the desiled standard, but to mitigate the proportional share or
additional impact from the relocation of students to the new high school site.

Mr. Mansur stated the evaluation assumed 2400 students in the cuffent Sherwood high school location and

relocated those trips to the new Shelwood High School location. It took the trips from Laurel Ridge Middle
School and Shelwood Middle Schooi and relocated them to the high school location on Meinecken2020
per the Sherwood bond. The trip distribution assumptions showed that 40o/o of the trips were distributed

northwest of Hwy 99\)Ø and 60o/o werc southeast of Hwy 99W in 2035.

He showed a figure showing how relocating the high school to the proposed site would impact Hwy 99S7.

\Vith the additional households on the west side there would be more tzfftc traveling acïoss the highway.

Moving the high school location resulted in a much higher concentration of traffic at the Hury 99\)7/Sunset

Blvd/Elwert Road intersection. Relocating the high school and the changes in the middle schools had

some net decrease in overall project trips at the other intersections along Hwy 99\X/.

The applicant recommended the district to fund the imptovements at the Hwy 99\7/Sunset Blvd/Elwert
Road intersection with an estimated cost of about fi22m with dual northbound left tutn lanes fiom the

highway onto Elwert Road and to widen Elwert Road to have two receiving lanes. At the Elwert/ Il'uger
Road intersection Washington County was already planning a single lane roundabout. The applicant

recommended making it a dual lane roundabout and to extend the four lane cross section of Elwet ftom
Hwy 99\X/, through the roundabout and about 500 feet notth of the Elwet/ I(ruger roundabout.

Mr. Mansur said the land use application would include a safe routes to school evaluation, travel demand

management program, such as what can be done to teduce trips to the site, and neþhborhood úafltc
impacts for new trips through neighborhoods as well as site access and circulation evaluation.

Ms. Ruiz offered to answer questions from the Commission. None were teceived.
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Chat Simson called for pubhc testimony

Sue Hekker, Shetwood resident of 21. years, parent from Sherwood High School and a membet of the

board of directors said Shetwood had grown over the past 22 years and so had the disttict as young families

moved to Sher.wood and enrolled their chldren in school. Throughout this time the community supported

education, passing much needed bonds for nerv schools. The Shelwood communiq' tnppotts education in
an unprecedented maflner, leading the state in bond indebtedness. Recently growth has slowed, however

the student population has climbed to the point of or.ercrowding again. There has been a lot public
outreach which discovered the need of Sherwood was different than in the past; adding â new elementaqy

or remodeling the high school was not going to meet student needs. The message from the communitl'

was to craft a bond that met the needs of current students and to plan for the future; do it right, on time

and on budget.

Ms. Hekker sai.d overcrowding wâs more than a number, but about human beings. Moments happen rn

the lives of human beings that cannot be repeated. If there was no room for pârents to watch their chjld

perform or receive an a'ward the moment was gone and the opportunity lost. Every ye r ú1 t the students

sit on the floor to eat lunch or have small group time in a storage closet, the opportunity to learn without
di'straction is lost. She pointed out the district was not a developer, but in the business of educating

children, and did not have the ability to raise re\¡enue outside of taxes and had a responsibility to use the

t^x payer dollars to benefit all the students.

Liz Bartett, Sherwood High School Computer Science Teacher said the school's current situation was a

lot of kids. Her classroom was created for 25 students and she has 35 students. There was little more floot
space than their keyboards and there were teachers and students in six potable classrooms. Close in spaces

made it hard to move around. Most of the extra space avaiTable had been utilized to cteate additional

classtooms, during assemblies the gym is so full, but the biggest dilemma was lunch time. The corrünons

is not large enough fot the students; the lunches rvete split and this creates an issue because the students

have nowhere to sit; they are on stails, in the hallway, creating disruptions for other students. Ms. Barrett

was on the new high school committee and was excited fot what was to come.

Nichole Brutosþ, residents of Sherwood for eight years and Sherwood High School P-A.C president said

her family loved Sherwood School District and in the time living in Shetwood has witnessed a staggering

âmount of growth which directly impacted students. Her oldest son started at the high school n 2015

when entollment was 150 students over capacity; now it was closer to 250. She stated overctowding

effected students in many ways; classrooms were packed with more students than desþed for, textbook
depositoties and stotage rooms wete used fot classes, portable classrooms were added for cote classes.

Her son told her he had to go to the end of the hall to turn around for a classroom across the hall, because

the hallways weïe too ctowded. The commoris was overflowing so students ate in the hallways, on the

stairs or even in the greenhouse. Some teachers opened their classrooms to students, while this shows how
muðh staff cared about the students it also took away valuable collaboration and down time for the

teachers. Ms. Brutosky attended a number of public outteach oppottunities and was vice chair for the

bond campaþ committee where she talked to people all over the community and the ovetwhelming
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sentiment was that pârents were relieved the distlict was taking a pro-active approach and tying to get

ahead of the growth with the new high school. If everTthing stayed on track het younget son would enter

the new high school building his sophomore year. 1-o delay the process meant the students would face

more cÍowding in the hallways and the classrooms than today. The Sherwood community was

overwhelmingly supportir.e of the long term solution which would benefit the students and the communiry.

Ken Bell, Sherwood High School Principal, parent and neighbot to the new site reported that from an

administrative perspective there are 1.730 students at the high school which is 250 students overcapacity.

The school was forced to convert everT available space to classroom space and add six portable classrooms.

The school has grown by 50-70 students per yeff and projected gtowth was to continue atthat rate. The

curïent high school site was 45 acres and had been maximized in terms of expansion with five remodels.

The g1'm held 1400 people which was under enrollment and did not include staff. Cafeteria held about 500

which is 1/3 of student body so lunchtime was split into two lunches and spread out across the building.

The auditorium held 260 people which did not allow for holding class meetings and also meant when the

band performs both parents cannot come to watch. The are issues of students eating around school and

classrooms desþed for 30 students when class size was at about 38, so students sit on folding chairs. Mr.

Bell thought the new high school project would allow the kids to puÍsue the opportunities in education

that they deserwed and he believed it was a good thing for the community.

Chair Simson commented one of her concerns was the student capaciq at the middle schools was ptojected

at 1800 students. She asked if the high school was at capacity at 1.730, how did moving the middle schools

into the high school help. Mr. Bell said he believed the enrollment 
^t 

both of the middle school was around

1300 with was three grades instead of the four at the high school. The applicant would be asked to clarify.

Shaurya Gaut, Junior at Sherwood High School and member of the school's robotics club said the club

met in the Engineering room and one of the projects they worked on was a t-shirt cânnon which was

awkward to get out the door due to the size of the equipment. Demonstrations in the Engineering room

were crowded because the room is not large enough; a larget room desþed for the pulpose would be

beneficial. For the past year he had not eaten in the cafeteria, but rn the hallways, in teachers' classtooms.

He said that could not be sustained because it cteated a big distraction for the classes in session during

lunch. The portables were taking space in a small parking lot that blocked an entrânce to take equipment

outside and also take up space to congregate with friends while waiting fot the bus. The auditorium was

too small and the school play had to have extr:a shows, maybe even for flee, because tickets sold out too

fast. Mr. Gaur said he had a niece that would be attending the new high school and he wanted her to have

the opportunities to freely explote what she wanted to do and not be constrained by the ovetcrowding.

Patdck Allen, member of the School Board and fotmer member of the Planning Commission wanted the

Planning Commission to take to heart that the school board members were not developers or speculators

who wanted to make a profit on a deal, but friends and neighbors who volunteeted to find out how to

make the community a better place and to bring the Planning Commission a project and set of decisions

it would agree with. The people of this community entrusted the board with a lot of money to be able to

address the crowding issues the Commission had heard about and the board believed dealing with the
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transportation impâcts of the project were part of what was expected. The people expected a lot of bang
for the buck in terms of educational opportuniq, for all. of our kids and he hoped at this stage and later

stages the Planning Commission would resist any temptation to have the money be an opportunity for the

state, county or others to access the money to catch up with past investments that har.en't been made in
transpottation problems. The school had an obligation to fund its share of the issues caused by the

clevelopment, bnt not to acldress problems that existed before the project rvas conceived of. Mr. Ällen
commented that schools open in Septembet and opening a school was months' long process that took a
huge amount of wotk and preparation, especially in the summer months before the school opened. \ùØhat

that meant was that within some narrow toletances there were one year windows. Not making a windows
meânt a delay of anothet school year. Time was of the essence while moving through each stage of the

pfocess.

Eugene Stewatt, property owner within the city and resident in the school distlict boundades said he

undetstood the problems of ovetctowding, but as a cittzen there was also crowding on the roadways. He
did not know if the ptoject would abate the ptoblems on Hwy 99\X/, but in fifty plus years of driving Hwy
99\ø it was not getting any better, but worse. He said state engineers tell us that the Portland metropolitan

^rel- 
w^s at capaciq and the options were to take mass üansit or to ride a bike and as Sher.wood grew it

was going to get worse. One of the things he had not seen was the future north/south road for the County
not fat fiom the new high school location. He said \X/ashington County had requested a portion of Hwy
99W be reserved for this road on their TSP somewhere between Sunset Blvd and Brookman lload. The
road would be for trucks and to tie into 124'h Avenue. Mr. Stewart commented he heard when the bypass

atound Newberg and Dundee was completed our area could expect more traffic, because it would be easier

to get atound and the trucks would no longet use I-5. He said it took about an hour to get fiom Shenvood
to Batbur Bh'd dudng morning rush hour tnaffic and he used a different, longer route coming home
because it was faster. This was rvithout considering the people moving in south of Sherwood coming
through. He said the City should think about a bypass around Shetwood due to the traffic being added

and needed to look at the total traffic being added and figute out what was to be done. \X/ith the relocated

high school there may be more kids ctossing Hwy 99\Xz and the walk time would ha'i'e to be extended

which would mean sitting at the light longer and back the taffic up.

Erin Watdell, Washington County's Principle Transpottation Planner, said she worked closely with staff
from the City of Sher.wood as well as ODOT and the Sherwood School District to get where we are at

now and she looked folwatd to further collaboration as the project moved forward. Ms. \ü/ardell stated

building a new high school in a primarily rural was complicated and her tole, at the CountI, was managing

the County's transportation system and the impacts the high school had were primariþ to county and state

facilities. She teiterated the conditions the County would like placed on the approvals and the school
disttict should fully fund the two mitigatrons projects identified through the TPR analysis. The County
did not have additional funding to pay for the mttigations because they were not planned for and would
not be necessaÐ/ if a hrgh school were not being built in that site. The hrgh school should fund them
because they are cteating the problems. The second condition was that the school disüict enter, as soon

as possible, an IGA with \X/ashington County to fund the additional capaciq to the roundabout that the
County was pianning on constructing to realign the intersection of Elwert and I3'uger Roads. \X/ashington
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Counq' has committed $6m from out Major Streets flransportation] Improvement Progtam O4STIP)
funded by county taxpayer dollars and used fot transportation projects al1 around \X/ashrngton County.

The high school's development showed there was a need for the roundabout to go up to two lanes and it
was the most efficient and best use of the taxpayers' money to design and build the roundabout to the

ultimate size needed. It was in the School District's best interest for the roundabout to be completed as

close as possible to the opening date of the school.

Commissioner l(ai asked Ms. Wardell the cost of the second lane to the roundabout, She tesponded the

school district estimated the cost to be $2.1m. The County was unsure that was the cortect amount, but it
was about in line with what was expected.

Chair Simson said there were concerns about the methodology of the Transpottation Planning Rule

anall,sis and asked Ms. \X/ardell if the County had changed position with the additional informauon

provided in the memo provided by staff. Ms. rüØardell said it did not, while the County believed it was a

solid technical effort by the district's consultants, it did support the two mitigation projects identified.

There were concerns with the methodology used, because it was not the way that Coun$r staff would have

done it. Ms. Wardell was not sure a different methodology would have identified additional mitigauon

projects and did not want that methodology to set precedent. The distt'icts consultants worked closely to

t1y to manage the County's concerns and their primary purpose was to ensure the School District fully

funded the mitigation.

Commissioner l(ai asked if the County was concetned about the amount of trafftc that would be turning

left from Handley Street onto Elwert Road. Ms. \X/ardell thought it would be discussed mote in the next

phases of the development rer¡iew. Improvements of that intersection did not show up through the year

2035 analysis, but she thought they might show up through the development ter¡iew analysis because the

methodology was a bit different. There were concems with the atea, all of the intersections along Elwert

and the impacts caused by the school. \X/hat is complicated about Handley Street was its proximity to

Haide Road which was most tikely going to have to be sþalized as 
^ 

p^tt of the application. There cânnot

be a signal at both of those intersections. Ultimatel)' what the County would like to see as Sherwood \X/est

developed was that Handley Street was actually the location of the sþal as the east west connector thtough

thatpart of Sherwood \ùØest. At that time a signal at}J.aide Road would need to go away and have a right

n/rrght out only intersection. In the interim the County would be talking about safe toutes to school,

because there were a lot of student safety concerns with students needing to get to the school site.

Chair Simson commented this pÍocess ptovided a bigget picture of the transportation plan, but did not go

to the site level detail that would be addressed in the future. In this process required mitigation was being

identified with potentially more mitigation at the next level. Ms. \X/ardell commented that iurisdictions in

Oregon were required to have Comprehensive Plans and Transportations System Plans and the

Transportations System Plan sewed the land uses in those Comprehensive Plans. That was why when a

plan amendment was made the TSP was evaluated to ensure it could s :ll serwe the land use. Ms. \Tatdell

managed the County's TSP and a change in Sherwood's land use had an impact on the TSP she managed.

\X/hat was wanted was to identify mitigations that were not assumed in the twenty year Transportations
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System Plan that would be needed, because a change in land use was made. \X/hat this anal)rsis showed was

two items, not in the TSP, because of the 2500 student high school; a dual lane toundabout and additional
capacity added to Hu4' 99W. Ms. \X/ardell said the County wanted to make sure the lines drawn on their
TSP show what is needed to selve the land uses ând the Comprehensir.e Plan in 20 years. Ms. Wardell said

Washington Counq. viswed Ehvert road as a very important notth south arteÅal. There was not an adopted
north south arterial that would serve the same mobility need as Elwert Road.

Jon Makler, Oregon Department of -Iransportation's Region 1 Planning Nlanager which covered
\)Zashington, Clackamas, Multnomah and Hood River Counties said he was empathetic to the needs for a
new high school and it was the intent of the staff report to hold all of the statewide goals in balance. He
noted it was about ttadeoffs and how to handle risks. He was neither for nor against the proposal, but
wanted to ensure that Sherwood had adequate school roadways by considering all of the tradeoffs and
making the appropliate mitigations. Â set of mitigation projects that the City, State, and County were
comfotable with had been reached and ODOT felt the projects would adequately mitigate the effect of
relocating the high school and the conditions met ODOT's needs. He said the city could make a Goal1.2
finding as long as the conditions of approval were included; particularly that the School Distlict had agreed

to fully fund the two ptojects at the roundabout and at the intetsection. The applicant ptovided cost
estimates, which he was not sute were the right costs, but the drstrict had made clear itwas responsible for
making sure those projects get delivered. Mr. Makier affirmed the mitigation projects and that the finding
was valid. He expressed concetn about the urgency of the timeline and said there would be very hard

questions to ask during proceedings with respect to annexation and the Conditional Use Permit. He
appreciated the urgency of providing the schoolcapactry, the consequences of not having adequate capacity
for schools, but questioned the policy about timely adoption. Though it was clearly timely for the school
District to have â flew high school, it would also be considered ftom the prospective of if it was timely
from the planning process and how to make sure that the preliminalT concept plan for Sherwood \ùØest

was followed through on and that everything else developed suitably. He said there were a lot of comments
about congestion, but we have to keep our eles on safety for the students and to make sure the roadways

provide adequate efficiency of operations as well as adequate safety of operations.

Chair Simson said ODOT had concetns about th,e appearance for a conflict of interest and asked if the
applicants memorandum had helped alleviate concerns from Exhibit H. Mr. Makler said it was ptudent to
have the memo, because it documented things that have been said and he had suggested to city staff that
the applicant and reviewer not have same ttaffic consultant. He did not think it was advisable.

Commission l(ai asked if ODOT had a prospective on the amount of students that would be crossing
Hwy 99W, if thete was the potential for an overpass or underpass. Mr. Makler responded that there were
many cities in Oregon that were bisected b), " rtut" highway, who dealt with this issue all the time for
schools, businesses, churches, etc. As Sherwood grows to the west this would be something ODOT staff
would be involved in due to the kind of impacts that would happen. ODOT'was concerned, because Hwy
99\X/ had a designation of statewide highway, so the purpose, function, and performance expected ftom
the legislature and the Oregon Transpottation Commission was at the level of statewide sþificance.
ODOT would be under tremendous pressute to maintain the productivity of Hwy 99\X/ for through traf{tc
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and aheadl, receil'ed complaints about how long people have to wait to cross the highway. Those calls

would continue to come and there will be tension behveen those that wânt to cross the highway and the

tnffic that wants to mor¡e along it. Our obligation for a statewide highway will be for ODOT to serve the

tnffic along the highway. Sherwood residents will be ftustrated by the level of seu.ice they experience.

Mr. Makler said this was flo longer about the school, but ODOT would ensuÍe lrrafftcinteracts in the safest

wa1, possible. He thought the improvements on Elwert Road (the toundabout) and its connection to the

highway would addtess an identified safety risk and this was a good oppoftinity to make an improvement.

The idea of creating separated crossings? ODOT would have to keep working on that in plans.

Chair Simson noted Mr. Makler's wlitten comments stated the Hwy 99W /Sunset Blvd mitigation ptoject

could not be completed by the Septembet 2020 openng. He exptessed concern that the tequirements to

construct projects like these by date of operung was onerous. He said if the TIA found the projects needed

to be done by date of opening ODOT did not have the capability itself to deliver a project that has been

designed, in a preliminarlr w2y, b)'September 2020, because it did not have the capacity. There were

alternative delivery mechanisms; to delir.er it themselves in cooperation with ODOT. He believed there

wâs a scenario in which ODOT would collaborate with \l{/ashington County which has aheady been

working on that roundabout. There were ways to get the project delivered by 2020, but that would require

an extraordinary feat of collaboration and efficiency. Chair Simson acknowledged it was not just a school's

effort to move fotward, but there was buy in ftom the City, County, and State at everl level and it was a

herculean effot to consider what had to be involved to make it happen. Mr. Maklet noted there were

items in the design that would require the state úafftc engineer to approve, and on an ordinary day it would

take three to six months. He said ODOT appreciated the urgency and he hoped the degree of collaboration

was higher going fotward. Chair Simson asked if the not having the inflastructure in place would prevent

the school to opening. FIe was unable to answer. Ms. Palmer said the TIA would address the ptojects

and pdodtize.

Chair Simson commented Shelwood was held to a higher through ttafftc standard than Tigard because the

ttaffic flow that traveled through Tigard went much slower than through Shelwood or even Dundee with
fewer ctossings or dliveway access. She asked if that would change as Sherwood grew on both sides of
the highway or would there still be limrted access and a 45 mph zone through the city. Mr. Makler

responded that the unique charactetistics on Hwy 99W fot Sherwood were not unü.ke the pressure of othet

citìes along the edge of Metro's urban growth boundaty were experìencing. From z trz.fftc engineering

perspective what we talk about at ODOI-, especially in the context of Brookman more than Elwert, wâs

the dynamic at the entrance to an urbanized area from rural to urban and how to accomplish that safely,

because of the speed differential. Drivets should be slowing down to 45 mph when entering Sherwood

and ODOT did not see that changing. Communities that go thtough this perìod of transition often engage

with ODOT to talk about the future of the state highway. There are rools that could be employed when

there is mutual interest. To say Sherwood was held to a different standard was true, because it was the

point of entry into the urban area. The way ODOT desþed and managed the highwây was different than

the subsequent downstream cofiìmunities that passed from utban to urban. Chair Simson commented

that dudng the planning of the Town Centet Plan the city was obügated to keep the town center 
^re^ 

oÍr

one side of Hwy 99\ù7 and south of Tualatin Shelwood Road, because outside agencies did not want
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Sherwood to har.e a walkable community across Hw1' 99\X/. As Shelwood develops the Comprehensir.e

Plan Update we need tools and lesources that grow the community togethet. Mr. Maldet noted, at that
level of planning, the City would have to go to the Oregon Transportation Commission and ask for a

change in expectation for the highway. Âs planners we har-e to balance the goals against getting kids from
east to rvest and Sherwood would be crossing the highwa), in a different way. If that means separated

crossings it rvould entail finding ways to pa1, f61i¡.
Chair Simson called fot a tecess at9 03 pm and reconvened at9:12 pm. She noted that if the Commission

continued the hearing it would not delay the process, because it was scheduled to be heard by City Council
on December 19,2017, Ms. Hajduk gar.e options for continuing to the Commission and discussion

followed. The Commission intended to close the public hearing and to deliberate at the next Planning

Commission meeting.

Chai-t Simson gave the applicant theit remaining 7:10 fot rebuttal.

I(arina Ruiz ensuted the Cornmission that the public did have extensive public involvement opportunitres

to help develop the plan and the community had a strong voice in what was developed. She pointed out
thete had been extraordinary coordination between the fout agencies that met regularly and would be

entering development agreements with all fout agencies; the School District, City, County and State to

delivet the project on time and in time for school operung. T'here were a varieq' examples whete there had

been alternative ptocurement paths to ensure necessâÐ/ paths and she had a long track record of delir.ering

those. Regarding capacrty at the middle schools the combined enrollment was closer to 1300 and the

longest forecast would push it to about 1450; under the 1 550 capacity the current high school building had.

The programing associated with a middle school was not as intense as a high school so there would be

spaces used for high school purposes that would be not be needed for middle school student, easing

capacity issues. Mr. Mansur added the 1800 count for the TPR analysis was a teasonable worse case analysis

number and not what was planned. He clalified there wete no recommended changes to the classification

of any toads for the County, ODOT ot City facilities. He said there wete pedesttians ctossing HoÕ' 99W
today and as the Sherwood West Pre-concept Plan developed in the future a lot of that residential was

going to be creating the need fot high school students on the opposite site of Hwy 99S7 from the existing

high school. One way or the other there would be a demand for students to cross the highway. The
improvements at Hwy 99ìV/Sunset Blvd/ Elwert Road would also be paying attention to safe routes to
schools and how to make the crossings as safe as possible. The next land use plan would include best

options to make it as safe as possible fot kids to cross the highway.

Chair Simson asked about the change in the language to Condition 1 and directed staff to provide a tevised

staff repot with modified conditions of appror.al.

Commissioner Rettig asked for comments on the methodology that was questioned. Mt. Mansur replied

that the methodology made a number of general assumptions and he had worked with Mr. Makler at

ODOT to look at different options. He noted a quote from ODOT's traffic engineer who said if there

had been one hundred taffic engineers, there would be one hundred different methodologies. He stated

the methodology met the requirement and believed it ptovided a reasonable worst case evaluation for the
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flashing stop sþ near Snyder Park that people still neglected to yield to. He said it wâs â m^tter of public
outreach and au¡areness of cornmon courtesy in driving.

8. Adioum

Chair Simson adjoutned the meeting at B:45 pm.

Submitted by:

I(irsten,{llen, Planning Department Program Coordinator

Approval Date: 20 t1
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